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CHAPTER 1
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
ITS PHYSICAL FABRIC, HISTORY & CREATORS
INTRODUCTION
Built between 1815 and 1816 in the Northern Liberties section of Philadelphia, Saint 
John’s Episcopal Church? is the earliest known extant building designed by William 
Strickland, one of America’s first professional and influential architects.  While the 
primary goal of this research is to document, analyze, and interpret the original interior 
surface finishes of St. John’s, the results discerned from the investigation and analysis are 
twofold.  Firstly, based on the study of the physical evidence, the earliest schemes have 
been interpreted to understand the original interior of St. John’s.  Secondly, a 
comparative analysis is made between the original color schemes found at St. John’s and 
those known for other buildings of the same time period, both ecclesiastical and secular.  
These comparisons are made based on primary and secondary documentary sources.  The 
goal of this aspect of the research is to determine whether the original interior surface 
finishes of St. John’s complemented the transitional nature of its architecture. 
? In keeping the flow of this thesis consistent, it should be noted that, while today the church is known as 
Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church, the building’s historic name of St. John’s Episcopal Church—or 
simply, St. John’s—is used throughout the paper.  This is done in no means to offend the present owners 
and users of the building but rather because the thesis focus is on the history and construction of the 
original church designed by William Strickland in 1815-16. 
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Between 1795 and 1820, American architecture evolved from a Federal or late Georgian 
neoclassical style into what became known as the Greek Revival.  This transitional period 
between the two definable expressions of neoclassical taste is somewhat indefinable in 
and of itself, and is especially marked by the rise of the professional architect in the 
United States.  Benjamin Henry Latrobe, often considered America’s first professional 
architect, immigrated to the United States in 1796 from England, and was soon involved 
in some of the most significant building projects of the new republic.  In addition to 
Latrobe, his pupils William Strickland and Robert Mills, along with fellow European 
imports Maximilian Godefroy and Joseph Ramée, became the small group that was 
responsible for bringing a new ideal to architectural design.  Their work was not based 
upon the delicate refinement of Adamesque designs as found in the many late eighteenth-
century pattern books used by the colonial design-builder, but, rather, upon a freer 
combination and use of classical forms to produce something modern.  Professor Jeffrey 
A. Cohen describes this short-lived epoch as the period of “free Neoclassicism.”1
Strickland’s St. John’s, completed in 1816, is a remarkable example of free 
Neoclassicism in the United States whose principal features remain virtually unaltered 
and retains most of its original interior fabric.  After a description of its physical fabric 
and history of use, this research will then place St. John’s in its historical and 
architectural context in order to gain insight into its significance in American architecture.  
From there, the surface finish context will be examined as a means of understanding the 
1 Jeffrey A. Cohen, “Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties,” National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory—Nomination Form, October 1984. 
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trends of surface finish decoration before, during, and after the time period in question.  
Chapter 4 will describe the investigation and analysis of the interior finishes of St. John’s, 
while the concluding Chapter 5 will focus on their interpretation as well as an explanation 
of historic materials and techniques used, as well as how St. John’s original finishes 
compare with other known examples.  This research will contribute to the limited body of 
knowledge regarding early nineteenth-century interior surface finish decoration of 
churches and other buildings of this period and their contribution in further defining this 
short-lived, albeit quite significant, period in American architecture. 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
Constructed of dark red brick laid in a common bond, St. John’s is a moderately-sized 
church north of downtown Philadelphia.  Smaller than some of the other churches in 
Philadelphia at the time such as Christ Church, but larger than many that had been in use 
for some time such as Gloria Dei (Old Swedes’), St. John’s is similar in size to the sixty 
by ninety-foot plan of St. Peter’s (1758-61) church in Society Hill.2  The church itself is 
part of a group of buildings, which include a later rectory and parish hall built in 1903-4, 
and a small graveyard located of the west side toward the rear of the church.  As a simple 
rectangular box with gabled roof, the building imposes a presence over its row house 
neighbors.  The roof is supported by seven king-post trusses spanning sixty-five feet 
between east and west perimeter walls.  Rectangular exterior parapet walls and the 
entrance tower hide the raking profiles of the gable roof ends (Figure 1-1). 
2 Roger W. Moss, Historic Sacred Places of Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2005), 62. 
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The northern entrance tower is the church’s most distinguishing exterior feature.  A tall 
and deep falcate paneled arch cuts into the brick tower, within which two massive 
wooden columns support a substantial Doric entablature.  Beyond the columns, the main 
entrance doors, flanked by two narrow sidelights, lead into the vestibule.  A molded 
semicircle sits upon a Doric frieze above the entry doors, reiterating the larger 
semicircular arch above.  Based upon an 1818 fire insurance survey, the entrance seems 
to have been changed at some point in the building’s history: “In the front are 2 large and 
2 Small plain turn’d Colloums [sic], supporting a large archatrive, freeze & Cornices”; 
also mentioned are “2 Arch & 1 Square head folding front doors, plain jambs & 
Archatrives [sic].”3  The smaller columns and arched doors no longer exist, so the present 
entrance is the likely result of a later building campaign.  Another significant change on 
the exterior is the current stucco covering the two massive columns in the arch; a 1987 
architectural and structural analysis report on the church by John Milner Associates states 
that “the columns, entablature and interior surfaces of the [exterior] niche are made of 
wood.” 4   In a letter dated 24 July 1983, Zen Mazurkevich, AIA, makes repair 
recommendations for the exterior including the columns: “repair columns with dry plaster 
with fiberglass mesh reinforcing.”5  It is further noted on a 1993 rehabilitation grant 
application under a section asking the applicant to “Describe recent repairs/renovations, if 
any, undertaken & when completed” that “Repair front of church-1991” was entered by 
3 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 4821 (R-2906): 222-230 Brown St., 1818, Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
4 John Milner Associates, Inc., “An Architectural and Structural Analysis: Holy Trinity Romanian 
Orthodox Church, formerly St. John’s Episcopal Church,” unpublished, March 1987. 
5 Zen Mazurkevich to Rev. Octavian Balusel, 24 July 1983, Holy Trinity records. 
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Rev. Octavian Balusel.6  While it is unknown what exactly was repaired on the front of 
the church in 1991, it is likely that the columns were stuccoed at some point after the 
1987 John Milner Associates report (Figure 1-2). 
Inside, tall round-headed windows light the interior, four each on the east and west flanks 
and two on the southern altar wall.  The 1818 fire insurance survey states that two of 
these arched window openings accommodated paneled doors, and examination of the 
exterior masonry joint identifies these as the northern-most openings on the flanks.  The 
eight windows on the east and west sides were all replaced or repaired and reglazed in 
1994; interestingly, this work was performed by contractors from St. Nicholas Russian 
Orthodox Church on North Seventh Street in Philadelphia who brought over a man 
named Vladimir Davidov from the Ukraine to oversee the window restoration.7
The windows Mr. Davidov restored display trefoil-like terminations which mimic the two 
early stained glass windows on the southern altar wall; this has led Professor Jeffrey 
Cohen to suggest that the windows in place before the 1994 restoration most likely 
replaced the originals, as this medievalizing treatment was more popular in the mid- to 
late-nineteenth century.8  The 1818 insurance survey also states that there were “10 large 
arch head windows…Glass 9 by 12 inches,”9 whereas the glass panes in the restored 
6 “Application for Rehabilitation Grant, PHPC Historic Religious Properties Program,” March 9, 1993. 
7 Jean Farnsworth, the Directory of the Historic Religious Properties Program in Philadelphia, wrote a letter 
to the U.S. Department of Justice Immigration and Naturalization Service dated 8 February 1995 in support 
of Vladimir Davidov’s application for a visa: “…He brings his unique expertise in Eastern European 
scientific methods which he will share with students and local craftsmen….,” Holy Trinity records. 
8 Cohen, “Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties.” 
9 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 4821 (R-2906): 222-230 Brown St., 1818. 
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windows today are eleven by sixteen inches.  There is also no mention of the stained 
glass windows in the insurance survey so it is most likely that the windows were all 
replaced when the stained glass windows were inserted.  This is also discussed in more 
depth in the Windows section of the paint analysis Summary of Findings in Chapter 4.  
Today, however, the stained glass windows are covered from the outside with wood 
boards as they are in need of extensive repair and cleaning.  The southern wall also used 
to boast a large attic lunette with radiating mullions that has since fallen in.  Two 
additional lunettes exist on the northern entrance façade above brick recesses that echo 
the shapes of the tall round-headed windows. 
The interior plan is typical of many traditional late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-
century churches, with galleries on each long side, the entrance beneath the organ loft at 
one shorter end, and the altar opposite.  Rather than one aisle running down the center of 
the nave as seen in many churches, however, here there are two main aisles on each side 
of the main section of pews, with two more secondary aisles under the galleries next to 
the walls and windows.  The original “neat wainscoted pews, with Cherry Capping”10
still fill the floor area and galleries (Figure 1-3). 
Each gallery is supported by four wooden columns in the Doric order on top of which 
there is a full entablature with architrave, frieze, and cornice.  Two staircases in small 
rooms to each side off the entrance vestibule provide access to the galleries, and a 
balustrade with turned balusters and handrails constitutes the gallery balcony.  Both 
10 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 4821 (R-2906): 222-230 Brown St., 1818. 
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galleries are stepped up toward the side walls, and on the southern altar end the western 
gallery curves back so that its ramping end does not interrupt the window there; the 
southern end of the eastern gallery used to do this has well but has since been removed, at 
a date that is unknown  (Figure 1-4). 
The altar area is slightly raised from the floor and is distinguished by a large semicircular 
portico supported by two large columns and two pilasters again of the Doric order.  
Unlike the smaller columns supporting the galleries, the shafts of the altar columns 
display stop fluting where only their top-most and lowest margins are fluted.  Tall wood 
pedestals elevate the columns and are decorated with a Greek fret pattern.  Rising to the 
full height of the interior, the portico is topped by a heavy entablature at ceiling level 
consisting of an architrave, frieze, and cornice.  The ceiling of the portico is decorated 
with plaster semicircular ornaments including a medallion radiating from the wall.  On 
this southern apse wall, there are six recessed panels that now display decorative painting; 
one small rectangular panel surmounts the largest rectangular panel in the center and two 
circular panels surrounded by plaster wreaths or leaves exist above large rectangular 
panels on the left and right.  The 1818 survey also mentions that the raised altar area used 
to be fronted “with Circular mohogany [sic] hand Rails painted turnd [sic] balusters”11
(Figure 1-5). 
On the opposite end, the northern organ loft projects out over the entrance vestibule in a 
curve that responds to the curving altar portico.  A coffered semicircular arch with 
11 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 4821 (R-2906): 222-230 Brown St., 1818. 
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rosettes leads into the coved loft space in which the 1818 survey mentions the existence 
of an organ.  There are two doors on each side of the loft that open into small spaces 
leading to the galleries (Figure 1-6). 
For the most part, the church remains remarkably untouched from its conception and 
most elements are original to the building.  Some notable alterations and additions have 
been made, however, which must be mentioned.  In the first decade of the twentieth 
century while the church was still in the hands of the Episcopalians, a three-story parish 
house and school were built adjoining the southwest corner of the church.  Doors on the 
southwest wall now open into the bottom floor of the parish hall and the stained glass 
window there no longer looks to the outside, but into the hall.  The most significant 
changes to the building occurred in 1931 when the church was given to the Romanian 
Orthodox congregation so that the space could function properly under its canon.  On the 
exterior, a short wooden bell tower with ogee cap was added.  Inside, an embellished 
screen, or iconostasis, was added to the altar area, and the part of the sanctuary under the 
southwest gallery was closed off to serve then as an auxiliary chapel, and now as an 
office.  The interior was also repainted at this time, but the murals on the south altar wall 
were not painted until 1941; while these murals remain, the rest of the church was 
repainted again in 1994 with the decoration seen today. 
The current colorful interior decorative scheme includes stenciling, marbling, and figure 
painting that also reflect the Eastern European cultural and religious heritage of the 
present congregation.  The surface finishes, however, are not in a good condition and 
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exhibit the deferred maintenance that the church has experienced over its lifetime.  
Flaking, cracking, and poor adhesion of the paint layers to the plaster substrate due to 
water infiltration are omnipresent conditions throughout the church, but especially on the 
upper gallery walls closest to the roofline and on the east side of the building in general. 
HISTORY OF ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
The land on which St. John’s was eventually built was given by the estate of William 
Coats to the Reverend Jacob Duche, John Coats, and their survivors in June 1764, in trust 
for the erection of an Anglican church.  At the time, there were already three Anglican 
churches (the American Episcopate would not be formed until after the Revolution in 
1789) in Philadelphia: Christ Church, on Second and Market Streets (started 1727); St. 
Peter’s, on Pine and Third Streets (1758-1761; tower and spire, 1842); and St. Paul’s, on 
Third Street below Walnut Street (1761).12  The congregation of Christ Church, being the 
oldest, was well-established by the mid-eighteenth century and considered itself the 
wealthiest and most fashionable.  In the years leading up to the Revolution, Benjamin 
Franklin, George Washington, John Adams, and other Declaration of Independence 
signers would consider Christ Church their house of worship.13  Serving as the only 
Anglican church in Philadelphia in these pre-Revolutionary years, the Christ Church 
congregation was constantly expanding, so a group of “Gentlemen from the south end” 
petitioned the Christ Church vestry for permission to ask Thomas and Richard Penn for a 
plot of ground on Third Street on which to build a “chapel of ease” that would become St. 
12 Moss, Sacred Places, 10-11. 
13 Ibid., 45. 
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Peter’s Church.14  Master builder Robert Smith, known for design and construction of the 
Christ Church steeple, and the leading master builder-architect of pre-Revolutionary 
America, constructed St. Peter’s.15  The third Anglican church to be constructed in the 
eighteenth century was St. Paul’s, also designed by Robert Smith.  Situated between 
Christ Church and St. Peter’s, St. Paul’s was founded by William McClenachan, a former 
Presbyterian minister who joined the Church of England, was ordained a priest in London, 
and came to Philadelphia as a missionary.  His “Extemporaneous Praying & Preaching” 
and his “railings and revilings in the Pulpit” at Christ Church in 1759, however, led 
McClenachan to withdraw from Christ Church and found his own parish of St. Paul’s, 
which caused controversy by drawing members from the two other neighboring 
congregations.16
It is not known why William Coats felt the need to donate land to erect a fourth Anglican 
church, but perhaps he felt as if the Anglican citizens living north of Christ Church would 
be better served by their own church.  The plot of ground where St. John’s would be built 
was located in the section of Philadelphia that is now known as the Northern Liberties on 
the south side of Brown Street between Second and Third Streets, one hundred feet wide 
by two hundred feet deep.  With the Revolution, plans to erect a church building, 
however, were delayed until the early nineteenth century when the area became more 
densely settled.  In 1811 the lot was granted by Coats’s surviving trustees to the United 
14 Ibid., 10. 
15 Ibid., 62. 
16 Ibid., 10. 
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Churches and to members of the Protestant Episcopal sect residing in the neighborhood 
who voluntarily associated for the purpose of collecting funds to build a church in the 
area.  The land was given on the condition that an Episcopal church would be erected 
within three years and that the Coats family and heirs would forever have a reserved pew 
in the church.17
Bishop William White, who was the first Bishop of Pennsylvania, chaplain to the 
Continental Congress, personal friend of George Washington, Christ Church pastor, and 
founder of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States,18  started a Sunday 
school in 1812 that formed the basis for the congregation of St. John’s.  It was organized 
into a permanent parish in 1814 and in the following year was formally received into the 
Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania with its church building already paid for.19  The 
cornerstone was laid September 18, 1815 and St. John’s soon became the “fashionable 
Episcopal church of the city.”20
A newspaper article dated September 21, 1816 in Relfs Philadelphia Gazette and Daily 
Advertiser documented the church’s consecration that took place three days previous on 
September 18, 1816.  The account is the only known written record attributing William 
Strickland as the architect designer of St. John’s.  “The design,” it states, “was given by 
Mr. William Strickland of this city, and the execution has done justice to the taste of the 
Architect.”  William Thackara is also given credit for the “Stucco mouldings and 
17 Thompson Westcott, A History of Philadelphia, volume 4 (Philadelphia, 1886), ch. 521. 
18 Moss, Sacred Places, 45. 
19 “Old St. John’s Church Rounds Out Century,” The Philadelphia Record (4 October 1914). 
20 Ibid. 
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enrichments” and “has exceeded any work of the kind in this City.”  Little description of 
the church is given, but the building is described as a “neat and elegant edifice.”  Most of 
the article is devoted to the recount of the consecration sermon given by Bishop White in 
which he spoke of the propriety of setting apart places devoted solely to worship.  
Without such houses, he preached, the majority of people would be without the “means 
of Divine instruction.”21
The Reverend George Boyd was called to be the first rector of St. John’s; he was one of 
the early clergy in Philadelphia who believed in and advocated for the free church system 
where congregants did not have to pay for their pews.  A cenotaph placed on the west 
wall upon Rev. Boyd’s death (now in the enclosed office area under the southwest gallery) 
states: “Impressed by the words of our Lord/ ‘To the Poor the gospel is preached’/ He 
declared this Church free to All/ ‘Without money and without Price’.”  Because of these 
views, controversy arose between Dr. Boyd and the vestry, who eventually asked for the 
reverend’s resignation.  Dr. Boyd refused to do so and the matter was placed before the 
bishop, who decided not to concur in his dismissal.  The reverend remained at St. John’s 
until his death in 1851.22
At the time of the parish’s founding, a total of twenty-five communicants were reported 
to be congregation members and within five years the total number had grown to over 
21 Relfs Philadelphia Gazette and Daily Advertiser (21 September 1816) 33:8630, on microfilm at the Free 
Library of Philadelphia.  The article was unearthed by Jeffrey A. Cohen, who was the first to attribute 
Strickland as the designer of St. John’s. 
22 “St. John’s Protestant Episcopal Church,” brief history and photograph at the Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1934, v51:136. 
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one hundred.  Despite this strong early growth, however, the parish never seemed to 
expand enough to prosper, which contributed to substantial financial problems.  Even as 
early as 1823 Rev. Boyd said, “With a debt of about seventeen thousand dollars, and not 
many rich among them, the congregation has to struggle with many difficulties.”23
The latter half of the nineteenth century into the twentieth brought a number of rectors 
who remained for short periods of service at St. John’s.24  As the clergymen came and 
went, the neighborhood changed as well.  The early decades of the twentieth century 
brought a mass influx of eastern European immigrants into Philadelphia, many of whom 
settled in the Northern Liberties.  At the same time, older and more affluent members of 
the congregation moved to other parts of the city or out to the suburbs.  In order to adapt 
the church to the needs of the new neighborhood, Reverend George Chambers Richmond, 
who became rector of St. John’s in 1907, started to institute several Sunday services 
exclusively for the immigrants.25
By 1921, a newspaper article reported the church had “practically discontinued its 
ordinary parish work,” and it described St. John’s settlement house as “formerly St. 
John’s church” [emphasis added].  By this time, the church had introduced programs for 
the over three hundred Romanian families, along with a “large sprinkling”26 of Russian, 
Greek, Bulgar, Austrian, and Serbian immigrants who had settled in the neighborhood.  
23 Westcott, ch. 521. 
24 J. Wesley Twelves, A History of the Diocese of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: Diocese of Pennsylvania, 
1969), 131. 
25 The Philadelphia Record (4 October 1914). 
26 “Old Church is Centre of Unique Settlement,” The Philadelphia Record (30 January 1921).
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They were invited to participate in activities sponsored by St. John’s Settlement House in 
the parish hall behind the church itself that had been built in 1903-4.  Romanian masses 
were held each week in the settlement hall, along with drama and dance classes, 
“amusements” for the children, and girls’, boys’, men’s and women’s club activities.  The 
settlement also held a medical clinic staffed by two volunteer physicians and a successful 
library that held over three thousand volumes partly supplied by the Free Library of 
Philadelphia.27
By the following year—1922—the Romanians were offered to lease the church for their 
services and enjoyed a prosperous decade that was earmarked by the visit of Queen Maria 
of Romania in 1926.28  During this time they also joined the formation of the Romanian 
Orthodox Missionary Episcopate in the United States and the church was consecrated in 
1931.  In the same year, the proposed remodeling of the church for use in the Romanian 
Orthodox rite was also approved by the Episcopal Diocese.  The interior was repainted, a 
bell tower was constructed, and the iconostasis was added in front of the altar. 
While the Settlement House closed its doors in 1935, the Episcopal parish remained and, 
despite low numbers (only five families were reported to be attending services in 1931), 
continued to keep its own wardens and vestrymen at St. John’s.  They were in charge of 
the rectors of nearby parishes and continued to maintain their charter with occasional 
27 Ibid. 
28 “St. John’s Protestant Episcopal Church,” Historical Society of Pennsylvania. 
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services.29  In 1952, the Romanians were permitted to use the church and parish hall free 
of charge; this was the continued agreement until November 15, 1972, when St. John’s 
Episcopal Church and attached buildings were sold to the Romanian congregation for one 
dollar.  The deed was transferred and the building named Holy Trinity Romanian 
Orthodox Church.30
Low numbers of Romanian congregants throughout the latter half of the twentieth 
century and lack of funds have resulted in insufficient maintenance which, in turn, has led 
to a need for numerous repairs.  A surge of younger congregants in the late 1990s has 
revived Holy Trinity with the hope of its future restoration and preservation.  Today, the 
congregation is working closely with Partners for Sacred Places, a Philadelphia non-
profit that helps houses of worship find the means to repair and restore their historically 
significant buildings. 
WILLIAM STRICKLAND, THE ARCHITECT OF ST. JOHN’S 
William Strickland was surrounded by architecture and construction from an early age as 
his father, John, was a well-respected carpenter and charter member of the Practical 
House Carpenters’ Society.31  John had moved his family from Navesink, New Jersey to 
Philadelphia by 1790 and it was in Philadelphia where William later started his 
architectural career.  Between 1797 and 1801, while John worked on the Bank of 
29 Twelves, 131. 
30 St. John’s records, in possession of Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church. 
31Agnes Addison Gilchrist, William Strickland. Architect and Engineer, 1788-1854 (New York: Da Capo 
Press, 1969), 1. 
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Pennsylvania as a carpenter executing the designs of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, young 
William could often be found with his father and the bank’s builders.  By August 1801, 
Latrobe, who had by then taken notice of the young teenager’s drawing abilities, offered 
him an apprenticeship.  Under Latrobe’s guidance, along with fellow apprentices Robert 
Mills, Peter Lenox, Henry Latrobe (Benjamin’s son), Strickland learned the fundamentals 
of engineering and architecture.32  He worked primarily on Latrobe’s designs for the 
United States Capitol during his four-year apprenticeship, with the first two spent in 
Philadelphia, and the last two in Latrobe’s Newcastle, Delaware office.33
Architectural historian Talbot Hamlin describes Strickland as Latrobe’s youngest and 
“most brilliant” draftsman, “the one for whom Latrobe had the greatest admiration.”34
This talent was what most likely helped Strickland retain his apprenticeship after an 
incident in August 1804 where he was sent ahead to air out the Latrobe summer house 
but did not do so, upon which the Latrobe family arrived to find the house damp and a 
“mass of mildew.”  “Although I am still of the opinion that your son William has the best 
talents and disposition I have almost ever seen in a boy of his age,” Latrobe writes to 
John Strickland after the incident, “—his conduct has been such as to render it necessary 
to use him with great severity.  For the last fortnight he has been with me in 
Philadelphia.”35  William was given back his job this time, but Latrobe could not get over 
his apprentice’s lack of discipline and seemingly carefree ways a year later in the summer 
32 Ibid. 
33 Talbot Hamlin, Benjamin Henry Latrobe (New York: Oxford University Press, 1955), 216. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
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of 1805 when he finally discharged the pupil from his duties after Strickland neither 
appeared at the office for two days nor gave any notice of his whereabouts.36
Latrobe’s relationship with the Strickland family was one built on the high esteem he 
held for John’s craftsmanship and his friendship with “so excellent a fellow”37 as well as 
a great reverence for William’s raw talent.  Latrobe clearly thought, however, that mother 
and wife Betsey Strickland’s over-protectiveness of William bordered on the ridiculous; 
in a letter to John Lenthall, Latrobe’s overseer of works at the U.S. Capitol, three months 
after the truant Strickland was discharged from his office, he writes, 
…she [Betsey] has so turned her good husband’s head, as to persuade him, that 
William has been most cruelly ill treated by me, not having had a great coat, 
pantaloons and shoes during the whole of last winter…and that he ought not to 
return to me unless I bind myself in heavy penalties under hand and seal as to 
good treatment of soul and body.  Under such conditions, I cannot again receive 
him [William], or indeed subject myself to the horrible chance, of encountering 
from time to time such blinded parents…..In fact I never had an idea of such a 
woman till my having given her family free residence and firewood on Ironhill 
brought me into contact with her, and such was her conduct, that I left Ironhill 3 
weeks sooner than I intended merely to get rid of her, her cow, her chickens, and 
her atmosphere.38
Ultimately, Strickland’s apprenticeship with Latrobe was over and the teenager sought 
employment elsewhere. 
William joined his father in New York where John was employed by John Holland in the 
rebuilding of the Park Theatre in 1807.  Strickland painted scenery with Hugh Reinagle 
36 Ibid. 
37 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to John Lenthall, 19 November 1805, in The Correspondence and 
Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, ed. John C. Van Horne (New Haven: published for the 
Maryland Historical Society by Yale University Press, 1986), volume 2, 164. 
38 Ibid., 163-4. 
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for the new productions in the winter of 1807-08 and was back in Philadelphia by the 
summer.   His first important architectural designs were also made in the same year; in 
November 1808, his Gothic design for the Masonic Hall on Chestnut Street between 
Seventh and Eighth Streets was accepted.  Construction began in 1809 and the building 
was completed in 1811; Strickland’s independent career as an architect began when he 
was only twenty-one years old with only four formal years of training.39
In the following years, Strickland was employed in numerous modes of work including 
surveying, engraving of landscape and portraits, and theatrical scene painting; he even 
wrote a patriotic song during the War of 1812 at which time he was an engineer on the 
Committee of Safety for the defense of the city of Philadelphia—a job Latrobe helped 
Strickland obtain.  Any ill feelings Latrobe felt for Strickland six years prior seemed to 
have dissipated by 1812, for Latrobe wrote a letter of recommendation on Strickland’s 
behalf to the Secretary of War:  “Mr. William Strickland, the bearer, is desirous of 
obtaining a commission in the Corps of Engineers….He is an excellent draughtsman, 
perhaps the best of those I have educated….I should consider the talents, the spirit, & the 
acquirements of Mr. Strickland to be an acquisition in the Corps….”40  His job was to 
survey the land for nine miles west of Philadelphia and to report on possible enemy 
approaches and the best strategies to defend them.  During this endeavor, Strickland was 
39 Gilchrist, 2. 
40 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Secretary of War, 10 June 1812, in Hamlin, Latrobe, 216. 
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well-received and made many acquaintances and good relations that he later said thought 
help him win the competition for the Second Bank of the United States.41
St. John’s is likely Strickland’s first completed work after the war as its cornerstone was 
laid in 1815 and the church was consecrated in September 1816.  Two other Strickland 
buildings were designed and built around the same time period.  The Temple of the New 
Jerusalem for the Swedenborgian Church at the corner of Twelfth and Sansom Streets 
was also completed in 1816 and the Friends’ Asylum for the Insane, in Frankfort, then 
outside the city of Philadelphia, was started in 1815 and completed in 1817.42  Despite 
this handful of commissions, Strickland’s career was still in its infancy, and at this point, 
he was largely unknown in the architectural world outside of Philadelphia. 
This soon changed, however, in 1818, when Strickland was awarded the first premium 
for his design in the competition for the Bank of the United States.  The Directors of the 
Bank published their desired program for their new bank building in the Gazette of the 
United States, the end of which stated, “In this edifice the Directors are desirous of 
exhibiting a chaste imitation of Grecian architecture, in the simplest and least expensive 
form.”43  Strickland’s award did, however, come with the cost of a strained and broken 
relationship with Latrobe, who accused his former pupil of using his ideas for the design.  
When it was eventually completed, however, Strickland’s design of a simple marble 
41 Jeffrey A. Cohen and Charles E. Brownell, The Architectural Drawings of Benjamin Henry Latrobe,
Volume 2, Part 1  (New Haven: published for the Maryland Historical Society and the American 
Philosophical Society by Yale University Press, 1994), 713. 
42 Gilchrist, 3. 
43 Ibid., 55. 
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temple based on the Parthenon instantly became the new architectural ideal and launched 
the young architect’s successful career in Philadelphia.  Eleven years later, with 
accomplishments mounting, Strickland was praised for his architectural contributions to 
the city of Philadelphia upon completion of the Merchants’ Exchange: “He will realize 
the boast of the ancient emperor—He found us living in a city of brick, and he will leave 
us a city of marble.”44
Interestingly, in his “Sketches of Roman Architecture,” printed in 1846 while in 
Nashville toward the end of his career, Strickland abhorrently denounced the use of red 
brick: nothing, he says, “can be worse in taste than a red brick house contrasted, as an 
artist would say, with a clear blue sky….Red is the last colour that an Architect would 
choose in the composition of any of his designs.”45  Perhaps it is ironic, then, that 
Strickland’s earliest surviving work as a professional architect was built entirely of red 
brick.  St. John’s was designed at a time in American architectural history when the 
profession of “architect” was not well established and there was a small group of men 
trying, at times desperately, to assert themselves in both the artistic and builder realms of 
a new republic.  What mattered most to Strickland in his early career was, simply, being 
an architect; using the materials at hand to create something more than the builder-
designers of the colonial period could do (while getting paid for it).  To a young 
Strickland, being an architect did not mean copying the latest trends published in 
European architectural pattern books: it meant using adaptation, inventiveness, dismissal, 
44 “Exchange Celebration,” Hazard’s Register of Pennsylvania 12, no. 19 (9 November 1833): 293. 
45 Gilchrist, 37. 
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and conception to express a newfound artistic freedom—traits all seen at St. John’s.  
Strickland was not yet concerned with or jaded by the ideals, standards, and protocols 
most architects come to realize over the course of a successful career, and it was with this 
bold and nonconformist type of attitude that the brash young professional needed at the 
time in order to create a work as distinctive as St. John’s—even out of brick. 
WILLIAM THACKARA, PLASTERER OF ST. JOHN’S 
William Thackara was mentioned in the Relfs Philadelphia Gazette and Daily Advertiser
article as the craftsman responsible for the decorative plasterwork in St. John’s.  Research 
suggests that Thackara was one of the foremost plasterers of the time and worked on an 
impressive list of buildings, including Independence Hall, the Second Bank of the United 
States in Philadelphia, and the United States Capitol in Washington, D.C.  Further, he 
was asked but declined to work on the President’s House (The White House).  Thackara’s 
role as the plasterer of St. John’s further adds to the significance and importance of the 
church and the urgency to maintain and preserve this master craftsman’s plasterwork. 
Latrobe makes mention of Thackara numerous times in letters found throughout The
Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe; the architect 
seemed to know Thackara well and thought very highly of him, calling him “one of the 
most respectable citizens and mechanics of Philadelphia.”46  The most thorough (albeit 
short) synopsis of Thackara and his work was found in an article by Robert D. Crompton 
46 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 525, footnote 4. 
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in Plastering Industries magazine entitled “William Thackara, Jr., Master Plasterer of 
Early Philadelphia.”  Born in 1770, Thackara began his career at age twenty-three with a 
significant commission at Congress Hall (adjoining Independence Hall) where he 
performed all plastering and decorative plasterwork, including an intricate centerpiece on 
the ceiling of the Senate Chamber.47  Both the Senate and House of Representatives met 
in Congress Hall from 1790-1800 while Philadelphia served as capital of the United 
States and it was where John Adams was inaugurated as second president in 1797. 
Until his death in 1823 at age fifty-three, Thackara was a prolific and successful 
craftsman who was employed by the well-known architects of the time.  Crompton, while 
researching Thackara, found the daybook of an unidentified plasterer’s measurer that is 
probably the most extensive surviving record of Thackara’s work (now in the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania); the book was kept between 1812 and 1818 and lists hundreds 
of references to other Philadelphia plasterers, including 108 buildings by Thackara alone 
in a mere six years.48  Not only did he work with Latrobe on his high-profile buildings, he 
also did extensive work for both Strickland and Robert Mills.  In fact, Thackara and 
Strickland were more than professional acquaintances – they were family; Strickland was 
47 Robert Donald Crompton, “William Thackara, Jr., Master Plasterer of Early Philadelphia,” Plastering 
Industries vol. 46, no. 3 (October 1960): 27. 
48 Some of these buildings in Philadelphia include: Mechanic’s Bank, 3rd Street; St. John’s Episcopal 
Church, Brown Street above 2nd; Unitarian Church, 10th and Locust; Robert Waln estate, “Walnut Grove” 
in Frankford; St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, 3rd above Walnut; Pennsylvania Hospital “Picture House”; 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, Chestnut Street; gallery of Rubens Peale, son of Charles Wilson Peale, 
Walnut Street.  For entire list (but not complete list of Thackara’s work), see Crompton, 32. 
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a nephew by marriage of Thackara’s elder brother, James, a well-known engraver and 
figure in the Philadelphia art and political circles.49
Aside from helping construct and decorate some of the most significant buildings of his 
time, Thackara also found the time to fill a major leadership role in one of the earliest 
trade groups chartered by the State of Pennsylvania; in 1804, he helped in the formation 
of the Master Plasterers’ Company of Philadelphia by serving as its first president, 
possibly retaining the position until his death.  The original charter of the company, 
which Thackara helped draft, stressed “the character and training of the members, on 
improving the status of the art of plastering, and on providing for widows and children in 
the event of death or sickness of a member.”50  The level of awareness of and caring for 
others involved in his craft displayed simply through this charter no doubt reflects the 
character and morals of Thackara himself.  In concert with his distinguished level of 
workmanship, Thackara’s virtues are what made him so well-respected by Latrobe and 
the others in the field. 
These values and staunch loyalty to his Company led to his refusal to work at the 
President’s House in Washington, D.C.  Upon completion of his work at the U.S. Capitol, 
on which Latrobe asked him to work after finding Thackara’s prices more advantageous 
compared to those of William Foxton,51 Thackara was invited by Samuel Lane, the 
Commissioner of Washington, D.C., to superintend the plastering and stucco-work of the 
49 Crompton, 28. 
50 Ibid., 29. 
51 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 348, footnote 3. 
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President’s House in April 1817.  Thackara, however, wanted to base his contract valued 
on the prices and “rules of measurement laid down by the master plasterers Company of 
the City and County of Philadelphia,” which Lane refused to do.52
Earlier in the plasterer’s career, Latrobe fought for him and the amount of money he was 
to be paid while recommending Thackara for the work in his to-be-constructed Bank of 
Philadelphia in 1808; Thackara came highly recommended to do the plastering at the 
bank based on the fact that Latrobe found his work at the Capitol “without exception the 
best that I have ever seen in my life either here or in Europe.” 53   Writing from 
Washington, D.C., Latrobe sends Thackara with a letter of recommendation to George 
Clymer, the president of the Bank in Philadelphia, in which Latrobe states, “the bargain I 
have made with him for the bank is so good a one that the Directors will miss it 
exceedingly if they do not once agree to it.  I enclose a letter to them.”54
This other letter to the President and Building Committee of the Bank of Philadelphia is 
summarized in a footnote that describes Latrobe’s method of estimating building costs.  
Estimating the cost of the plasterwork at the Bank became an issue for Latrobe because 
he did not agree with the standard means of measuring the completed work by set 
formulas to arrive at is cost, which were the techniques used by associated companies of 
workmen in Philadelphia at the time.  Rather, Latrobe wanted to negotiate in advance an 
overall sum for the job in its entirety with the “most respectable mechanics of the city,” 
52 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 3, 875-6, footnote 5. 
53 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 525, footnote 4. 
54 Benjamin Henry Latrobe toGeorge Clymer, 13 February 1808, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 
525. 
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“men of known skill, integrity, and capital” based on his own method of measuring 
plasterwork.55  So, in effect, Latrobe had already worked out what he deemed “so good a” 
bargain with Thackara, knowing the level of detail, intricacy and associated level of 
craftsmanship that his Gothic bank would require.  The directors of the bank later, 
however, attempted to substitute other contractors for those with whom Latrobe had 
already worked out his estimates, actions that almost forced Latrobe to withdraw himself 
from the project.  Clymer and Latrobe seemed to work things out in the end, and 
Thackara did indeed end up doing all plasterwork in the Bank of Philadelphia.  Long 
since demolished, the Bank of Philadelphia was one of Latrobe’s very few Gothic-
inspired buildings whose whole interior effect could only be achieved through the 
perfection of the detailed and intricate plasterwork and tracery on the ceilings – it is no 
wonder then that Latrobe fought for the best craftsman he could find.  Talbot Hamlin 
describes the work Thackara executed in the Bank: 
Evidently the banking room had an elaborate fan vault; the radiating ribs had 
cusped panels between them, cast in advance, and there were elaborate modeled 
bosses at the intersections.  In the center was a large pendant.  This was to be 
fastened securely to the ceiling framing, and the radiating ribs were to be brought 
down and adjusted to it.  The whole must have been a fantasy in Gothic ribbing 
not too unlike certain English ceilings of a decade earlier….[I]n the Philadelphia 
of 1808, the vault must have been a source of wonder; at least it was unique.56
Clearly, William Thackara was a highly skilled and highly sought-after plasterer.  In 
August 1817, he added some ornamentation to Latrobe’s Bank of Pennsylvania, on which 
he may have also done the original plastering, and he had plastered Latrobe’s Markoe 
55 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 525, footnote 4. 
56 Hamlin, Latrobe, 346. 
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house.57  The home of the American Philosophical Society, Old Philosophical Hall, on 5th
Street was yet another Thackara product.  Robert Mills’ 2500-seat Sansom Street Baptist 
Church, with walls fifty feet high and a rotunda of ninety feet in diameter, was plastered 
by Thackara.  At Independence Hall alone, he was responsible not only for the previously 
mentioned work at Congress Hall, but also for plastering the “fire-proof offices in the 
West end of the State House” designed by Mills in 1814 (demolished in the 1890s), as 
well as the vestibule ceiling of Independence Hall where, in April 1816, he installed “one 
grand Rosett & Golochie,” ninety oval beads, 132 spherical beads and four three-inch 
rosettes, all of which are still in place.  His final known work was for Latrobe’s onetime 
apprentice, William Strickland, at the Second Bank of the United States in Philadelphia.  
According to his original estimate dated 18 December 1819, now in the Library Company 
of Philadelphia, Thackara received $5900 for “plastering and plain stucco moulding in 
the principal and office stories of the Bank” (but this price did not include erection and 
removal of scaffolding and “making radius moulds and rules of every description, 
including Materials for the same”).58
The second son of a former sailor in the British Navy died in his home on the south side 
of Pine Street between 7th and 8th Streets on 11 June 1823, survived by his wife, the 
former Mary Allenby and daughter of a Philadelphia cooper, and his six children.  He left 
behind a sizeable estate that included three buildings and various stocks and bonds 
57 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 931, footnote 4. 
58 Crompton, 36. 
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including shares in the Mechanic’s Bank, of which he was a director.59  Based on the 
significance of the buildings on which Thackara worked and his leadership positions in 
the master plasterers’ company, it is clear that he was the foremost and leading plasterer 
in Philadelphia in the early nineteenth century.  His skill is clearly seen at St. John’s, in 
the full Doric entablature on the altar portico and the detailed rosettes in the organ loft 
arch.  Thankfully, these details are still intact, but the building is suffering from water 
damage resulting in loss of the plaster cornice around the ceiling line and further water 
damage on its plaster walls.  In addition, one can see the ghost of what was probably a 
circular plaster or stucco medallion in the center of the ceiling that was removed at some 
point in the building’s history.  St. John’s is a product of some of the most skilled hands 
of the time, not only those drawing with the pencil in the architectural office, but those 
creating the molds and mixing the plaster on the building site. 
59 Ibid., 37. 
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FREE NEOCLASSICISM, CHURCH DESIGN & THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 
ST. JOHN’S
FREE NEOCLASSICISM 
To better understand the architectural significance of St. John’s and the ways in which its 
surface finishes relate to the architecture, we must place the building in the cultural and 
architectural context of early nineteenth-century America.  Great change and innovation 
in American architecture characterized this time period (approximately 1797-1820, while 
some architectural historians identify this evolution as nothing more than a precursor to 
the Greek Revival,60 others find the true significance and impact of the architects and 
their designs on shaping American architecture for generations to come.  Two historians 
specifically distinguished the modern buildings of this time period as something more 
than early or pre-Greek Revival.  Robert L. Alexander describes the architectural style of 
Latrobe and Godefroy as “cosmopolitan”61 while Jeffrey A. Cohen—as mentioned in the 
60 Some of these historians include: Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America (New York: 
Dover Publications, 1944); W. Barksdale Maynard, Architecture in the United States, 1800-1850 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002); Robert Kent Sutton, Americans Interpret the Parthenon (Niwot, CO: 
University Press of Colorado, 1992). 
61 Robert L. Alexander, “Architecture and Aristocracy: The Cosmopolitan Style of Latrobe and Godefroy,” 
Maryland Historical Magazine vol. 56, no. 3 (September 1961): 229-243.
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Introduction—goes a step further and names these transitional years the period of “Free 
Neoclassicism.”62
Free Neoclassical buildings are marked by a deliberate departure from the Federal and 
late Georgian neoclassical designs of the eighteenth century, but do not yet signify the 
more literal interpretations of what became known as the Greek Revival in the nineteenth 
century.  While free Neoclassical buildings all rely upon the use of classical forms found 
in antiquity, they are not products of any one definable style; rather, their common thread 
lies in the way in which their designers recombined these classical details at will and with 
a bold freedom, resulting in the production of modern buildings as yet unseen in the 
United States. 
For the most part, buildings of this type were concentrated in the Middle Atlantic cities of 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., and Richmond: the places in which a small 
group of men were working hard to establish themselves as America’s first generation of 
professionally-trained architects.  Until this point, the master builder, carpenter builder, 
or “gentleman architect” was relied upon to design most structures.  Architectural 
historian Fiske Kimball describes the eighteenth-century designer as someone who, while 
not formally trained as an architect, was still somewhat familiar with the European 
architectural trends and sought to imitate them through the use of pattern books and 
62 Jeffrey A. Cohen, “Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties,” National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory—Nomination Form, October 1984. 
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architectural treatises.63  However, the European idea of paying an architect a fee based 
on a percentage of the entire cost of the building was unheard of the United States.64  This 
began to change, however, with Benjamin Henry Latrobe, who arrived in 1796.  Latrobe 
was soon involved in some of the new republic’s most ambitious building projects and 
started to institute the European architects’ method of payment.  Latrobe, along with his 
pupils William Strickland and Robert Mills, and with French immigrants Maximilian 
Godefroy and Joseph Ramée, became the first group of architects responsible for 
establishing the architectural profession in America (despite the lack of financial success 
it brought).  They intentionally sought to distinguish themselves and their buildings from 
what had been the colonial norm. 
Benjamin Henry Latrobe and Avant-Garde Philadelphia 
Latrobe was trained in England as both an engineer under John Smeaton and an architect 
under Samuel Pepys Cockerell and immigrated to America after suffering financial and 
personal disaster in London.  His mother’s family owned land in Pennsylvania and, 
seeking a fresh professional and emotional start, Latrobe landed in Norfolk, Virginia in 
March 1796 eagerly awaiting the opportunity to pursue his architectural ambitions.65  He 
immediately began obtaining commissions in Virginia and his first built design in the 
63 Fiske Kimball, Domestic Architecture of the American Colonies and of the Early Republic (New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), 61. 
64 Mark Gelernter, History of American Architecture: buildings in their cultural and technological context
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1999), 118. 
65 Paul F. Norton, Latrobe, Jefferson, and the National Capitol (New York: Garland Publishers, 1977), 10-
11. 
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United States was a residential project for Captain William Pennock in Norfolk. 66
Latrobe spent two years in Virginia, during which time his projects included the 
Richmond Penitentiary, but by March 1798 had pronounced himself “unwilling to remain 
without the advantage of having seen what has been done at Philadelphia, and it seems to 
me to be of importance to the public that I should know it.”67
He spent two weeks in Philadelphia during his first visit, at which time the architect had 
the opportunity to meet with Samuel Fox, the president of the Bank of Pennsylvania.  
Latrobe left Fox with a simple sketch of a design for the new bank building the president 
proposed to build, and four months later in Richmond the architect received a letter 
stating his design had been accepted.  Latrobe relocated to Philadelphia in December 
1798 to oversee construction.68  It is generally agreed upon that the construction of 
Latrobe’s Bank of Pennsylvania (1798-1801) announced the arrival of a new classical 
vocabulary in American architecture. 
Built entirely of marble, the Bank exuded a simplicity and “purity of form”69 never 
before seen in the United States.  The building was essentially two rectangular portico 
wings sandwiching a central square block, out of which rose a low dome capped by a 
lantern.  The street facades in the front and rear consisted of pedimented porticos six-
columns wide in the Greek Ionic order (Figure 2-1).  Inside, a great circular-domed 
banking hall served as the nucleus for the whole with an entrance vestibule in front (on 
66 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 82. 
67 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 1, 80; in Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 180. 
68 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 180. 
69 Ibid., 14. 
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the east) and a stockholders’ room behind.70  An 1803 letter from Philadelphia merchant 
Joshua Gilpin to his friend Benjamin West in London describes the bank, in which one 
can sense not only the author’s high regard for the building, but also his anticipatory 
esteem of the changes this vanguard design would bring to Philadelphia:  
[T]he Bank of Pennsylvania is a beautiful, well proportioned & well executed 
building as any I saw in Europe.  The body of it is a Cube…formed inside with a 
circular room lighted by a dome, & the two fronts…are each noble porticos of the 
ancient Ionic….[T]he whole building is of beautiful marble, nearly white but with 
sufficient of a blue shade to  prevent all glare, & the building is composed of very 
large blocks of stone some of them 20 feet in length, indeed nothing can exceed 
for such purposes, our Schuylkill quarries which furnish an exhaustless quantity 
of any size, cheaper than any other stone, so that we are fast becoming a City of 
Marble.71
Not only was the Bank of Pennsylvania the first instance in which a Grecian order was 
used in the United States, but it was also vaulted throughout in masonry.  Until this time, 
all-masonry vaulted construction was used rarely in America and, despite its large 
contribution to the cost of building, the technique would eventually become the standard 
for America’s important civic architecture.72   Construction also included the use of 
reversed masonry arches below grade that distributed the heavy pier loads to the 
continuous foundations.73  Latrobe used this technique at many projects including the 
Baltimore Basilica and he taught it to his pupils, including Strickland, who used a similar 
load-bearing system at the Second Bank of the United States. 
70 Fiske Kimball, “The Bank of Pennsylvania.  An Unknown Masterpiece of American Classicism,” The
Architectural Record, vol. XLIV, no. 2 (August 1918): 135. 
71 Beatrice B. Garvan, Federal Philadelphia, 1785-1820: The Athens of the Western World (Philadelphia: 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1987), 38. 
72 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 14. 
73 Hamlin, Latrobe, 156.
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The minimalist approach Latrobe employed at the Bank of Pennsylvania resulted in an 
expression of power and restraint never before seen in America.  Its details were subtle 
yet calculated, and, because it was almost universally well-received, the Bank proved that 
the public was ready for the modern vision Latrobe brought with him from England.  
Despite the Bank of Pennsylvania’s striking novelty in America, it is generally conceded 
that Latrobe was influenced by a building in London with which he was most certainly 
familiar during his time working there, namely, Sir John Soane’s Stock Office at the 
Bank of England (1791-92).74  While the Stock Office will be discussed more thoroughly 
below, it is important to remember that Latrobe, who was trained in England and familiar 
with the modern architecture of the 1780s and ‘90s, was able to bring these new forms 
and ideas overseas.  He can therefore be viewed as an ambassador of 1790s modern 
British architectural trends and thinking.  During the time Latrobe was undergoing 
architectural training in S.P. Cockerell’s office, the most adventurous of British architects 
were returning to an architecture grounded in rational and geometric principles.  While 
Latrobe certainly accepted the late eighteenth-century ‘modern’ concept of using a 
variety of styles (he both proposed designs and built in Gothic), his architecture, too, was 
based in rational methods of planning and execution. 
The Bank of Pennsylvania, then, represents this modern, rational, and advanced form of 
Neoclassicism popular in 1790s Britain with which the fresh-faced and ambitious Latrobe 
74 Many architectural historians attribute Soane and the Bank of England as precedent for Latrobe’s Bank 
of Pennsylvania including: Brownell and Cohen, Volume 2, Part 1, 196; Garvan, 39; Maynard, 223-24; 
Hamlin, Latrobe, 40, 155; Gelernter, 118; Henry Russell Hitchcock, Architecture: Nineteenth and 
Twentieth Centuries, 4th ed. (New York: Penguin Books, 1977), 29; among others. 
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sought to wake up the United States.  As his career matured, his version of Neoclassicism 
became his own and less derivative of Soane and his British contemporaries of the 1790s.  
Without this Latrobean link to the Old World, the architecture of the new American 
republic would have most likely been frozen in its late Georgian and Federalist 
neoclassical modes for slightly longer than it was. 
What we are now calling free Neoclassicism in the United States arose out of Latrobe’s 
introduction of 1790s British advanced Neoclassicism by means of the Bank of 
Pennsylvania.  But before we move forward in the American architectural evolution into 
the period of free Neoclassicism, let us take some steps backward and briefly consider the 
origins and foundations of European Neoclassicism.  It is a worthwhile exercise in order 
to fully grasp the modernity the free Neoclassical buildings in question brought to 
American architecture. 
European Origins?
As is widely understood, the architecture, architectural theory, and architectural training 
of mid- to late-eighteenth century Europe—especially in France, England, and Italy—was 
based upon the rediscovery of forms found in classical antiquity and a theoretical 
rejection of Rococo and late-Baroque excess; the resulting styles, as we now describe 
? In no way does this section intend to be a thorough examination of European Neoclassicism, but rather, a 
means of introducing the foundations of some of the principles and ideas Latrobe may have had or been in 
contact with in England before coming to the United States.  For in-depth studies on European 
Neoclassicism, see, for example: Damie Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, Volumes 1 and 2 
(London: A. Zwemmer Ltd., 1988); John Summerson, Architecture in Britain, 1530 to 1830, 3rd ed. (New 
York: Penguin Books, 1958); or, Emil Kaufmann, Architecture in the Age of Reason; Baroque and 
Postbaroque in England, Italy and France (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1955). 
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them, are variously labeled as some form of “Neoclassicism.”  Most architectural 
historians tend to agree that these changes began to take place in the 1740s, gathered 
significant momentum in the 1750s, and were in full swing through the rest of the 
eighteenth century.  While several modes of Neoclassicism eventually came into fruition, 
the architecture in the period is characterized by the underlying principle of a new, 
scientific, and rationalist-based return to classical antiquity and the attempt to recapture 
those forms in a fresh and modern way while still evoking their inherent nostalgic 
qualities.  Robert Adam’s apt description in a 1756 letter from Rome to his sister 
illustrates the new guiding architectural principles of the time: “the true, the Simple & 
Grand Architecture, which we are all in search of, & which nothing but the Antients [sic] 
can Inspire.”75
The new zeal for archaeology and ancient remains was strongly spurred by the 1738 
discovery of Herculaneum in Italy along with the later excavations of Pompeii in 1748 
and additional other sites found in and around Rome.  The ruins in Rome were the first to 
be explored since they were most easily accessible, and Rome was the center of 
archaeological activity.76  Most important archaeological expeditions started from Rome 
and the city also became the site of some of the major collections of classical sculpture 
75 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 27. 
76 Ibid., 29; Gelernter, 100. 
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and remains.  In addition, the French Academy soon set up shop amidst the frenzy, thus 
joining French architectural theory with Roman archaeology.77
Many of the expeditions and resulting publications were carried out by Britons who—
along with a continuous tradition of English architects studying in Rome including 
William Chambers, Robert and James Adam, Robert Mylne, George Dance II and, later, 
Sir John Soane—were able to bring back current architectural thought to Great Britain.78
One of the most influential expeditions and resultant publications in the period was 
conducted by a team of Britons, James Stuart and Nicholas Revett, who ventured to 
Athens in 1751.  Until this time, Greek architecture was not well-known in Europe due in 
part to the fact that travel there was dangerous, for Greece had long been under the rule of 
an Ottoman Empire that had been hostile to Europe.  But as it was made more apparent to 
the architects and archaeologists that the origins of classicism laid in Greece, rather than 
in Rome, it was decided that the trip could be well worth the risk.79  The first volume of 
Stuart and Revett’s extensive drawings of their excavations was published in 1762, 
entitled The Antiquities of Athens, and was later followed by four additional volumes, the 
last of which was published in 1816.  The publication had far-reaching implications and 
influenced the designs of architects in both the Old World and the New, for by 1770 the 
Library Company of Philadelphia owned a copy of the first volume.80
77 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture , 29. 
78 Ibid., 30; Summerson, 413. 
79 Gelernter, 100. 
80 Kimball, “Bank of Pennsylvania,” 135. 
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The effects of the precise measured drawings of the new archaeological finds in 
publications such as Stuart and Revett’s, Robert Adam’s Ruins of the Palace of the 
Emperor Diocletian at Spalato in Dalmatia (1764)81 and many others, on architectural 
design were myriad.  They offered new forms and models from which an architect could 
pick, choose, and modify.  But perhaps most importantly, these archaeological studies 
revealed that ancient architecture had not been nearly so standardized as previously 
thought; orders and proportions were not “set in stone” and were used in combination 
with one another.82  The rules of the Classical language were being clarified and better 
understood so that, as historian Mark Gelernter describes, “The effect of the new 
archaeology on the eighteenth century architects must have been like hearing an articulate 
speaker of formal English for the first time after growing up speaking a limited regional 
dialect.”83  Not only did the flood of archaeological evidence give architects a broader 
and more enhanced vocabulary from which to draw inspiration, it also gave them 
concrete proof and a rational basis from which they could derive their designs.  Perhaps 
James Adam may have agreed with Gelernter, as he wrote shortly after his arrival in 
Rome in May 1761: “I soon discov’d that there was a certain, Jen e scai quoi [sic] in 
those magnificent remains, that I had never met with in any modern performance….It is 
81 Summerson, 412. 
82 Marcus Whiffen and Frederick Koeper, American Architecture 1607-1976 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
1981), 24. 
83 Gelernter, 100. 
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indeed amazing how much is to be learnt from those remarkable monuments of Antiquity, 
One is perpetually gathering new & great Ideas from them.”84
United with the archaeological fervor emanating from Rome came an equally crucial 
component in the creation of Neoclassicism: the simultaneous revolution in architectural 
theory.  Foremost amongst the philosophes and theorists was the Abbé Marc-Antoine 
Laugier, a French Jesuit whose Essai sur l’architecture was first published in Paris in 
1753.  Laugier’s treatise called for a strict rationalist view of architecture in which “one 
should never put anything in a building for which one cannot give a solid reason.” 85 
Architecture was the “art of pure structure” and Laugier argued for a truthful expression 
of shelter based on a hypothetical “primitive hut” whose essential elements—the column, 
architrave, and pediment—should serve their original structural functions;86 furthermore, 
purist logic prohibited that the orders be used decoratively or in a superfluous manner.87
But he also allowed for a certain freedom in which improvements could be made upon 
the orders, including the invention of new ones.88  Historian Damie Stillman maintains 
that Laugier’s rationalistic view of nothing being used in a building that was not a 
working part of it was championed even earlier by Carlo Lodoli, who was not opposed to 
ornament as long as it reflected the nature and material of the building.89  In any event, 
84 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 30. 
85 Summerson, 409. 
86 Leland M. Roth, Understanding Architecture: its elements, history, and meaning (NewYork: Icon 
Editions, 1993), 399.  
87 Robert L. Alexander, The Architecture of Maximilian Godefroy (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1974), 12. 
88 Summerson, 409. 
89 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 31. 
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Laugier’s Essai was certainly met with both scorn and praise throughout Europe; while 
William Chambers’ Treatise on Civil Architecture (1759) opposed many of Laugier’s 
views, Sir John Soane was later known to give a copy of the Essai to each of his students 
and adopted many of Laugier’s ideas in both lectures and designs.90
Another noteworthy theorist of the time (although probably more famous for his etchings 
of both Roman ruins and fantastical imaginary prisons) was the Italian Giovanni Battista 
Piranesi, who wrote two treatises: Parere su l’architettura (1765); and Diverse maniere 
d’admornare i cammini (1769).  An outspoken believer in the supremacy of Roman over 
Greek architecture, the former treatise was an attack on Laugier in which Piranesi 
defended both tradition and ornament, while in the latter he espoused originality and 
creative use of the ancient forms:  
…an artist, who would do himself honour, and acquire a name, must not content 
himself with copying faithfully the ancients, but studying their works he ought to 
shew himself of an inventive, and I had almost said, of creating Genius; And by 
prudently combining the Grecian, the Tuscan, and the Egyptian together, he ought 
to open himself a road to the finding out of new ornaments and new manners.91
A third influential writer was Johann Joachim Winckelmann, whose Gedanken über die 
Nachahmung der griechischen Werke (1755) and Geschichte der Kunst des Altherthums
(1764)—despite its focus on sculpture rather than architecture—helped spur the Roman 
versus Greek controversy that was omnipresent through the rest of the century.92  Both 
Winckelmann, who recommended the imitation of Greek rather than Roman work, and 
90 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 32. 
91 Ibid, 32-3. 
92 Ibid, 33. 
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Laugier, who stated that “architecture has only middling obligations to the Romans 
and…owes all that is precious and solid to the Greeks alone” were in favor of the 
Greeks. 93   Despite these voiced opinions, both Greek and Roman forms were used 
throughout the eighteenth century; it was not until the early nineteenth century that one 
style was held superior over the other. 
In any event, the pulse of the theorists rang clear; they were in direct opposition to 
Rococo and Baroque embellishments. They called for a restraint in ornament based upon 
archaeological evidence of both Roman and Greek origin.  It was up to the architects to 
decide what to do with this new knowledge and how they would interpret the theories and 
evidence to translate them into what we now know as Neoclassicism. 
One of the most familiar names connected with Neoclassicism in the last half of the 
eighteenth century is that of British architect Robert Adam.  Along with brother James, 
the two were responsible for developing what became known as the widely popular 
Adam style, reflected in the fact that from 1760-80 the brothers had the largest 
architectural practice in England.94  More famous for their interior decoration, planning, 
and use of spatial configurations than they are for their exteriors, the Adam brothers 
created a style would become characterized by a highly personalized use of delicate and 
airy surface decoration inspired by classical Roman forms accentuated by an extensive 
color palette.
93 Summerson, 409. 
94 Marcus Whiffen, American Architecture Since 1780, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1992), 23. 
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The Adam style developed over time, but was highly influenced by two sources of 
Roman origin: first, the Palace of Diocletian at Spalato (Split), which was the subject of 
Robert Adam’s 1764 publication mentioned above, and which John Summerson calls 
“one of the three most important architectural travel books of the century”; 95  and, 
secondly, Nero’s Golden House, which had been rediscovered and excavated while 
Robert Adam was in Rome in 1754.  At the Palace in Split, Adam discovered that in 
planning the baths, the Romans had used an assortment of oval, circular, and rectangular 
spaces within an overall simple box.  This would become a principal characteristic in 
Adam’s own house-planning style—and later, in the American Federalist style that 
emulated it—and he felt justified to use these same shapes that Laugier had dismissed 
due to the fact that there was, indeed, architectural evidence of these shapes being used in 
antiquity.96
Another characteristic of Adam style architecture, for which the brothers are best known, 
is their rich interpretation of wall and ceiling treatment and surface decoration.  
Diocletian’s Palace and Nero’s Golden House were both highly decorated in a colorful 
manner.  At the Palace, Adam also discovered the use of many orders in varied 
proportions, from slender to stocky, proving that, at least in the time of Diocletian, the 
Romans did not hold their orders as sacrosanct as the Palladian architects might have 
believed.97  To Adam, these Roman sources gave him inspiration and further justification 
95 Summerson, in Hamlin, Latrobe, 37. 
96 Gelernter, 108. 
97 Hamlin, Latrobe, 37. 
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for the delicate garlands, fans, ceiling decorations, moldings, and unique interpretations 
that would come to characterize his highly personalized—and highly imitated—mode of 
decoration.98   Their style was immensely popular and, by the 1760s, it had all but 
overthrown the Palladianism that had been the ruling style in England for the preceding 
fifty years.99
While the Adam brothers were busy in England with their own exceptionally decorative 
interpretation of antiquity, other architects were more concerned with a more Laugierian, 
rational architecture based on restraint and geometric shapes with little or no ornament.  
The French especially took their countryman’s theories to heart, and both imagined and 
built numerous designs that evoked a sobriety, severity, and restraint that seemed to be 
aimed at a direct opposition of Rococo excess.  Architects such as Jacques Germain 
Soufflot, Claude Nicholas Ledoux, Etienne Louis Boullée, and Jean Nicolas Louis 
Durand all introduced basic geometric shapes in their compositions that, it was felt, 
revealed the purpose of the structures and condemned decoration or anything superfluous 
that disguised the essential structural elements.100
British architects also developed a restrained or plain mode of Neoclassicism that existed 
during the Adam heyday, but then gained momentum in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century when it advanced into more of a reaction against the Adam style.  So while the 
architecture of both the English-advanced and the French Neoclassical modes could be 
98 Ibid., 38; Gelernter, 108. 
99 Whiffen, 25. 
100 Alexander, Godefroy, 9; Kaufmann, 210; James Marston Fitch, American Building I: The Historical 
Forces that Shaped It (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), 64. 
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viewed as restrained, with a notable reduction in ornament and a return to a focus on the 
function and purpose of the architecture, the latter was a reaction against the Baroque and 
Rococo traditions of the previous centuries, while the former started as such, but then 
evolved into reaction against a different strain—Adam’s version—of Neoclassicism. 
The simplicity of this restrained version of Neoclassicism could be seen in Britain as 
early as the 1760s with the church of All Hallows, London Wall (1765-67) designed by 
George Dance II (Figure 2-2).  Summerson believes the younger Dance was the English 
originator of this “plain” school of thought in England as he deliberately applied 
Laugier’s rationalism at All Hallows.101  While there were certainly many other architects 
whose designs contributed to developing the restrained version of Neoclassicism in 
England through the end of the century including, among others, Samuel Pepys Cockerell 
and James Wyatt, one in particular must be singled out.  Sir John Soane, who happened 
to train under and work for George Dance II, is a vital character in the story of 
understanding free Neoclassicism in the United States.   
After winning a prestigious traveling scholarship during his studies at the Royal 
Academy Schools in 1777, Soane went to study in Rome where he also became familiar 
with the latest architectural trends and theories.102  He returned to London and soon 
began expressing the simplicity, geometry, and rationalism in which Latrobe would later 
ground his own architecture.  In 1788, Soane was appointed architect to the Bank of 
101 Hamlin, Latrobe, 39; Summerson, 449. 
102 Hamlin, Latrobe, 39. 
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England after the death of former architect Robert Taylor, and he continued there for 
forty-five years, during which time he rebuilt most of Taylor’s spaces.103
Soane became known for a highly original and personal style.  Not only did he use Greek 
and Roman forms interchangeably because he saw no strong philosophical reason to 
favor one over the other, he also invented his own, completely original expressions that 
demonstrated his ingenious abilities to control light and manipulate space and volume in 
order to create, rather than apply, decoration.104
The Bank Stock Office (1791-92) at the Bank of England reflects Soane’s eclectic style, 
for here, one cannot find the typical classical elements like columns and entablatures; in 
fact, there is no use of the orders whatsoever (Figure 2-3).  Rather, the Stock Office is a 
composition in vaulting and arches with domes supported by pendentives.  Thin incisions 
in the wall vaguely remind us of pilasters while simple bands of Greek frets replace full 
entablatures.  The deliberate lack of decoration emphasizes the abstractness and severity 
of the space, thus placing the focus back on the structure and its volumes.105  Another 
Soanian device also apparent at the Bank Stock Office is the use and control of light by 
means of a tribune or clerestory lantern.  The Stock Office’s internal dome is left open at 
the top, through which light enters via a glazed lantern.  Soane elaborated on this 
mechanism for distributing light as well as the utilization of another technique that 
became known as the lumière mystérieuse, or mysterious light, in which light was 
103 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 371. 
104 Gelernter, 117; Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture , 371. 
105 Gelernter, 117-18; Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 374. 
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admitted in partially-concealed skylights hidden from the viewer. In addition, Soane used 
new fireproofing techniques in the Bank’s construction, thus putting him on the cutting 
edge of new building technology.  Summerson claims that the Bank Stock Office style 
was “far and away the most original architectural language in Europe at that moment.”106
Many of the forms, techniques and general handling found at Latrobe’s Bank of 
Pennsylvania were borrowed from Soane’s Bank Stock Office including the use of 
lantern, a rotunda form in the great room, an apsidal vestibule, a long rectangular 
recessed panel wall treatment, and all-masonry construction.107  Clearly Latrobe brought 
modern Neoclassical ideas and even specific modern details with him when he came to 
the United States.  These European trends had origins in the excavations and rediscovery 
of ancient classical forms in conjunction with revised architectural theory.  The ways in 
which the architects interpreted and used this new vocabulary shaped Neoclassicism, 
especially by Latrobe in America, where this language did not yet exist.
European Trends Translated in the United States   
Now that the foundations of Neoclassicism in Britain are clearer, we can understand the 
tradition in which Latrobe trained and the direction of European trends when he 
immigrated to the United States in 1796.  Soane’s Bank of England was the embodiment 
of the most modern version of British Neoclassicism in the 1790s, when Latrobe was 
undergoing his architectural training.  By then, the Adam style had gone out of fashion 
106 Summerson, 470. 
107 Summerson, 552; Hamlin, Latrobe, 40. 
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and Latrobe was influenced by the new, advanced Neoclassicism of Soane, based on 
rationality, geometry and simplicity.  When Latrobe came to America, he brought these 
modern ideas with him.108  But the state of American architecture at the time of Latrobe’s 
arrival was very different from that he left in England in 1795.  This environment made it 
perhaps more difficult for Latrobe to disseminate his ideas and for people to understand 
and take hold of them, but perhaps this environment was also responsible for allowing the 
evolution of a more American, “free” mode of Neoclassicism to evolve, in which the 
designs of Latrobe and his pupils could produce a greater impact on American 
architecture. 
The political revolution delayed the architectural revolution in the United States, as the 
first complete building in the Adam style was not even begun until 1788.109  In London, 
meanwhile, Soane took over at the Bank of England and the Adam style, desirable for 
decades, was on the decline and no longer popular.  America, however, was a generation 
or two behind the European trends as the most popular mode after the Revolution was 
Federalist, based on both the Adam style and the more Georgian Palladian-inspired works 
of Sir William Chambers.110  Up and down the eastern seaboard, but especially in New 
England, the architecture continued to remain particularly conservative through the turn 
of the century; the designs of Samuel McIntire, Charles Bulfinch, and Asher Benjamin 
often reflect their reliance upon traditional models found in pattern books of the time.111
108 Gelernter, 118; Maynard, 225. 
109 Whiffen and Koeper, 101. 
110 Gelernter, 108. 
111 Leland M. Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture (New York: Harper & Row, 1979), 58. 
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Talbot Hamlin specifically relates how many Adam details reappeared in the works of 
Benjamin and Bulfinch.112
There was, however, another mode starting to gain momentum in late eighteenth-century 
America that was instigated by Thomas Jefferson, an avid amateur “gentleman” architect.  
Upon returning from his political duties in France and Europe, Jefferson was keen to 
bring the new classical vocabulary to the United States.  His timing for such an effort was 
ideal, as the new capital in Washington, D.C. required a host of monumental buildings for 
the seat of the new republic’s government.  Jefferson viewed architecture as a means of 
effecting social reform, education and enlightenment.  His political convictions led to a 
belittlement of Federal and Georgian architecture and ornament as it teemed with English 
architectural influences.  He despised the buildings of Williamsburg because of their 
association with colonial exploitation. 113  “The genius of architecture,” he wrote, “had 
shed its maledictions over this land.” 114   Ironically, the winning designs of the 
competitions sponsored by Jefferson for the Capitol and the President’s House, the two 
most symbolic and important of the new government buildings—won by Dr. William 
Thornton and James Hoban respectively— are quite conservative in design and adhered 
closely to the traditions of Georgian architecture.  Plate 51 of James Gibbs’s Book of 
Architecture, in fact, was a used as primary source for Hoban’s design.115
112 Hamlin, Latrobe, 39. 
113 Roth, Concise History, 73-4. 
114 Fitch, 56. 
115 Roth, Concise History, 57-8. 
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Despite the lack of architectural daring and modernity of these Washington, D.C. designs 
(compared to the more advanced mode of Neoclassicism going on in England around the 
same time), Jefferson’s heart, it seems, was in a more modern place.  None of the 
competition submissions were all that radical, so the winning designs were no more than 
the best of the lot submitted.  If these competitions were held in England or France, it is 
easy to presume that the results would have been very different.  However, Jefferson’s 
eagerness to show the new republic how vital architecture is to a culture and how it 
should be encouraged to evolve so as to ideologically represent the values of that culture 
is revealed in his readiness to adapt classical forms—namely, the temple—to modern 
uses, which, he believed, were pure in form and associated with democracy.  He acted on 
these beliefs when he moved the capital of Virginia from Williamsburg to Richmond and 
erected a copy of the Roman Maison Carrée to house the duties and functions necessary 
in the Virginia State Capitol (1785-89).
An anonymous writer might have agreed with Jefferson that the country needed a new 
architectural style, as evidenced in this excerpt from his/her commentary “On the 
Architecture of America” in 1790: 
The Americans have a taste, not corrupted—but suspended in its 
progress….Hitherto they have but little attended to this branch of the fine arts.  In 
reaching perfection, they will not have to travel through the rubbish of Gothic 
whim and caprice: the Grecian school is open to them—and they ought to adopt 
its models in all their severe and elegant simplicity.  Their present style is 
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slovenly in the greatest degree: they may step from this situation to the highest 
attainments at a stride.116
Was American architecture at this point really so stifled that this anonymous 
commentator could so deftly predict the use of Greek forms in the foreseeable future as 
the only way out of the Federal/Palladian/late Georgian complacency?  Perhaps it was so.  
Jefferson’s Roman temple copy was already erected and Greek- and Roman-influenced 
Neoclassicism had been around in Europe since the 1750s.  America, it seems, had been 
waiting for someone to grab the reins of the Stuart-and-Revett-Laugier-Ledoux-Soanian
chariot that had been wandering around Europe and bring it overseas.  Benjamin Henry 
Latrobe found himself in this temple-less land and who took it upon himself to not only 
change the way architecture was practiced in the United States but to show how classical 
forms could be rationally combined and adapted in modern ways.  Latrobe, his pupils, 
and only a couple of other fellow European imports would create the corps of free 
Neoclassical designs, and would, in turn, later inspire the more literal Greek Revival 
interpretations of antiquity. 
Latrobe & Co. 
As previously discussed, the Bank of Pennsylvania represented a watershed in American 
architecture.  While Jefferson’s Richmond Capitol was simply a replicated temple into 
whose box its needs were stuffed, Latrobe’s Bank was the embodiment of his 
architectural principles—that forms and precedents from classical tradition should be 
116 Building the Nation: Americans Write about Their Architecture, Their Cities, and Their Landscape,
Steven Conn and Max Page, eds. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003), 9-10.  Originally 
printed in The American Museum, or, Universal Magazine, vol. 8 (October 1790): 174-76. 
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applied and adapted to buildings serving modern needs rather than strictly replicated.117
In a letter to Jefferson, Latrobe expounds, “Our religion requires a church wholly 
different from the [Greek] temples, our legislative assemblies and our courts of justice, 
buildings of entirely different principles from their basilicas; and our amusements could 
not possibly be performed in their theaters and amphitheaters.”118  He earlier wrote to 
John Lenthall, his first clerk of works at the Capitol in 1804:  “The Greeks knew of no 
such rules, but having established general proportions and laws of form and arrangement, 
all matters of detail were left to the talent and taste of individual architects….Of this 
license in detail, I think it right to avail myself on all occasions.”119  While both of the 
above quotes refer to Greek-specific forms, Latrobe usually juxtaposed both Greek and 
Roman forms together in his designs, for Latrobe, like Soane, accepted the concept of a 
multitude of equally valid styles and did not shy away from Gothic designs when he 
thought appropriate.120  Latrobe’s conceptions of space and manipulations of volume 
were fresh and always project-specific.
Latrobe was able to marry Jefferson’s idealistic temple revivalism with the advanced 
Neoclassicism with which he was familiar in London and created a new, American mode 
of Neoclassicism.  Prior to Latrobe’s arrival, no one in the United States had attempted to 
utilize Stuart and Revett’s Antiquities of Athens or the vocabulary broadcasted by the 
117 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 5. 
118 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Thomas Jefferson, in Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture, 36.  
119 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to John Lenthall, 5 August 1804, in: Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 
11; and, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 1, 527. 
120 Gelernter, 120. 
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European travel books.121   The Bank of Pennsylvania has been described as both a 
“milestone in the history of architecture in America”122 and “one of the most influential 
structures ever erected in the United States.”123  Latrobe considered it is best work until 
his death,124 but before his end, he was able to produce many more influential designs in 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, D.C., Pittsburgh, Ohio, and New Orleans, and 
he had a hand in training a couple of other pioneering architects as well.
The period being characterized as free Neoclassical evolved through the years beginning 
with the erection of the Bank of Pennsylvania through what became known as the Greek 
Revival, whose start is usually identified with the construction of the Second Bank of the 
United States, also in Philadelphia, between 1818 and 1824.  The early nineteenth century 
saw a gradual replacement of the widespread Federal aesthetic with increasingly varied 
classically-inspired approaches.125  The decades between the two benchmarks were years 
of architectural transition, experimentation, and trendsetting on the part of the first 
generation of professionally-trained architects in the United States. 
Latrobe set up offices in both Philadelphia and New Castle, Delaware and hired 
numerous apprentices to assist in the various duties required to run an architectural 
practice.  Among them were two men, different in demeanor, but similar in that they, too, 
would play integral roles in the transition of American architecture.  Robert Mills and 
121 Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture, 64. 
122 Summerson, 552. 
123 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 188. 
124 Ibid. 
125 Maynard, 55. 
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William Strickland were the first American-born professional architects and they both 
had a hand in designing through the free Neoclassical period.  After Latrobe’s death in 
1820, Mills and Strickland were most responsible for steering American architecture in 
its new direction. 
Mills worked for Latrobe in his New Castle and Philadelphia offices for six years from 
1803 through 1809, which overlapped with Strickland’s employment for about two years 
before William’s discharge in 1805.  While Latrobe held somewhat of a low opinion of 
Mills as an overall designer, what Mills lacked in originality or creativity he made up 
with a dedicated work ethic and was missed when he finally left Latrobe’s office.126
Mills’ aesthetic took some time to mature, but under Latrobe’s tutelage, he learned the 
Soanian use of rationalism and geometric forms and rejected the Georgian and 
Adamesque forms advocated by pattern books.  While he, like his peers, made regular 
use of classical forms, especially the Doric order, Mills was not concerned with 
wholehearted archaeological accuracy.  He wrote:  “I have always deprecated the servile 
copying of the buildings of antiquity; we have the same principles and materials to work 
upon that the ancients had….Study your country’s tastes and requirements, and make 
classic ground here for your art.”127
Mills, much more so than Strickland, took his “American-ness” seriously; he sought to 
differentiate himself from his European-trained peers and often emphasized his pure 
126 John Morrill Bryan, Robert Mills: America’s First Architect (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2001), 36. 
127 Ibid., 147. 
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American training as a marketing tool to sell the new American architecture he so sought 
to achieve.  Mills submitted designs in an architectural competition for a Baltimore 
monument dedicated to George Washington and swas eventually proclaimed the winner.  
In a letter sent to the Board of Managers of the Baltimore Washington Monument dated 
12 January 1814, before they had made their decision, Mills sought to distinguish himself 
from fellow (French) competitors Godefroy and Ramée:  “Being an American by birth 
and having also the honor of being the first American who has passed through a regular 
course of study of architecture in his own country….The education I have received being 
altogether American and unmixed with European habits….” 128   Mills often tried to 
convince potential patrons that their architecture would be better served if designed by an 
American.  While Latrobe and Godefroy felt that the United States was in dire need of 
the European influence in order to modernize and bring some level of good taste to its 
architecture, Mills stressed that the country demanded its own, new architecture.129  Like 
Latrobe and Strickland, he also used his engineering abilities to translate technological 
advances into his idea of an American architecture which included fireproofing 
technology and exploring large auditoria spaces.
In addition to the American-bred free Neoclassical contingent were two French emigrés 
who, by bringing their European training to American designs, were able to further help 
modernize American architecture in the early 1800s.  Maximilian Godefroy and Joseph 
Ramée, both schooled in France, came to the United States with different intentions and 
128 Ibid., 112. 
129 Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture, 55. 
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goals.  Whereas Godefroy came overseas looking to establish himself as an architect, 
Ramée came over after already having an established and successful architectural career 
in Europe.130  Ramée immigrated in 1812 by request of David Parish, an acquaintance 
from his time spent in Hamburg.  Parish wanted Ramée to direct the building projects he 
was planning in upstate New York near the Canadian border.  The War of 1812, however, 
halted much building activity throughout the country and after brief stints in Philadelphia 
and Baltimore, Ramée returned back to Europe with his family in 1816, after only four 
years in America.131
Because of the little time he spent in the United States and because there is not a lot of 
information about the majority of the buildings (mostly houses) he was able to build, 
Ramée’s contributions will not be discussed at great length.  However, he was able to 
produce important work that should be considered in this discussion of free 
Neoclassicism.  Latrobe considered him one of his principal rivals.132  He is best known 
for planning and designing the buildings and grounds of Union College in Schenectady, 
New York, which at the time was an ambitious layout for an American college campus.  
The Frenchman also designed wallpaper and entered a business partnership for its 
manufacture in Philadelphia.  Concurrently, he built houses in and around Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, and New York but only one of these, Calverton, near Baltimore can be 
130 Paul V. Turner, Joseph Ramée: International Architect of the Revolutionary Era (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996, 165. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
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accurately attributed to him.133  Ramée not only advertised himself as an architect, but 
also as a landscape and garden designer, thus bringing a more comprehensive approach to 
architectural design.  His use of simple arcades and recessed arches brought a light and 
airy quality to Ramée’s work.  He, like Latrobe, Strickland, Godefroy, and Mills, made 
use of the “Guimard motif”—a pattern of a screen of columns within an arched opening 
or niche—derived from Ledoux’s Hôtel Guimard in Paris, and discussed further in the 
Chapter 2 Significance section below.134  Looking at his executed designs in Europe, it is 
unfortunate that Ramée could not find more work in America because he added an 
originality and competence to the architectural scene. 
Godefroy, who arrived in America in 1805135 and settled in Baltimore’s rich French 
community, immediately befriended Latrobe.  The two men exchanged letters and, it 
seems, Latrobe almost felt a sense of relief that there was finally another European-
trained architect in America.  With Godefroy, Latrobe could commiserate about the state 
of the professional architect and architecture in America, for they shared a mutual 
understanding of what they both left behind in Europe and how things so greatly differed 
between the two continents.  Latrobe wrote to Godefroy on 23 October 1808: “You and I 
must carry on the war against the Goths & Vandals with perseverance & we shall do it 
133 Ibid., 165, 167. 
134 Ibid., 221. 
135 Whiffen and Koeper, 144. 
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with success.”136 Unfortunately, their relationship went sour prior to Godefroy’s return to 
Europe, but it was very meaningful for both men while in its good stages. 
While Latrobe brought late-eighteenth century British advanced Neoclassical principles 
to America, Godefroy drew his designs from what was most modern to him when he 
emigrated – the Neoclassical architecture of post-Revolutionary France. 137   French 
architecture at this time reflected the idea that the “character of a building lay in the 
expression of its purpose.”138  Godefroy never used Stuart and Revett’s Antiquities of 
Athens but did employ classical details such as the orders found in Peter Nicholson’s 
Principles of Architecture. 139   The Frenchman did not receive extensive formal 
architectural training and seemed to learn on the fly, often seeking assistance in matters 
of a more structural or engineering nature.  He, like Latrobe, designed buildings in a 
number of styles including the Gothic St. Mary’s Chapel and the Unitarian Church, 
where both Tuscan and Egyptian motifs were employed.  Godefroy also made extensive 
use of allegorical sculptural decoration, which was called upon to clarify or specify the 
purpose of the building.  For example, at the Unitarian Church, interior pendentives were 
ornamented with bas reliefs representing emblems of peace, fortitude, and union.140  His 
136 Robert L. Alexander, “Architecture and Aristocracy: The Cosmopolitan Style of Latrobe and Godefroy,” 
Maryland Historical Magazine, vol. 56, no. 3 (September 1961): 229. 
137 Alexander, Godefroy, 224; and, Whiffen and Koeper, 144. 
138 Alexander, Godefroy, 226. 
139 Ibid., 224-5. 
140 Ibid., 226; and, “Description of the First Independent Church in Baltimore,” Port Folio 7 (1819): 389-93, 
reprinted in Alexander, Godefroy, 133-140: 139. 
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American buildings received generally favorable press and they were admired not only 
for their practical nature, but also for their expressive character.141
Godefroy’s time spent in the United States, however, was marred with his omnipresent 
disgust for all other American architecture.142  He despised the native Federal work, he 
failed to gain pleasure in the more classically-inspired buildings of the day, and, 
ultimately, he his ideas clashed with Latrobe’s when they attempted to collaborate on the 
Baltimore Merchant’s Exchange building, and this partnership resulted in the demise of 
their friendship.  In what some might call “typical” French manner, Godefroy, who 
continued studying French architectural theorists throughout his time in America, looked 
down upon the American mediocrity with a certain disdain and snobbery. 
Despite the ill-fated end to their friendship, Godefroy and Latrobe did manage to share a 
mutual disregard for the lack of taste and sense of style they saw in most of the important 
American buildings of the day.  It was this self-imposed sense of duty to bring America 
out if its colonial banality and educate the public—through their own designs—on the 
latest architectural European trends that formed the basis of Godefroy’s and Latrobe’s 
relationship.143  In his article “Architecture and Aristocracy: The Cosmopolitan Style of 
Latrobe and Godefroy,” Robert L. Alexander (also a Godefroy biographer) makes the 
case that these émigrés did indeed enlighten America, especially in Baltimore, and were 
part of an avant-garde architectural movement.  The buildings Godefroy and Latrobe 
141 Alexander, Godefroy, 231. 
142 Ibid., 28. 
143 Alexander, “Cosmopolitan Style,” 230. 
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designed were unlike anything America had ever seen before.  They were distinctly 
modern, fresh, and reflected recent European architectural developments.  Some elements 
were a generation behind what was going on in Europe; some were parallel with what 
was going on overseas, and some were completely individual, going beyond the latest 
European trends.144  Alexander describes their style as “cosmopolitan,” giving a nod not 
only to the architects’ connection to modern European developments, but also to the 
Baltimore upper class which sought out and paid for this new type of architecture.145
Alexander does not include Mills or Strickland in the cosmopolitan discussion, likely due 
to the fact that they were not as concerned with bringing the principles and theory behind 
the advanced modes of European Neoclassicism into their designs.  Mills was more 
utilitarian, striving for an American architecture, while Strickland’s career was still very 
young in these decades.  His few early designs, along with Mills’ work, do reflect the 
modernity Alexander proclaims as essential to cosmopolitanism, but they are not infused 
with the European attitude Latrobe and, Godefroy especially, pumped through their 
designs.  Latrobe’s career was long and fruitful enough for his style to evolve into 
something more than a mere extension of European Neoclassical principles, but Godefroy 
held more steadfast to his French ways of thinking and designing.  Despite these 
differences, the designs of these four early nineteenth century architects were, above all, 
distinctive from the American architecture that came before it. 
144 Ibid., 236. 
145 Ibid., 237. 
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For this reason, these works of Latrobe and Godefroy, along with works from the early 
careers of Mills and Strickland, make up the body of American work that could be 
considered “free Neoclassical.”  They make use of the classical vocabulary, but in a way 
that was more carefree.  In so doing, they leave behind the ubiquitous Federal and 
Jeffersonian Palladian-inspired Neoclassicism and embark upon a course through 
uncharted waters.  The journey would eventually lead to the more literal interpretations of 
the Greek Revival, but in the meantime, these transitional years were ripe for an emphasis 
on, experimentation with, and sophistication of forms.  The architecture of free 
Neoclassicism, however, would not have been possible without the help of patrons who 
wanted to see changes in the American architectural scene and who sought for 
distinctiveness in the buildings they paid for.  These clients not only helped sustain the 
rise of modern American architecture in the early nineteenth century, they also helped 
establish the role of the professional architect in the United States. 
The Professional Architect 
Architectural historian James Marston Fitch attributes a great portion of the establishment 
of the architectural profession in the United States to superclient Thomas Jefferson.  The 
president, as we know, expressed a profound interest in architecture and Latrobe’s early 
career owed much to Jefferson’s patronage.  They met while Latrobe was in Richmond 
and the architect held a letter of recommendation and introduction written by Jefferson 
when he initially visited Philadelphia and met with Samuel Fox about the Bank of 
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Pennsylvania.146  Later, Jefferson was responsible for offering Latrobe the position of 
Surveyor of the Public Buildings of the United States, which he accepted in 1803.147
Jefferson was interested in elevating the status of architecture in the United States and he 
knew that only full-time technically trained professionals with a sound footing in 
engineering would be able to do so.148
While Jefferson certainly had a hand in improving some of the national architecture 
through his hiring of Latrobe, the other clients of the houses, churches, and banks who 
took a chance on the professional architects should not be overlooked in their role in the 
evolution of American architecture.  In Philadelphia, the patrons of this new architecture 
were well-read young men launching professional careers who had either traveled to 
Europe or were well-versed in the trends coming from overseas through imported design 
books and the like; they included William Waln, Edward Shippen Burd, John Markoe, 
and Joshua Gilpin149 and one cannot of course forget Samuel Fox, who commissioned the 
Bank of Pennsylvania.   Likewise, in Baltimore, most of the Godefroy, Latrobe, Mills and 
Ramée commissions were associated with members of the wealthy merchant families 
who were the city’s primary landowners, speculative builders, political leaders as well as 
ship owners. 150   All of these patrons sought to distinguish themselves—and their 
wealth—from the rest of the public, so when they needed a new house, bank, or church, 
146 Fitch, 69. 
147 Hamlin, Latrobe, 259. 
148 Fitch, 68. 
149 Garvan, 40. 
150 Alexander, Godefroy, 230. 
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they sought out only the most qualified professionals to design buildings that would 
reflect a higher standard of architectural taste.   
Alexander’s previously-mentioned article also makes an appealing point that there were 
certain aspects of American society that had special reasons for an interest in the new 
mode of building.  Many of the buildings considered free Neoclassical do indeed fit into 
these client-type categories.  The freemasons, Unitarians, and bankers, perhaps because 
they did not have building precedents or types before the early 1800s in America, all 
commissioned buildings during this time period that were innovative and designed by the 
fledgling professional architects. 151   Godefroy’s 1812 design for a Masonic Hall 
(interestingly sketched in perspective by Strickland) (Figure 2-4) and his Unitarian 
Church (1818) in Baltimore, Mills’ Unitarian Church (1812) in Philadelphia, Latrobe’s 
Bank of Pennsylvania and Strickland’s Second Bank of the United States (1818-23) in 
Philadelphia are all vanguard designs, commissioned by groups who were looking to 
express their distinctive qualities through distinctive architecture that broke with the 
existing tradition of American architecture. 
Despite the prominence of patrons responsible for commissioning many of the free 
Neoclassical buildings, they were very small in number, and all four of the architects 
discussed (Latrobe, Godefroy, Mills, and Strickland) struggled in their careers to make a 
good living through architecture.  Before Latrobe appeared and Jefferson made an effort 
to raise the standards of architectural designers, the mass of vernacular construction was 
151 Alexander, “Cosmopolitan Style,” 237. 
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the work of American-born builders who began as carpenters or bricklayers and gradually 
embarked upon design.152  The majority of buildings being constructed throughout the 
period of free Neoclassicism were still being built by the craftsman-designer. The 
architects were often bankrupt, pleading with clients to make advances or to pay.  In 
order to make ends meet, Latrobe, Mills, and Strickland often had to turn to their 
engineering skills and partake in projects of a more engineering-specific nature.  
However, these men seemed to understand their duty as architects first and Latrobe, 
especially, took on his self-ascribed role with a relentless empowerment that often 
resulted in exasperated frustration.  He wrote to Mills on 12 July 1806: 
The building artisans, especially the carpenters have been sufficiently informed to 
get through the business & supply the orders of a young country.  Out of this state 
of infancy we are now emerging,—& it is necessary that those who have devoted 
their best Years & a very considerable expenditure to the attainment of that 
variety of knowledge which an architect ought to possess—should take their 
legitimate rank themselves.153
It was a hard road for these early architects who had to establish their place in a market 
already served by the builders who, more or less, did a fine job in constructing ordinary, 
uninspired buildings.  Latrobe sought to distinguish himself from the builders by 
marketing the abilities that they did not possess—intangible intellectual commodities that 
“extended beyond aesthetics to a comprehensive technical understanding of the entire 
152 Ibid. 
153 Dell Upton, “Pattern Books and Professionalism: Aspects of the Transformation of Domestic 
Architecture in America, 1800-1860,” Winterthur Portfolio, vol. 19, no. 2/3 (Summer-Autumn, 1984): 111; 
also cited in Hamlin, Latrobe, 586. 
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building process.” 154   These men were attempting to define architectural design as 
superior to and distinct from building construction and, through their built designs, it 
could be argued that they did indeed succeed.  While the financial rewards from 
Latrobe’s efforts came to little or none, he did succeed in planting the seed for the public 
to understand the benefits and necessity of the professional architect in society. 
It must have been an exciting, albeit quite daunting, time to be an architect, but as the 
architectural profession became more established in American society into the 1820s, so 
did the expectations of its clients.  While the free Neoclassical designs display an avant-
garde quality motivated by Latrobe’s relentless search to distinguish himself, that 
originality and inventiveness soon dissipated into the temple-ridden landscape of the 
Greek Revival. 
The Greek Revival Cometh 
From the time the archaeological expeditions of the 1750s and 1760s made a clear 
distinction between Greek and Roman forms, debate pervaded in Europe through the rest 
of the century as to which classical forms should be used and whether one mode should 
be preferred over the other.  While some architects and theorists, such as Soane and 
Latrobe, made no such distinction and impartially viewed all styles as fair game from 
which to draw inspiration, others saw a clear division and were biased one way or the 
154 Upton, “Pattern Books and Professionalism,” 113.  For more in-depth examinations of Latrobe’s role in 
establishing the profession, see: J. Meredith Neil, “The Precarious Professionalism of Benjamin Henry 
Latrobe,” AIA Journal, vol. 53, no. 5 (May 1970): 67-71; and, J. Meredith Neil, “Benjamin Henry 
Latrobe’s Professionalism,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, vol. 18, no. 3 (October 
1969): 211. 
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other.  More often than not, Greek was preferred as both Laugier and Winckelmann 
expressed this preference in their essays during the early decades of European 
Neoclassicism.  Nonetheless, throughout the rest of the eighteenth century, both Roman 
and Greek vocabularies were used although the preference for a Greek supremacy 
steadily increased.  In 1804, Thomas Hope published fervent criticism against James 
Wyatt’s design for Downing College in Cambridge.  In his attack, Hope called for the 
substitution of Wyatt’s design with a pure Greek Doric design or, if that was not possible, 
a pure Greek Ionic.  His pamphlet was the first public advocacy of the Greek style.  Hope 
was not a professional architect, but rather the son of wealthy merchant who, after eight 
years traveling and making his own amateur sketches, decided it was time for Greek to 
dominate in all its purity: no pilasters should be used and the entablature need be 
considered functional.  His appeal succeeded, and instead of Wyatt’s proposed design, 
the College built William Wilkins’ Erechtheum Ionic design (1806-11); England now had 
its first monument of, as Summerson calls it, “the Greek Revival proper.”155
Always behind the European trend-setting curve, Greek fever did not hit the United 
States until the 1820s.  But it came with a bang, and can be traced to the construction of 
one specific building on Chestnut Street in Philadelphia: Strickland’s Second Bank of the 
United States (1818-24).  As mentioned in the Chapter 1, Strickland was awarded first 
premium for a design that beat out one of his former teacher’s.  Latrobe contested that 
decision, insisting that Strickland had entered a second set of designs after the 
155 Summerson, 497-8. 
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competition date had expired and only after having seen what Latrobe had already 
submitted.  Strickland denied any wrongdoing, but Latrobe never seemed to get over the 
defeat.  Strickland’s close friend John Kintzing Kane later wrote that it was not 
necessarily Strickland’s design that won him the competition, but the influential 
associations and relationships he made during his stint in the Corps of Engineers during 
the War of 1812 when he was “teaching all sorts of patriotic people to toss sods to the 
music of the fife.”  Kane goes on to recount how he had heard Strickland
…refer much of his professional success to this trivial incident.  It happened that 
some of our influential citizens were struck by the efficiency he manifested in his 
extempore office....When the Bank of the United States was incorporated a few 
years later, the influence of the same gentlemen secured his appointment as 
architect of the new building.156
Aside from the way in which Strickland won the competition, his miniature Parthenon 
became instantly famous due to its simplicity and the monumental quality it evoked 
through its proportions and use of the Doric order.157  The Greek Doric order eventually 
became a preferred order as it exuded a purity through its apparent primitiveness 
(historically, it is the earliest order of the Greek systems).158
At the time of its construction, the premise of the Second Bank (simple, chaste, and 
economic imitation of Grecian architecture) and its achievement of these requisites 
through the revival of a temple form was novel, and it was soon recognized that these 
characteristics were universally appealing.  By the middle of the 1820s, Greek was the 
156 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 713. 
157 Maynard, 226. 
158 Gelernter, 133. 
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focus of American architectural taste and Grecian inspiration could be found in every 
kind of public, domestic, and ecclesiastical building. 159   Ithiel Town advertises his 
architectural services in a New York newspaper in 1825, in which he stresses the 
advantages of the Grecian style:
It will be the subscriber’s endeavor, to introduce, generally, the taste and style of 
the Grecian Architecture, which from its simplicity, elegance, and grandeur, is 
evidently gaining the confidence and admiration of all who possess a true and 
classic taste, throughout the civilized world; and while the Grecian Architecture 
or even the general spirit and taste of it possesses this important advantage over 
the trifling, unmeaning innumerable little parts, in the prevailing modern taste in 
building, it is, very fortunately at the same time, a much more permanent and 
economical style for general use, both public and private buildings.160
A writer in 1855 (roughly three decades after the Second Bank was completed) describes 
the pervasiveness of the Greek Revival and its origination with the Second Bank, but also 
how architectural trends are just that: trends.  They are tastes and fashions that go in and 
out of style: 
The prevalence of the national taste for Athenian architecture, which, a few years 
since overspread the whole country, may be traced to the erection of the Bank of 
the United States, in Philadelphia….Nicholas Biddle said, in one of his letters to 
the public, that there were two great truths in the world, one was the Bible, and 
Greek architecture the other.  As the United States Bank was in full feather at the 
time, Mr. Biddle was its manager, the people regarded him as an oracle, and put a 
Grecian portico in every thing they built, whether it were a church, a bank, a 
dwelling-house, a post office, a city hall, or hencoop.  But the Bank of the United 
States came to nought in process of time, and, though the Greek temple it 
inhabited, still stands in its naked majesty, in Chestnut Street, yet Greek 
architecture went out of fashion, and was succeeded by a taste for the Gothic.161
159 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 715. 
160 Maynard, 255. 
161 Ibid., 261-63. 
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And so yet another phase of classicism came and went.  While the Greek Revival was 
undoubtedly the most widespread and recognizable phase of Neoclassicism, it origins lay 
in the free Neoclassical buildings of the first two decades of the nineteenth century and 
the first generation of professional American architects who designed them.  Through 
these decades, the late Georgian or Federal Neoclassical style so prevalent from the post-
Revolutionary era into the nineteenth century steadily declined, and finally disappeared 
as the Greek came to dominate.  With the premature death of Latrobe in 1820, the much 
earlier departure of Godefroy and Ramée back to Europe in 1819 and 1816, respectively, 
the maturation of Mills and Strickland, and the arrival of new architects such as John 
Haviland and Thomas Ustick Walter, free Neoclassicism faded away.  With its 
disappearance went its creative and bold spirit, to be replaced by the more literal and 
bookish interpretations of the Greek Revival. 
Clearly, Latrobe was behind the free Neoclassical movement in America and in 
furthering the country’s architectural evolution.  His training of Mills and Strickland and 
his relationship with Godefroy are indicators that he was involved in many aspects of this 
new architecture.  His vehemence and constant struggle to establish the architect as a 
professional is a significant portion of what was happening in American architecture 
during this period.  Latrobe even recognized his own importance in American 
architecture in an 1815 letter to an old friend in England, in which he declares himself 
“the father of Architecture on this side of the Atlantic, having been the first who 
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pretended to more than a mechanical knowledge of the Art.”162  But his self-recognition 
is warranted as Latrobe left American architecture a “wholly different thing from what he 
had found it on his arrival in 1796.”163
The significance of free Neoclassicism is often overlooked due in part to the small 
number of buildings that are considered free Neoclassical.  While many of these 
buildings have been demolished, including the Bank of Pennsylvania, of those that do 
remain, many have been so significantly altered that their free Neoclassical attributes are 
no longer visible on the surface.  St. John’s, however, still stands self-assuredly on Brown 
Street, showing its signs of age and use, but on the whole remarkably untouched from the 
free Neoclassical age.  Its architect and his peers established the architectural profession 
in the United States with a mission of distinguishing themselves not only from the 
conventional American builder-designers, but also from their European roots. 
FREE NEOCLASSICISM AND CHURCH DESIGN 
Because St. John’s is a specific building type—a church—it is of interest to look at free 
Neoclassicism and the evolution of American architecture from the late eighteenth 
century through the first three decades of the nineteenth century through a church-colored 
lens.  This section looks at specific examples of American churches and how the changes 
in their architecture reflect the architectural transition that took place in the other building 
types—domestic, governmental, commercial, monumental and educational—from the 
162 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 12.
163 Summerson, 553. 
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late-colonial and Federal through free Neoclassicism to the Greek Revival.  St. John’s 
was also originally built to serve the needs of an Episcopalian congregation, so the 
architectural requirements of Episcopalian-specific churches will be examined.  Because 
the American Episcopate evolved out of the former Church of England, Anglican 
churches in both pre-Revolutionary America and in England will be a small part of the 
discussion as a means to illustrate the architectural evolution as well.  Understanding the 
forms of the ecclesiastical free Neoclassical architecture will help further define their 
surface finishes. 
The Church of England 
Different denominations have different architectural requirements in order to function 
properly under their respective canons, so Episcopalian-specific needs should briefly be 
considered.  The Protestant Episcopal Church grew out of the Anglican tradition in 1789 
after the Revolutionary War when the break with England left the former Church of 
England-goers in limbo.  Christ Church pastor Dr. William White served as the first 
bishop of Pennsylvania after being consecrated by the archbishops of Canterbury and 
York in 1787 along with Samuel Provoost of New York.  At a national convention in 
1789 that brought together Episcopal leaders throughout the country, the Book of 
Common Prayer was revised and adopted and the formation of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church of the United States was declared official.164
164 Moss, Sacred Places, 45. 
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Typical colonial Anglican services of the seventeenth century were abbreviated and 
perfunctory,165  but through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries showed a steady 
increase in the importance of the sermon, resulting in a heightened focus on the pulpit.  In 
accordance with the rules of the Church of England, every colonial Anglican church had 
a pulpit, communion table, reader’s desk, Bible, prayer books, altarpiece, and the Royal 
Arms as required by civil and ecclesiastical laws.166
These requirements were usually met within the typical three-part church building 
consisting of a nave with pulpit and reading desk separated from the chancel with altar 
and communion table by a screen, and then a baptismal font area.167  Sir Christopher 
Wren’s London city churches of the late seventeenth century most often provided the 
model from which the early eighteenth-century colonial Anglican churches were built in 
America.  Wren’s buildings tended to be deeper in relation to their length which often 
made it impractical to stretch a screen across, so the use of the communion rail became 
the more ubiquitous solution in order to establish the nave-chancel division.  Wren was 
said to have been opposed to the screens on principle as well.168  While the break with the 
Church of England in the late eighteenth century left some of the old traditions behind, 
such as the mandated display of the Royal Coat of Arms, the other liturgical needs 
remained the same and the subsequent Anglican church architecture attempted to 
accommodate these requirements. 
165 Dell Upton, Holy Things and Profane: Anglican Churches in Colonial Virginia (New York: The 
Architectural History Foundation, 1986), 10. 
166 Ibid., 31. 
167 Ibid., 56. 
168 Ibid. 
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The Wren-Gibbs Tradition 
The obvious place to start in describing the architectural transition from the colonial 
norm through the Greek Revival using American churches is with the pervasive Wren-
Gibbs formula used throughout eighteenth-century colonial America.  The Wren 
vocabulary of a simple rectangular church with classically-detailed tower did not reach 
America until the 1720s, when the first American church with a Wren-type steeple was 
built.169  Both Christ (Old North) Church (1724) in Boston and Trinity Church (1726) in 
Newport, Rhode Island are typical Wrenian churches with the tower placed on the front 
façade (Figure 2-5). 
James Gibbs’ St. Martin-in-the-Fields, London (1721-26) proved to have a far-reaching 
influence in eighteenth-century American ecclesiastical architecture.  It utilized a typical 
Wrenian vocabulary of classical elements freely composed, but rather than placing the 
steeple tower in front of the rectangular box that makes up the body of the church as 
Wren did, Gibbs situated his tower on top of the box so it appeared to emerge from the 
church roof, thus freeing Gibbs to build a dominant temple front across the main façade.  
This new arrangement was inspired by the popular Palladianism of the time, and proved 
to be an oft-copied prototype of Anglican churches.170
The Doric portico and tower of St. Michael’s in Charleston, South Carolina (1752-61) is 
a good early example of this formula in America (Figure 2-6).  St. Michael’s reflects the 
169 Whiffen and Koeper, 59. 
170 Gelernter, 90. 
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influence of the English architectural pattern books that the colonial builder-designers 
were so prone to use.  An article reporting the laying of the cornerstone on 17 February 
1752 in the South Carolina Gazette noted that St. Michael’s was to “be built on the plan 
of one of Mr. Gibson’s designs”—most likely a reference to James Gibbs’ Book of 
Architecture which illustrates his plans for St. Martins-in-the-Fields.171
Another example closer to home is Christ Church in Philadelphia (Figure 2-7); it was 
erected in three building campaigns, the first portion starting in 1727, was constructed to 
the west of an existing church that was then demolished with the start of the second 
building campaign in 1735.  By 1740 the east end was completed enough to allow 
installation of the pulpit.172  The St. Martin’s-in-the-Field-inspired steeple with spire was 
added in the third building campaign (1750-54) by master builder Robert Smith.173  After 
St. Philip’s in Charleston, Christ Church was the second church in the colonies to make 
use of an applied order; Doric pilasters inside frame two tiers of windows on either side 
of the nave.174  With its Palladian window, great central arch and two flanking elements, 
Christ Church was the most advanced and completely English church in the colonies. 
For the most part, churches held steadfast to the Wren-Gibbs tradition until long after the 
Revolution.175   Interestingly, the Congregationalists of New England and New York 
usually did not build in the Gibbsian style.  Gibbs’ churches were often associated with 
171 Bryan, 6. 
172 Moss, Sacred Places, 43-4. 
173 Whiffen and Koeper, 81. 
174 Ibid., 75. 
175 Summerson, 546. 
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the Anglican faith so whether the Congregationalists were simply conservative in their 
architecture or regarded Gibbs’ style as Anglican-specific is an open question.176
European Neoclassicism Goes to Church 
The existence of religious freedom in the colonies naturally made for a proliferation of 
numerous faiths and denominations up and down the eastern seaboard.  Prior to, and 
continuing after, the Revolution, church building in the colonies was a rampant and 
prolific business that made up a large portion of building activity. 
Back in the motherland, however, a more secular attitude was evident in the eighteenth 
century and, compared to previous eras, this century was a particularly non-religious one. 
Damie Stillman suggests that the classical—and pagan—revival of antiquity in late 
eighteenth-century British architecture of all types, including ecclesiastical buildings, was 
quite apropos for these less spiritually-guided years.177  Despite this attitude, Parliament 
passed acts to create new parishes or grant the authority to raise funds for new churches, 
which led to the erection at least two hundred non-Gothic-inspired churches in Great 
Britain between 1760 and 1800. 178   While the architectural theorists were rejecting 
Baroque excess and calling for a more simplified and rational approach to architecture, 
historians G.W.O. Addleshaw and Frederick Etchells state the Anglican leaders were 
articulating a parallel outlook: “an elegant Plainness” was preferred for their buildings to 
176 Whiffen and Koeper, 83. 
177 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 433. 
178 Ibid. 
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express the “lucidity, [the] classical view of life, [the] freedom from cant and humbug, 
[and the] objectivity” that would characterize eighteenth-century Anglicanism.179
Just as influential as the revival of classical forms to Neoclassical church design were the 
liturgical and ritual requirements of the Anglican service and canon.  Preaching played a 
considerable role in the service; thus the emphasis on most Anglican churches in both 
England and America at this time was on the pulpit rather than the altar. 180   In 
conjunction with the auditory nature of Anglican services, galleries were built in many 
churches as a means of accommodating as many people as possible.  But just as in 
America, English church designs generally reflected a continuation of the essential 
Gibbsian formulaic components and the basic pattern remained quite popular: nave-aisle 
basilicas; flat or barrel-vaulted ceilings; galleries or not; with towers or steeples placed 
either on the front of a simple façade or rising out of the roof with a classical-inspired 
portico on the main façade.181  Even though these Wren-Gibbs elements continued to be 
used in church designs of the late eighteenth century, the hallmarks of Neoclassicism 
managed to find their way into houses of worship as well. 
English Neoclassicism would later influence the free Neoclassical churches of the United 
States through the use of a wide variety of shapes and forms in plan.  While one shape 
was usually chosen as the basic form of the plan, the use of circles, octagons, ovals, 
squares, Greek crosses, even triangles, trefoils, and quatrefoils can be found in various 
179 Ibid., 434; taken from G.W.O. Addleshaw and Frederick Etchells, The Architectural Setting of Anglican 
Worship (London, Faber and Faber, 1948). 
180 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 436. 
181 Ibid., 438. 
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British church designs.  The Greek cross plan was especially appealing to Neoclassical 
architects because, not only did it hold a liturgical significance, it also exuded the rational 
simplicity they sought to communicate through their designs.182
The Soanian “plain-wall tendencies”183 that are characteristic of the advanced mode of 
British Neoclassicism can also be seen in some late-eighteenth century churches and later, 
in several free Neoclassical American church designs.  Joseph Bonomi’s red brick Great 
Packington, Warwickshire church (1789-92), for example, lacks any sort of portico and 
makes no use of any classical orders; its plan is a Greek cross with filled corners and as a 
whole, it reflects the restrained version of Neoclassicism that Soane helped advance 
(Figure 2-8).184
British ecclesiastical Neoclassical architecture, while reflecting the classical revival and 
its architectural forms unassociated with Christianity, had its critics who often criticized 
these buildings as not being worthy as houses of a Christian god.  An 1800 critique of S.P. 
Cockerell’s 1790-97 church at Banbury, Oxfordshire expresses these sentiments: “How 
little skill the bulk of our architects have in church architecture, let the new church at 
Banbury attest; a building more like a gaol than a Christian temple.”  John Henry Parker 
wrote later in 1840 that “such a building may have been well-enough adapted for the 
exhibition of gladiators or wild beasts in ancient Rome, but it is totally unfit for a 
182 Ibid., 442, 450. 
183 Ibid., 440. 
184 Ibid., 442. 
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Christian Church.”185  Despite these critics, the Neoclassical vocabulary did indeed reach 
ecclesiastical architecture in late-eighteenth century Britain.  While the Wren-Gibbs 
influence remained strong and was felt throughout the century on both sides of the 
Atlantic, the same architects who were introducing the latest European trends to 
American civil and commercial architecture were doing the same with ecclesiastical 
designs.
Free Neoclassical Church Designs 
In his Godefroy biography, Robert L. Alexander gives a brief assessment of free 
Neoclassical churches in the first two decades of the nineteenth century.  Although he 
does not use the term “free Neoclassical,” he does go out of his way to single out a small 
group of churches built by Godefroy, Latrobe, Mills, and Strickland that he characterizes 
as “Romantic Classical.”  All of these churches are of the auditorium-type, essentially 
geometric in plan, and exhibit a “smooth, solid, calm massing.”186  Certain elements of 
the late Neoclassical churches in Britain can be seen in their American counterparts 
including the use of varied-shaped plans, a de-emphasis on ornament, and focus on 
rationality-grounded geometric forms. 
But before we examine these free Neoclassical designs, there are two designs that do well 
to serve as somewhat of a bridge between the pervasive Wren-Gibbs formula and the free 
Neoclassical vocabulary. The first of these is Latrobe’s 1798/1799 designs for the 
185 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 433. 
186 Alexander, Godefroy, 228. 
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unexecuted Shockoe Church in Richmond (Figure 2-9).  In Jeffrey Cohen and Charles 
Brownell’s detailed examination of Latrobe’s architectural designs, the architectural 
historians explain that, while Latrobe’s Episcopalian Shockoe Church design makes use 
of the typical longitudinal plan with galleries and focus on the pulpit so prevalent in the 
Wren-Gibbs pattern, it also displays certain elements not yet seen in any American 
churches at this time.  A large round apse may be attributed to Latrobe’s attraction toward 
simple geometric volumes and could have been influenced by the increased use of the 
Early Christian basilica as a church model among the English and French 
Neoclassicists.187  The exterior, however, dramatically leaves the Wren-Gibbs box-with-
tower-prototype behind; here a low and wide front with porch is recessed between two 
widely spaced columns of the Delian Doric order.188  Additionally, Latrobe frames the 
recess by two towers that are square below the entablature and cylindrical above.  Cohen 
and Brownell suggest that the use of twin towers was renewed by Giovanni Niccolo 
Servandoni’s design for the façade of St. Sulpice in Paris in 1732 (Figure 2-10).  This 
French design is known as a crucial stepping stone in the shaping of the European 
Neoclassical movement. 189   The final unusual element employed by Latrobe in his 
Shockoe Church design is the use of a Latin inscription to decorate the sober entablature.  
It is an abbreviation for Deo optimo maximo, or “To the most holy and almighty God.”  
Such inscriptions were unusual even on British churches, but could be found on the 
187 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 162. 
188 Ibid.; Hamlin, Latrobe, 116. 
189 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 162. 
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friezes of several French churches such as St.-Philippe du Roule in Paris. 190
Unfortunately this church was not built, but its design certainly shows an early departure 
from the typical colonial churches represented by the likes of Christ Church and St. 
Michael’s.
The second design, also unexecuted, that makes use of late Georgian elements and 
attempts to incorporate them into the more progressive Neoclassical vocabulary is Robert 
Mills’ John’s Island Church (1804) (Figure 2-11).  The set of plans and drawings for this 
project is the most elaborate from this early phase of Mills’ career, and shows his 
meticulous draftsmanship.191  However, Mills’ naiveté as a designer is apparent as he 
enthusiastically tries to incorporate the Neoclassical elements he had recently 
encountered in his relatively new apprenticeship with Latrobe (Mills entered his office in 
1804)—which are represented by recessed panels and arched openings—but they fail to 
harmonize with his more colonial Georgian articulation of the nave.  R.W. Liscombe 
even suggests that the nave distantly echoes Gibbs’ St. Martin-in-the-Fields.192  Despite 
the design’s idiosyncrasies, it represents Mills’ blatant attempt to make use of the new 
Neoclassical vocabulary and shows signs of a transition from the colonial norm.  In fact, 
Mills, who had already completed some architectural training under James Hoban in 
Charleston, underwent an extensive re-education when he entered Latrobe’s office.  Mills 
wrote to Thomas Jefferson on 3 October 1806 that his “present ideas of the noble art & 
190 Ibid., 164. 
191 Bryan, 49. 
192 R.W. Liscombe, The Church Architecture of Robert Mills (Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1985), 
4.
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science” were “dramatically opposite to those I enter’d Mr. L’s office with,” being now 
grounded in the “dictates of Reason & Nature.”193
A devoutly religious man himself, Mills worked on eleven executed church projects 
between 1804 and 1830.  After courthouses and jails, churches were the most numerous 
building type in his oeuvre. 194   He would come to be known for his large domed 
auditoria-type churches and profound interest in acoustic improvement for the sermon-
centric services of the nineteenth century.  The Sansom Street Baptist Church in 
Philadelphia (1811-12) was the first of five domed auditoria and boasted a ninety-foot 
rotunda with walls fifty feet high (Figure 2-12).  Mills biographer John Morrill Bryan 
states that it was designed to seat 2500 people while Mills himself claimed that it could 
hold 4000.195  Its occupancy aside, the Baptist Church was indeed a marvel of its day, as 
the circular plan had never been used on such a grand scale in the United States.  On the 
exterior, the front façade exudes a severity even greater than that of Latrobe’s Shockoe 
Church; a pair of Ionic columns in antis with unadorned frieze and parapet above is 
sandwiched by two protruding bays.  These wings contain the stairways and are 
articulated with recessed blind arches;196 it must be noted that a similar motif is found at 
Strickland’s St. John’s and in various other free Neoclassical buildings.  Above, two 
cupolas crown the stairway bays, mimicking Latrobe’s ideas at Shockoe Church in 
Richmond.  Latrobe also might have inspired Mills’ decision to use a circular plan; while 
193 Ibid., 7. 
194 Ibid., 1. 
195 Bryan, 81; and Mills to Robert Gilmor, President of the Board of Managers for Baltimore Washington 
Monument, 6 August 1830, excerpt reprinted in Liscombe, Church Architecture, 10. 
196 Bryan, 81. 
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Mills was working on Latrobe’s Bank of Philadelphia in 1807, Latrobe sent a copy of The 
Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain (London, 1807) to his pupil, the third section of 
which contained “An Essay Towards a History of Temples and Round Churches.”197
While Latrobe was not able to construct his Richmond Shockoe Church design, he did 
use the twin-tower idea again in an early nineteenth-century commission that would 
eventually come into fruition.  On paper, at least, Latrobe’s Neoclassical design for the 
Baltimore Cathedral made use of two cupola-topped towers prior to Mills’ Sansom Street 
Baptist Church but, due to the large scale of the project, interruption by the War of 1812, 
and ensuing financial difficulties, the cathedral was not completed until 1821.  Officially 
named the Minor Basilica of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, it is more 
commonly known as, simply, the Baltimore Cathedral, and was completed over two 
building campaigns (1806-10 and 1817-21). 198   Despite its delayed completion, the 
Baltimore Cathedral is significant in that it was the first church design in the United 
States to be wholly detached from the Wren-Gibbs tradition (Figure 2-13).199
The cathedral commission was not originally Latrobe’s but was obtained through a bit of 
a coincidence.  A sketch of a proposed cathedral was given to Louis de Mun, one of 
Latrobe’s former draftsmen, who passed it on to Latrobe for his comments.  It is not 
known who made the original sketch, but after seeing it, Latrobe wrote a letter to Bishop 
John Carroll in which he criticized the design for both lacking in the correct structural 
197 Liscombe, Church Architecture, 10. 
198 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 431. 
199 Summerson, 552; Roth, Concise History, 68. 
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support of its dome and for the excessive cost that would be generated by the fifty-four 
thirty-foot tall Corinthian columns the design required.200  Latrobe then concluded his 
letter to the Bishop by donating his architectural services, following a practice very 
common in England where the architect donates his services to non-profit institutions.
The cathedral differs from the colonial churches in that the interior space is made up of a 
succession of spatial units rather than a single volume of space common to the Wren-
Gibbs longitudinal plans; the visitor must pass through these spaces before experiencing 
the full extent of the main circular space under the dome.201  The focus of the cathedral is 
the large masonry dome on a drum that is penetrated by large segmental arches; these 
lead into the apse, arms, and nave with four smaller arches on the diagonals.202  Classical 
details are reduced to a minimum and the use of simple geometric masses to manipulate 
the interior volumes allow for a Soanian connection to certain aspects of the design;203
however, as Summerson states, the Basilica is “unlike any church built in England at this 
time.”204
Latrobe satisfied Bishop Carroll’s conditions that it was to serve as “a monument of 
general gratitude…and…an example of the majesty and solemnity of divine 
service…conducted according to our liturgy.”205  Latrobe devised an indirect lighting 
200 Hamlin, Latrobe, 233; and Latrobe to Bishop John Carroll, 10 April 1804 and 16 May 1804, 
Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 1. 
201 Whiffen and Koeper, 138. 
202 Roth, Concise History, 69. 
203 Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture, 32; Summerson, 553; Gelernter, 118. 
204 Summerson, 553. 
205 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 432. 
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system using a double-shell dome that contributed to the Basilica’s reverent atmosphere.  
The inner dome is a solid, classically-detailed coffered masonry hemisphere with oculus.  
The innovative outer wooden shell makes use of twenty-four partially-concealed 
skylights that filter light through the oculus of the inner dome.  The result is what Latrobe 
called the lumière mystérieuse, or mysterious light, as one cannot see the source of this 
light from below.  This, as well as the Cathedral’s recent renovation, will be discussed at 
greater length in Chapter 3.  With the design of the Baltimore Cathedral, Latrobe is the 
first to depart from the Wren-Gibbs tradition in the United States.  The church is 
considered one of the masterpieces of Western architecture as Latrobe’s mastery of both 
engineering and architecture are put on display in a grand tour de force.
During the Basilica’s construction, a handful of other significant churches were built that 
are worthy examples of free Neoclassical architecture.  Built after Sansom Street Baptist, 
Mills’ Monumental Church (1812-14) in Richmond, Virginia is one of those buildings 
(Figure 2-14).  Brownell and Cohen declare Monumental “one of the most striking 
examples of the kind of design rationalized to use and of the innovative, elemental 
neoclassicism that Latrobe advocated.”206  Twice in his career Latrobe had to cede a 
commission to one of his former students with, ironically, the students’ approved designs 
showing reflections of Latrobe’s own submitted plans: the Second Bank with Strickland 
as we have seen; and prior to that, the Monumental Church with Mills.  In the case of 
Monumental Church, Latrobe submitted plans and assumed his design had been approved, 
206 Brownell and Cohen, Volume 2, Part 2, 553. 
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only to be bested by his former pupil Mills.  He was unaware that Mills submitted any 
plans until the building committee informed him that Mills’ design had been selected.  
Apparently, if only to thicken the drama, Mills sent a second set of plans after his father-
in-law and former Governor of the State, General John Smith, had shown Latrobe’s 
designs to him. 207   In any event, the resulting building turned out to be the most 
celebrated of Mills’ churches. 
In addition to being the first church built for the Virginia Episcopalians since the 
Revolutionary War, Mills also designed a monument to commemorate the seventy-two 
people who died in the tragic 1811 fire at the Richmond Theater on the same site.  The 
urn-style monument resides under a Doric-columned portico that is attached to the 
octagonal church body.  Mills does not rely upon superfluous decoration or minute details 
to make a statement at Monumental; rather, the exterior is, for the most part, unadorned, 
and the building makes use of the rational geometry Latrobe encouraged.208  Inside, the 
church is the second of two octagonal-planned churches Mills designed, the first coming 
right before Monumental at the Unitarian Church in Philadelphia (1812).  The pulpit 
stands within an acoustically-correct apse, as Mills constantly designed with the preacher 
in mind.  Aside from its uniquely-shaped plan, Monumental’s interior is simple, chaste, 
and practical (Figure 2-15). 
207 Bryan, 99, 102. 
208 Ibid., 104-5. 
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A second church built by Latrobe still exists in Washington, D.C., although severely 
altered from its original appearance in 1815-16.  As designed, St. John’s Episcopal 
Church was based on a simple Greek cross in plan (Figure 2-16).  The congregation 
sought an inexpensive space suited to preaching.  Latrobe’s use of the Greek cross came 
“not so much from ecclesiastical habit, as from architectural necessity: for the solidity of 
the arches of solid brickwork wh[ich] support the Dome required this construction.”209  A 
hipped roof covered the central crossing with a large glazed cupola above to light the 
center while simple arched windows and an arched door accented the sides and front of 
the plain walls.210  Around the church, interrupted only by the chancel on the east, ran a 
gallery supported by a circle of slender columns.211  The whole was simple, open, filled 
with light, and put the congregation in closest possible contact with the preacher.  Latrobe 
even designed a movable pulpit that ran on casters in a track; church history recounts that 
the pulpit rolled away with Bishop John Ravenscroft in mid-sermon after someone failed 
to secure the catch.212  St. John’s was treasured by Latrobe and was popular among the 
citizens of Washington, D.C.  The architect wrote to his son four times about the church: 
on 8 November 1815, “I have also built a Church on President’s square, a smart thing 
enough, at which the natives stare exceedingly, because it does not in the least resemble a 
barn, but has the form of a Cross and is covered with a dome,”213 and then later, “the little 
Church I have built has made religion fashionable….The style of the Church [is] 
209 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 662. 
210 Hamlin, Latrobe, 462. 
211 Constance McLaughlin Green, The Church on Lafayette Square: A History of St. John’s Church, 
Washington, D.C. 1815-1970  (Washington, DC: Potomac Books, Inc., 1970), 6. 
212 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 663. 
213 Latrobe to Henry S. B. Latrobe, 8 November 1815, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 3, 702. 
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extremely simple, but out of the usual track of form internally and externally gains daily 
more approbation.”214  However, as with many churches, the need for more seating as the 
congregation grew led to the need to expand, and a number of alterations occurred in the 
nineteenth century, the first of which was only four years after he church opened in 1820-
22.215  The nave has since been elongated and the tower and portico that were added were 
never part of the original plan.  Latrobe’s original Greek cross design was a lucid 
expression of free Neoclassicism that allowed him to explore the use of a centrally-
planned shape he had not used before. 
Roughly one hundred fifty miles north in Philadelphia another St. John’s was being built 
at the same time; this one, as we know, by William Strickland.  St. John’s is a prime 
example of free Neoclassicism and its significance is discussed in the following section.  
In the meantime, Strickland’s other church building in Philadelphia designed a year after 
St. John’s is worth mentioning.  Built for the Swedenborgian Church, the Temple of the 
New Jerusalem (1816-17) was a domed, centrally planned square (Figure 2-17).  The 
style of the building is novel and clean; Strickland biographer Agnes Addison Gilchrist 
suggests that the four-centered arches on each of its sides gives it an overall Saracenic 
appearance.216  Its facade was so interesting, in fact, that Mills, who visited Philadelphia 
in November 1816, made a sketch in his diary of the Temple.  Something must have 
fascinated or seemed worth remembering to Mills as that sketch is the only one of 
214 Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 3, 891; Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 663. 
215 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 664. 
216 Gilchrist, 3. 
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someone else’s building in his diary from that year; Mills rarely recorded his impressions 
of work by others, so clearly Strickland’s Temple of the New Jerusalem must have been a 
sight to behold.217
The final free Neoclassical church design to be discussed also makes a more detailed 
appearance in the following surface finish contextual chapter.  Maximilian Godefroy’s 
Unitarian Church (1817-18) in Baltimore was his last executed commission before he 
returned to Europe (Figure 2-18).  Henry Russell Hitchcock calls it “a monument which 
might well have risen in the Paris of the 1790s, had the French Deists been addicted to 
church buildings.”218  Unitarian, much like Latrobe’s Cathedral, is a composition of basic 
geometric shapes; a Pantheon-inspired dome rested on a circle produced by four 
pendentives between four wide arches within the central square.219  Unfortunately, the 
church underwent an extensive interior restoration in 1893 so that the original Godefroy 
design has been obliterated and is no longer visible.  Godefroy displayed a sophistication 
of rationalized forms that, Alexander says, “pictured the spirit rather than the dogma of 
religion,” which perhaps goes hand-in-hand with the tenets of Unitarianism.220
In addition to a few others not mentioned, this small group of free Neoclassical church 
designs share a common bond in that their architects made use of an extensive classical 
vocabulary and adapted these forms to fulfill the liturgical needs of numerous religious 
groups in modern nineteenth-century America.  No one “dialect” of the classical 
217 Bryan, 132-3. 
218 Hitchcock, 122. 
219 Whiffen and Koeper, 147. 
220 Alexander, Godefroy, 217. 
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vocabulary was preferred over the other as these churches display Roman, Greek, even 
Saracenic detailing.  The free Neoclassical churches all give the appearance of a 
centralized structure and most notably lack a strong vertical accent in the form of a 
towering Gibbsian steeple.  They reflect the simplistic architecture grounded in 
rationality and geometric forms advocated by Latrobe, but, above all, reveal a dramatic 
departure from the late Georgian colonial churches of the Wren-Gibbs formula.   
Greek Gods 
As the preference for the Grecian style took hold of the country’s architecture beginning 
with the Second Bank in the 1820s, ecclesiastical buildings were some the first to display 
the new taste.  Mills’ First Baptist Church, Charleston (1818-22) illustrates the architect’s 
increasing  favor for the Greek Revival.  In a letter to his wife Eliza dated 5 March 1817, 
Mills recognizes his own preference and use of the Greek: 
The Baptist Church exhibits the best specimen of correct taste in architecture of 
the modern buildings in this city.  It is purely Greek in its style, simply grand in 
its proportions, and beautiful in its detail.  The plan is of the temple form, divided 
into four parts; the portico, vestibule, nave, and vestry rooms.  Around three sides 
of the nave a double colonnade extends, rises up to the roof, and supports the 
galleries.  The lower order of the columns is Doric, the upper Ionic; each with 
their regular entablatures; the whole is finished in a rich chaste style, and 
producing from the unity of the design, a very pleasing effect.221
English-born and trained John Haviland, a relatively newcomer to the scene, arrived in 
1816.  He added fuel to the fire in Philadelphia by bringing the British Greek fervor and 
221 Bryan, 134. 
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did not hesitate to employ a full Greek temple façade at his first important architectural 
commission. The First Presbyterian Church (1820; demolished) was the earliest 
Philadelphia church to boast such a front and would soon be followed by many more.222
St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church (today the Greek Orthodox Cathedral of Saint George), 
another Havliand design, arrived only two years later (1822) in conjunction with the 
formation of a new Episcopal congregation, of which Haviland himself was a member.  
St. Andrew’s, like First Presbyterian, showed the preference for the Greek with six Ionic 
columns supporting an enriched entablature based on the Temple of Bacchus at Teos.223
Mills’ octagonal First Unitarian Church in Philadelphia (1812) was demolished only 
thirteen years after it was built; by 1825, the space was deemed inadequate and three 
years later Strickland was commissioned to replace Mills’ 300-seat octagon with an 800-
seat Grecian-inspired church (Figure 2-19).  Even Latrobe posthumously contributed to 
the new Greek form as Strickland recycled the Doric columns from his former teacher’s 
Center Square pump house (on the present site of City Hall) for the portico of his new 
Unitarian Church.224  It was evident that the Greek Revival came with a fury.  The more 
creative and free-spirited designs of the free Neoclassical churches once again gave way 
to the temple revivals. 
The religious freedoms provided by the Constitution allowed congregations of all 
denominations and sects to practice their faiths openly and thereby construct houses of 
222 Moss, Sacred Places, 120. 
223 Ibid., 121-22. 
224 Moss, Sacred Places, 200-1. 
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worship.  Church construction constituted a large proportion of building activity in the 
years following the Revolution and throughout the nineteenth century, making the church 
an appropriate building type by which to trace the architectural transition that took place 
in these years.  While the focus here has been on free Neoclassical church designs, the 
fact that these types of buildings were in the minority cannot be overlooked.  Churches of 
the Wren-Gibbs tradition were continuously being built throughout the nineteenth century 
and even into the twentieth and beyond.  In Philadelphia, the plain Quaker meetinghouses 
must not be forgotten, and Gothic-inspired churches were also included in the mix 
including Strickland’s St. Stephens, Philadelphia (1822-23) and Godefroy’s St. Mary’s 
Seminary Chapel, Maryland (1806-08). 
The unpredictability of monetary resources, the changes in numbers of congregants, and 
other demographic factors make churches especially susceptible to renovation and change.
Unfortunately, few free Neoclassical church designs remain, and of those that do, they 
are either severely altered from their original appearance or expensive renovations have 
been required to take them back to the way in which their architects intended them.  
Strickland’s St. John’s, however, has remarkably stood the test of time and, on the whole, 
its original fabric stands in all its free Neoclassical glory. 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
St. John’s, Philadelphia, has survived in relative obscurity.  The authorship of the church 
was recently uncovered in the early 1980s with the only known written reference to 
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William Strickland in the aforementioned Relfs Philadelphia Gazette and Daily 
Advertiser article from the church’s consecration in September 1816.  It is truly 
remarkable how a surviving building from such a significant period in American 
architecture has virtually “flown under the radar” for its entire lifespan.  St. John’s is 
mentioned in Strickland biographies nor any books regarding the birth of Neoclassicism 
or the Greek Revival in the United States.  Jeffrey Cohen, who found the newspaper 
article and wrote the subsequent Pennsylvania Historic Resources and National Register 
of Historic Places nomination forms for the church, attributes the design of St. John’s to 
Strickland based not simply on the newspaper article but also on logic and stylistic 
grounds.
First of all, the only other architects who would have been capable of designing a 
building such as St. John’s were not in Philadelphia at the time: Latrobe had much earlier 
left for Washington, D.C. in 1807 to work on the Capitol; Robert Mills departed for 
Baltimore in the early summer of 1815 to supervise the construction of his Washington 
Monument; and Haviland did not arrive in Philadelphia until 1816.  Strickland, however, 
continued to work and live in Philadelphia until his departure for Nashville in 1845. 
The design and details of St. John’s show many connections to the contemporary free 
Neoclassical work being built by Strickland’s peers.  Washington Hall, designed by 
Robert Mills, was completed in same year as St. John’s.  Mills was commissioned in 
1813 by the Washington Benevolent Society of Pennsylvania to construct a two-story 
building with large lecture hall and meeting rooms dedicated to the “Free Republican 
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Principles and to those which regarded the public conduct of George Washington” in 
Philadelphia.225  The facades of Washington Hall and St. John’s are very similar in that 
they share the distinctive screened arch.  Both designs contain a large semi-circular arch 
that cuts into the central projecting pavilion and surrounds a colonnade with 
entablature.226  Mills would later again use the screened arch but in more simplified 
versions that did not incorporate the decorative statuary of Washington Hall.227  The 
screened arch also made an appearance in designs by Latrobe, Godefroy, Ramée, and 
Jefferson’s Pavilion IX at the University of Virginia, and was a feature used only by the 
most advanced architects in the United States at the time.228  Jeffrey Cohen attributes this 
motif to French architect Claude-Nicholas Ledoux’s Hôtel Guimard (1770-72) in Paris.229
Inside, Strickland utilizes a fairly conventional longitudinal plan with galleries, but here 
the powerful altar portico and corresponding curve of the organ loft dramatically enter 
and transform the space into something novel for its time.230  For the altar portico, the 
young architect made use of the same type of columns Latrobe had chosen for his 
225 R.W. Liscombe, Altogether American: Robert Mills, architect and engineer, 1781-1855 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1993), 59. 
226 Cohen, “Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties,” National Register of Historic Places Inventory—
Nomination Form, October 1984. 
227 Bryan, 123. 
228 Cohen, “Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties,” National Register of Historic Places Inventory—
Nomination Form, October 1984. 
229 For Cohen’s detailed explanations of the nuances of the screened arch Guimard motif, see: Cohen, 
“Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties,” National Register of Historic Places Inventory—Nomination 
Form, October 1984; and, Cohen, “Cosmopolitan Modernism and Professional Ambition: William 
Strickland’s First Church and the Screened Arch,” Speaking Stones: The Language of Architecture.  A 
conference organized by the Philadelphia Chapter of The Society of Architectural Historians.  Pennsylvania 
Hospital.  22 November 1986, both in Appendix A. 
230 Cohen, “Saint John’s Church, Northern Liberties,” National Register of Historic Places Inventory—
Nomination Form, October 1984. 
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unexecuted Shockoe Church design, which are fluted only at the bottom and top margins; 
Cohen attributes these columns to the order of the Temple of Apollo at Delos, published 
in the third volume (1794) of Stuart and Revett’s Antiquities of Athens.  In addition, the 
continuous runs of guttae along the both the balcony and altar portico entablatures most 
likely derived from the same feature on the Choragic Monument of Thrassylus, illustrated 
in the second volume (1787) of Stuart and Revett, and perhaps the wreaths accenting the 
altar wall as well.231
The decorative details all happen to be Greek, perhaps presaging Strickland’s intimate 
revival of pure Greek forms with the Second Bank two years later.  St. John’s is bold and 
robust, akin to its free Neoclassical brethren in that they represent complete departures 
from the delicate Federal and late Palladian-derived Neoclassical modes of the eighteenth 
century.
While the changes performed on the building by the Romanian Orthodox occupants in 
the early twentieth century are certainly not free Neoclassical, they should not be 
discarded as insignificant or detracting from the church’s overall importance.  Numerous 
factors must be taken into consideration when determining the significance and value of a 
building.  It has been established that the original appearance of St. John’s does indeed 
hold great significance in the history of American architecture as a prime example of free 
Neoclassicism that has survived with integrity.  On the other hand, the cultural value of 
St. John’s is integral to the building’s overall significance; as the Northern Liberties 
231 Ibid. 
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neighborhood around St. John’s began to change in the early twentieth century, St. John’s 
and its associated buildings served as a social, educational, and even medical center for 
the immigrant communities.  As the church changed hands to the Romanian Orthodox 
congregation, the alterations they incorporated, including the iconostasis and decorative 
painting schemes, add yet another level of meaning to the architecture.  St. John’s is a 
surviving example of a crucial period in American architecture created by one of the 
country’s first professional architects, but it also serves as a testament to the social and 
demographic changes that took place in early twentieth-century Philadelphia.
Now that the free Neoclassical mode of design has been thoroughly examined and St. 
John’s significance posited, we turn to the interior surface finishes and their contribution 
to the transition of early nineteenth century architecture in the United States. 
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CHAPTER 3
ARCHITECTURAL SURFACE FINISHES CONTEXT
IN SEARCH OF A FREE NEOCLASSICAL PALETTE
INTRODUCTION
Just as the previous chapter placed St. John’s in context by tracing the architectural 
transition of the late eighteenth century through the nineteenth-century period of free 
Neoclassicism and into the Greek Revival, this chapter will place the interior surface 
finishes of St. John’s in their respective aesthetic, symbolic and technological context.  
The goal of this chapter is to analyze evidence gleaned from both primary and secondary 
sources to determine whether a similar transition exists in surface finish decoration and 
whether free Neoclassical-specific trends can be drawn out from this evidence.  After St. 
John’s paint investigation is discussed in Chapter 4, the concluding Chapter 5 offers a 
comparison of the findings to what can be gleaned from other sources for other sites.   
In general, it is difficult to extract specific trends in architectural surface finishes and 
interior decoration as they are a function of not only highly personalized tastes, budgets, 
regions, and materials available, but in building types as well.  In the examination of the 
surface finishes of a particular building, one must always consider the context in which 
they came to be: whether the building is public or private, urban or rural, secular or 
ecclesiastical; whether the designer of the building was an avant-garde architect or local 
builder; whether the client was wealthy, not so wealthy, or even pretending to be wealthy; 
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whether the overall design was client-driven or architect-controlled—all of these factors, 
among many others, come into play in determining the significance of the interior 
schemes being investigated and if and how they can be compared to the finishes of 
buildings in a similar time period or of a similar style.  It was necessary to lay the 
architectural groundwork in the previous chapter in order to establish which buildings can 
even be considered free Neoclassical, because knowing how the architecture of free 
Neoclassical buildings differs from what came before and after them frames the way to 
understanding how their respective free Neoclassical interiors do the same. 
In the case of St. John’s, however, not only does the church’s architecture need to be 
considered, but its original function as an Episcopalian house of worship can not be 
overlooked.  Therefore, Anglican-derived Episcopalian-specific decorative treatments are 
also examined.  Not only did this information help aid in the investigation of the physical 
evidence at St. John’s (discussed in Chapters 4 and 5), it also helps better understand the 
overall interpretation of the decorative campaigns.  
That being said, the task of placing St. John’s architectural surface finishes in their 
appropriate context and relating how the finishes of other buildings might aid in the 
overall understanding of finishes in the period has been both challenging and thought-
provoking for a few reasons.  First, there are only a small handful of free Neoclassical 
buildings that remain today and an architectural paint investigation has been conducted 
on only one (or two if we consider the Second Bank of the United States is to be 
considered free Neoclassical), therefore scientific evidence of a comparative nature is 
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hard to establish.  Secondly, St. John’s is a church; in general, ecclesiastical finishes tend 
not to reflect the same interior decorating trends that occur in secular building types (a 
private home built for entertaining, for example), but are, rather, more a function of the 
denomination’s liturgical or ideological traditions and the amount of money allocated to 
its construction, decoration, and/or redecoration.  Because St. John’s is a free 
Neoclassical church, attention must be directed to the way in which the finishes might 
reflect its “free Neoclassical-ness,” “church-ness,” “free Neoclassical church-ness,” or 
something completely different.  Third, the transitional nature of free Neoclassicism 
makes it difficult to recognize general trends about its architecture, no less its surface 
finishes; the buildings of the first two decades of the nineteenth century built by 
America’s first generation of professional architects are loosely tied together in that their 
designers used a restrained, simplistic, geometric, and rationality-based approach with an 
emphasis on form rather than decoration to create modern buildings for modern uses.  As 
far as designing went, it was a free-spirited time for these architects (selling the designs 
without making compromises while making a living is another story); they actively 
combined, adapted, and invented classical forms in order to create their designs.  There 
were no prescribed rules or conventions, as it was in the more formulaic colonial designs 
from which they were intently trying to depart.  While this atmosphere certainly harbored 
the creativity needed to create these buildings crucial to further developing American 
architecture, it also allowed for an anything-goes attitude that makes it difficult to 
recognize singular themes or identify marks in the general decoration of these new types 
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of buildings.  Despite these challenges, there is enough circumstantial evidence to 
establish some general patterns and trends. 
Before the findings are discussed, a few brief words about how the evidence was selected 
and gathered should be noted.  Research started with the creation of an extensive list of 
possible comparable buildings—especially churches—that could be considered free 
Neoclassical or built within the specified time frame.  Buildings from before or after the 
free Neoclassical period with documented surface finish histories were also sought as a 
means of comparison to determine if a comparable change in interior finishes and 
decorative schemes occurred. 
Personal contact through telephone conversations and email correspondence was then 
made with the numerous individuals who might hold insights into these buildings or 
know whether a paint study had been conducted or about colors of the time period in 
general.  Aside from the countless church secretaries and historians and local historical 
societies, contact was also established with architectural paint analysts Patrick Baty, 
Brian Powell, Frank Welsh, Susan Buck, and Doug Bucher to seek their opinions about 
the topic and whether they themselves had conducted paint studies on specific buildings 
that fit into the time period and style.  In addition, a conversation was made with Calder 
Loth, a senior architectural historian of the Virginia State Historic Preservation Office, 
who has also been involved with architectural paint-focused projects, and, a tour of the 
recently renovated Baltimore Cathedral was given by Steve Reilly, the project architect 
from John G. Waite Associates. 
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In addition, books, theses, newspapers, articles, correspondence, specifications, painters’ 
books and manuals, and architectural section drawings were also scrutinized.  Detailed 
historical newspaper and magazine accounts were useful as were insurance surveys.  
Latrobe’s architectural section drawings and the compilation of his exhaustive 
correspondence were especially helpful in determining his color scheme intentions for 
various projects.
COLORS OF THE LATE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to look at British Neoclassical colors and 
American colonial and Federal colors of the late eighteenth century in an extraordinary 
amount of depth, the topics need to be considered in order to establish a comparative 
basis for the discussion of the free Neoclassical colors that were used in the first two 
decades of the nineteenth century.
British Neoclassical Colors 
By the middle of the 1760s in Great Britain, the popular mode of interior decoration was 
defined by Robert Adam, who had arrived at a distinct manner of wall and surface 
treatments that he refined through the 1770s.  The Adam style was based on the 
architect’s own interpretations and abstractions of classical forms; they were 
archaeologically justified and inspired by the Roman ruins discovered in the 1750s that 
revealed that the Romans had used numerous orders in varying proportions and with a 
certain freedom unbound by formalistic rules.  As his interiors matured, they became 
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increasingly refined and delicate through the increased use of flat, applied decoration, 
which grew less and less architectonic.232
Because Adam began to place less emphasis on the orders and the need for full 
entablatures, the decoration of other features became more important, including friezes 
and panels. Damie Stillman explains that there were only four basic types of friezes and 
decorative borders—straight running patterns, a simple alteration of two motifs, 
compositional repeats, and alternating compositional repeats.  Within these general 
categories, Adam created an astounding variety of friezes, which became more complex, 
lower in relief, and delicate as his work matured.  He utilized everything from simple 
Doric triglyph-and-metope bands, Greek keys, and Vitruvian scrolls, to anthemia, swags, 
urns, griffins, sphinxes, and putti.233
Another hallmark of the Adam style and Neoclassical wall decoration in general in 
England was the use of decorative panels.  Designed to hold inset paintings or 
decorations in bas-relief, these panels were instrumental in the creation of Adam’s new 
concept of interior decoration.234   His use of both painted and plaster arabesque or 
grotesque decoration within the panels is perhaps Adam’s “most significant single 
232 Damie Stillman, The Decorative Work of Robert Adam (New York: Transatlantic Arts, 1966), 15, 20. 
233 Stillman, Robert Adam, 20-1. 
234 Ibid., 21. 
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contribution” to English interior decoration.235  Panels were commonly rendered in either 
a darker tone than the walls or in a contrasting color.236
Adam’s use of color was another distinguishing characteristic of his new interior 
decorating style, and it was one of his principal means of producing variety among his 
interior designs.  The brothers believed white was too glaring and cold in practice, so 
they instead advocated colored backgrounds to soften the white and bring out the details 
of the ornaments.  In the description of the library at Kenwood in their Works in 
Architecture, the brothers write: 
[T]he grounds of the pannels and freezes are coloured with light tints of pink and 
green, so as to take off the glare of white, so common in every ceiling, till of late.  
This always appealed to me so cold and unfinished, that I ventured to introduce 
this variety of grounds, at once to relieve the ornaments, remove the crudeness of 
the white, and create a harmony between the ceiling and the sidewalls, with their 
hangings, pictures, and other decorations.237
Color was such an integral component of Robert’s decorating concepts that he often 
marked his sketches with a specific color key so his draftsmen could execute his ideas 
exactly as he envisioned them.  While ‘Adam style’ colors are most often associated with 
paler pastel tints, scrutiny of his drawings and executed works actually shows that there 
was a frequent use of strong blues and greens, “sumptuous” reds, along with apricots and 
lilacs.238  Adam’s use of bold colors is apparent at his Lansdowne House drawing room 
(1768), whose original paint colors were scientifically investigated and restored at the 
235 Ibid., 22. 
236 Ian C. Bristow, Architectural Colour in British Interiors 1615-1840 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1996), 134. 
237 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 322. 
238 Stillman, Robert Adam, 28. 
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Philadelphia Museum of Art, where the room has been installed since 1930 after having 
been moved from London  (Figure 3-1).239
Adam also introduced the more ubiquitous use of distemper colors in England, which by 
their nature lend themselves to brighter and purer colors with a matte finish.  A letter he 
wrote regarding a room in July 1760 states that up until this point distempers were not 
widely used in England: the room, “which is quite new in taste, & I have Brunias now 
employed in painting in Size to learn that method as Oyl Colours will by no means 
answer.  They call that method of painting in French, a la detrimpe.”240  Distempers 
would prove to have widespread use throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
in both England and the United States.  Because distempers are either size- or water-
bound, they can be directly applied to plaster while it is still curing; for this reason, 
distemper colors were often applied as a first coat to plaster surfaces and left until the 
plaster had fully cured, a process that can take years.  At that point the walls would be 
ready to accept an oil-based paint, and the distempers could easily be washed away.  
However, many decorators chose to use distempers over oil-based paints anyway because 
of their matte, low-gloss finish and the ability of their bright colors to stay true over time.  
Many pigments used in oil-based paints tend to discolor with age, and the oils themselves 
can yellow, leading to discoloration of the paint system. 
239 See “Drawing Room from  Lansdowne House,” Philadelphia Museum of Art Bulletin, 82, nos. 351-52 
(Summer 1986). 
240 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 124. 
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Adamesque decoration and the style’s associated bright and bold colors were adopted by 
a wide range of architects of these decades, and decoration of the 1790s—just like the 
architecture of the same time—was characterized by both a strong Adam influence as 
well as a clear-cut departure from that manner.241  By the 1790s in Great Britain, the 
group of architects led by Soane started moving away from the Adam style of decoration 
and began to explore plain surfaces with the use of incised, rather than applied, 
decoration.242
Eighteenth-Century America 
In the newly established United States of America, interior decorating trends were 
significantly behind the times when compared to those in England.  Perhaps the most 
influential factor of paints and colors used in eighteenth century America was economy.  
Due to the rarity and inaccessibility of many pigments, paints derived from those more 
expensive materials were most often used in situations where a certain level of wealth 
and status were sought to be displayed.  The bright blues and greens produced by 
pigments such as Prussian blue and verdigris, for example, were almost exclusively used 
in houses of the wealthy, such as George Washington’s Mount Vernon.  In addition, faux 
finishes in the form of imitation graining and marbleizing became popular towards the 
end of the century, which were also expensive decorative treatments reserved for homes 
of the wealthy. 
241 Ibid., 273. 
242 Ibid., 276. 
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Prior to this, however, a more common interior decorating scheme had developed by the 
early 1700s in which plaster surfaces were whitewashed and the woodwork would be 
painted in a single color of oil-based paint in “pale to medium in intensity.”  Color in the 
room was provided by the moldings and wood paneling, which were commonly painted 
in yellows, reds, browns, light grays, stone color (cream or gray), and a vast array of 
blues (Figure 3-2).  Glossy finishes were desired and often enhanced through glazing 
painted surfaces with a thin layer of natural resin varnish or even linseed oil.243  Those 
wood surfaces most apt to wear or soil such as baseboards, chair rails, and window seats 
were often painted a dark brown or black, but this practice would decline as the century 
wore on.244
Despite America’s political break from Great Britain after the Revolution, the latter 
decades of the eighteenth century found Americans readily adapting the latest European 
trends and styles in the interior decoration of their homes.  The prevailing fashions in 
London were proved sources of inspiration for those Americans who found newfound 
wealth and wished to display it in their parlors and dining rooms.  The Adam style, 
prevalent throughout Great Britain in the 1760s through 1780s, eventually found its way 
over to America and was reborn as the Federal style by the 1780s.  Whereas color in the 
colonial room was provided by glossy painted woodwork, the new vogue for low-gloss 
flat paint in a wide variety of light colors as well as Adam-inspired applied cast ornament 
243 Matthew Mosca, “A Fashionable Interior: Paint Styles of the 18th & 19th Centuries,” Old-House Journal,
vol. 24, no. 1 (January/February 1996): 46-7. 
244 Frank S. Welsh, “The Early American Palette: Colonial Colors Revealed,” Paint in America, Roger W. 
Moss, ed. (Washington, DC: The Preservation Press, 1994), 72. 
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now gave the walls the duty of providing the majority of color and interest to a room.  
Brightly colored distemper paints in light blues, greens, yellows, and pinks or bright wall 
paper in patterns or solids were the latest wall treatment fashions (Figure 3-3).  White and 
other light colors such as stone and off-whites were used on basic woodwork while 
graining on doors and chair rails usually in imitation of mahogany or walnut was also 
common.245  Designs for both walls and furniture were light, graceful, and delicate.246
FREE NEOCLASSICAL COLORS 
In general, sources describe interiors of this period in American architecture as clean and 
airy, achieved through the use of lighter colors and white woodwork.  Free Neoclassical 
interiors, we shall see, signaled a departure from the darker blues, grays and yellows of 
the schemes used in colonial times, yet the colors employed in these interiors were highly 
influenced by the Adam style palette. 
Finishes Analyses of Select Period Interiors 
To begin this study of free Neoclassical colors and decorative treatments, four American 
Neoclassical interiors are analyzed in detail.  They have been selected based on two 
criteria: first, they are all excellent representatives of free Neoclassical architecture; and 
secondly, they have either been scientifically analyzed for their original surface finishes 
or enough substantive and detailed historical documentation exists to enable a thorough 
understanding of how their original finishes were intended to appear.  The interiors 
245 Mosca, 47. 
246 Edgar de Noailles and Minor Meyers, Jr., A Documentary History of American Interiors from the 
Colonial Era to 1915 (New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1980), 78. 
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considered are: Latrobe’s Bank of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (1798-1801); Latrobe’s 
Basilica of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Baltimore (1804-21); Godefroy’s 
First Unitarian Church, Baltimore (1817-18); and, Strickland’s Second Bank of the 
United States, Philadelphia (1818-23).  They are discussed in chronological order. 
The Bank of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (1798-1801) 
Even though construction of the Bank of Pennsylvania was completed in 1801, it was not 
painted until at least 1805 to allow sufficient time for the plaster to dry.  The intended 
color scheme of the Bank is described in a detailed letter Latrobe wrote to bank president 
Samuel Fox on 8 July 1805, which serves as the basis for this discussion.247  The architect 
writes thorough instructions for the decorative scheme, which is to be carried out by 
scene painter John Joseph Holland (who, incidentally, employed both Strickland and his 
father in the rebuilding of the Park Theater in New York in 1807). 
Before the color scheme is described, however, it is worthwhile to describe the plan of 
the building in order to explain how a visitor might experience the physical spaces; this, 
in turn, will aid in the interpretation of the colors and how they were intended to enhance 
this experience.  References can be made to both the ground floor plan (Figure 3-4) and 
the east-west sectional drawing (Figure 3-5).248  The bank was entered on Second Street 
247 Latrobe to Samuel M. Fox, 8 July 1805, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 97-100; appears in 
Appendix A in its entirety. 
248 It should be noted that the section drawing dates to “probably” early 1800 (Cohen and Brownell, 
Volume 2, Part 1, 212), so cannot be used to reliably detail the final form of the building.  For example, 
there is the notable absence of the Greek fret in the frieze running around the room to which Latrobe 
devotes much of his color scheme.  However, in all likelihood, this section probably did not deviate 
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through the east portico which opened into a long, windowless, barrel-vaulted vestibule 
that was flanked by offices.  From here, the visitor would continue through massive doors 
into the great rotunda room. With semi-circular niches, curving walls and a coffered 
dome, the spherical space was forty-five feet in diameter and flooded with light that 
entered the room through both an oculus sixty feet above with lantern on top and two 
large round-headed windows on the sides.  A large double-apsed groin-vaulted 
stockholders’ meeting room was located at the rear of the building that connected to the 
west (rear) portico and garden.249  The emphasis that was placed on the main banking 
space of the rotunda room, as we shall see, was further accentuated by both the 
relationship of the colors within the room and the relationship of its colors to those 
selected for the other rooms of the bank. 
For the great domed rotunda main banking room, Latrobe suggested that the walls will 
“have a good effect if painted of a pale, but warm Oker, or straw color,” to extend “over 
the great Niches, but the band which runs round them should [be] white.”  He then warns 
against painting “too deep” of a yellow.  For the recessed panels in the wall, the flat inset 
areas were to be a paler version of the same yellow tone of the wall, the margins “Lake” 
and the panel moldings white.  The general “lake” color Latrobe describes is most likely 
a light pink derived from the use of a red lake pigment.250  “All of these colors,” he says, 
radically from the final product, so it can be used to help get a good sense of how the colors may have been 
used in the space. 
249 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 195-96. 
250 Lake pigments are formed by precipitating a dye or organic coloring matter out of solution onto an 
insoluble base, often aluminum hydrate or sometimes calcium sulphate.  In this instance, Latrobe was most 
likely referring to the use of madder lake, which can be used to produce colors ranging in intensity from red 
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“should be kept very tender.”  The ground of the frieze was to be “white faintly broke 
with blue,” meaning it was to be painted in the imitation of a fairly neutral whitish marble 
with pale blue veins.  The moldings above the frieze were to be “pure white” while the 
Greek fret running across the frieze was to be “a dark rust color, almost spanish brown.” 
Aware of how foreign the proposed fret scheme might sound on paper and knowing that 
Fox had never seen an interior painted in this manner, Latrobe elaborates by giving 
detailed instructions on how to prepare a proper mock-up so that he may be able to 
persuade Fox to use it: 
I have had some conversation with Mr. Holland on the subject.  He is bold enough 
on most occasions, but this spanish brown, I found was a step beyond him.  I 
think you might try it, by painting a sheet or two of cartridge paper of that color, 
and then cutting it into Strips of the width of the bars of the fret, stick it up to the 
frieze, and standing below you will see the effect.  But this must be done along a 
space of 6 or 7 feet in length, or it will appear harsh. 
Still trying to persuade Fox and Holland, Latrobe declares that he has “tried this Greek
method of painting” himself and “have seen it also practised in many instances in Europe, 
and have always been struck with the beauty of the contrast and relief produced by it.”  
He then attests that “this kind of painting Stuart tells me still exists upon the internal 
frieze of the temple of Theseus at Athens, on white marble.”  Surely Latrobe was trying 
his very best to communicate how powerful such a color combination would appear in an 
effort to decorate his modern building in the most modern fashion.  
to faint pink.  See: Theodore Zuk Penn, “Decorative and Protective Finishes, 1750-1850.  Materials, 
Process, and Craft,” APT Bulletin, vol. XVI, no. 1 (1984): 6-7; and, Nicholas Eastaugh, Valentine Walsh, 
Tracey Chaplin and Ruth Siddall, The Pigment Compendium. A Dictionary of Historical Pigments (New 
York: Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004), 244-45. 
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For the dome of the rotunda, Latrobe recommends the margins “should be pale blue.”  
The moldings, panel margins, and panels (or coffers) are to mimic the walls, meaning 
pale straw-colored panels (but lighter than the walls below) with lake (pink) margins and 
white moldings.  The moldings around the dome rim are to be white, too, while the rim 
marble should be left “as it is,” i.e. in its natural state.  “The woodwork above,” he goes 
on, “white, unless you think a pale stone color would be better for the shafts of the 
pilasters.  The ridges of the ceiling pale blue, moulding white, the rose white, picked in 
with blue.” 
For the rest of the woodwork in the room, Latrobe suggests that it “ought to be painted in 
colors corresponding to those of the walls and ceiling, the variety being made upon the 
different faces of the architraves.  But,” he warns, “they may not please, (for it will be 
called Dutch), they may be [wh]ite faintly broke with blue” to match the ground of the 
fret frieze.
Latrobe mentions three marble elements in the room: the dome oculus rim, advised to be 
left as is, already mentioned; the door surrounds of the great doors; and, the marble 
blocks of the impost course of the dome.  For the marble blocks, Latrobe leaves the 
decision of whether they should be painted or not up to Fox and Holland.  He advises that 
the best route would be to oil them and “let them show what they are,” but only “if they 
were at all matched with tolerable equality of color,” which he does not recollect being 
the case.  Otherwise, he offers suggestions of either painting them white [broke] with 
blue, or varnishing them with copal or mastic.  The door surrounds of the “great doors” 
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offer a similar dilemma in that they were “much soiled by the oil of the door when put 
in.”  Latrobe does not think painting them is a good idea, but, rather, “they might be well 
cleaned and varnished with some transparent Oil varnish, or well washed with Lime 
water and left to find their own color, or waxed with white wax.” 
Continuing with the other main spaces on the ground floor, Latrobe recommends that the 
double-apsed stockholders room at the rear of the bank “might have its walls a darker 
grey than the Presidents.  The plain part of the Cieling [sic] a faint blue, the mouldings 
white, the flat of the ornamented band, a faint red (Light red or red oker) the ornaments, a 
yellowish white.”  In stark (and calculated) contrast to the main banking rotunda room, 
the architect suggests that the entrance vestibule “should be painted of a warm brown, the 
cieling white, faint blue and red.” 
The overall effect of Latrobe’s proposed color scheme was one achieved through the 
precise control of subtle harmonies.  He wanted to make sure that Holland was careful 
not to make the colors too deep or create too much of a contrast, for Latrobe believed 
…that in all day light rooms, the attempt to vary the coloring handsomely 
commonly miscarries from a desire to produce a striking contrast.  In such large 
surfaces as the bank affords, it is astonishing how small a difference of coloring 
between them produces a striking effect.  If 3 Buckets of white of the same kind 
were placed by each other, and a piece of stoneblue of the size of a pea mixed into 
one, a piece of Yellow Oker into the other and of Red Lake into the third, you 
would hardly perceive a difference in the color of the buck[ets] but if you were to 
paint the Bank with them, you [would] be surprised at the strength of the contrast. 
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If Holland were to err, Latrobe later expounds, “it will be on the side of too great depth of 
coloring, for he is habituated to paint for candle light [Holland was a theatrical scene 
painter], but I think you may trust him.” 
It is not known whether Holland carried out Latrobe’s scheme exactly as it was spelled 
out, but it was at least partially executed.  Two other letters help shed light on the 
situation, for better or for worse.  Latrobe wrote a second letter to Fox only eight days 
after the first apparently in response to comments or questions Fox had expressed after 
receiving Latrobe’s color recommendations.  Fox was concerned about the “soft” 
condition of the plaster in the great room of the bank and whether it could be painted in 
such a state (the Fox letter was not examined so this can only be inferred based on 
Latrobe’s reply). 251   Latrobe then explains the damage history at the bank and the 
conditions leading up to the current painting campaign.
Apparently, the exterior marble of the dome suffered considerable frost damage upon its 
installation in the winter of 1801 because it was installed too late in the season and “a 
great number of stones” including “that immense slab forming the N.W. corner of the 
platform” all had to be replaced in the subsequent spring.  Despite the fact that the dome 
was, “during that winter and spring of 1801 compleatly saturated with wet, and the 
covering was not even tight,” it was plastered in its entirety even though Latrobe believed 
that the dome had never been “in a very fit state to receive more than a first coat.”  Now 
writing three years later, Latrobe explains that “If the plaistering is not moist, and from 
251 Latrobe to Samuel M. Fox, 16 July 1805, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 103-105. 
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appearances for the last three Years we have no reason whatsoever to suspect the roof to 
leak, I do not believe the Distemper colors will run.”   
Fox must have trusted Latrobe’s advice and went ahead with hiring Holland to paint the 
bank and dome in 1805.  However, from three letters Latrobe wrote from Washington 
four years later all on June 6, 1809, we learn that the dome plaster had never been in a 
proper condition to take Holland’s original paint.  These three letters were written in 
response to one letter regarding the state of the bank ceiling that Latrobe received from 
Joseph Norris in 1809 (Norris took over as president of the Bank after his brother-in-law 
Fox passed away in 1808).  One of these letters was to William Thackara, master 
plasterer, from which we learn that Thackara had been hired the previous year (1808) to 
re-plaster the entire ceiling and that his work was nearing completion.252  A second letter 
was sent to George Bridport, the painter Latrobe used at the U.S. Capitol, whom Latrobe 
is recommending to Norris for a second re-painting of the Bank of Pennsylvania.  In his 
letter to Bridport, Latrobe informs the painter that “the Walls are in horrible condition.”
253  The third letter of June 6, 1809 is Latrobe’s response to Joseph Norris.  It is assumed 
that Norris had informed Latrobe that Thackara was almost finished re-plastering the 
ceiling, it was ready to paint, and Norris was asking again for both paint color 
recommendations and technique advice.  “As to the cieling [sic],” Latrobe writes, “there 
are colors which may be laid on, and which not being affected by lime, would continue 
252 Latrobe to William Thackara, 6 June 1809, cited in Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 725, footnote 
2.
253 Latrobe to George Bridport, 6 June 1809, cited in Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 725, footnotes 
4-6. 
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fresh for many years.  I confess that I am not a master of the subject myself, but I believe 
Mr. Bridport…knows exactly what ought to be done.” 254  He then recommends almost 
the same color scheme for the dome that he did four years earlier:  
[T]he Margins to be of a very faint blue, barely visible in contrast with the White 
mouldings.  The margins of the pannels of a very faint red, and the bottom of the 
pannel a faint yellow.  All these colors to be very faint.  It would be better that 
they should be white than prominently distinct.255
The major difference in this scheme is that he recommends painting only the bottom of 
the coffers yellow rather than the entire coffer surface.  To Bridport, Latrobe describes 
the very faint red color as “purplish,”256 probably the same general “lake” color he 
recommended in the original 1805 Fox letter. 
In the same 1809 letter to Norris, we can discern that those elements that were dry at the 
time of Holland’s 1805 painting took the colors, but there also were some wet areas that 
did not fare nearly as well.  The large expanses of the rotunda room walls, like the dome, 
were not completely dry when Holland painted them and therefore needed to be cleaned 
and repainted with the ceiling in 1809: 
As to the Walls, a strong lie of Potash will perfectly cleanse them.  What to do 
with them afterwards I am at a loss to say.  There is no doubt but that the only 
permanent method is to paint the walls […] this can only be done when they are 
quite d[ry].  The excellence of this mode of painting is evident from the state of 
the Walls and cielings, painted even by Holland in those parts which were dry, 
and especially from the appearance of the Pennsa. Insurance office [located within 
254 Latrobe to Joseph Norris, 6 June 1809, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 724-5. 
255 Ibid., 724. 
256 Latrobe to Bridport, cited in Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 725, footnote 4. 
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the Bank], which having less Massy walls was dry when painted and preserves its 
colors.257
Latrobe then suggests that the rotunda room walls should be painted yellow as he did 
previously.
Due to the Bank’s hurried construction, the original plaster never completely dried in 
most areas of the rotunda room.  It seems unfortunate that the most modern building of its 
time was also quite problematic and needed a new ceiling within seven years of its 
construction.  However, despite these difficulties, it is clear that Latrobe certainly knew 
exactly what he wanted when it came to painting the building and how the color scheme 
would relate to and affect the Bank’s architecture. 
The overall color scheme is easy to imagine as it relies heavily upon pale yellows, blues, 
pinks, reds, and whites.  The words “faint” and “pale” are used repeatedly throughout the 
description and Latrobe makes it clear that he wants the colors to be subtle.  From this we 
gather that Latrobe certainly thought a lot about the symbiotic relationship between color 
and light and how the two have the ability to shape the experience of the architectural 
form.  If the contrast between the rotunda colors had been too drastic, they would have 
detracted from the overall effect of the light-filled room by bringing too much attention to 
themselves.  On the other hand, a monochromatic scheme with no contrast would not 
have accentuated the shallow recesses and profiles of the simple panel and molding 
257 Latrobe to Norris, 724. 
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decorations Latrobe did use.  Latrobe needed the polychromatic pale palette to highlight 
and coexist with the architecture, not to overwhelm it. 
Latrobe also used the colors in a very powerful and deliberate way to help redeem some 
of the less refined architectural solutions his design employed.  Through what Cohen and 
Brownell call “scenic colorism,”258 Latrobe attempted to turn the windowless, tunnel-like 
vestibule into an integral part of the greater overall effect a visitor would experience upon 
using the building.  By recommending painting the vestibule a warm brown, Latrobe 
consciously decided to enhance the entryway’s ‘tunnel-ness’ to make it feel even more 
narrow and constricted.  By doing so, the contrasting effect produced upon entering the 
light-filled and lightly-colored great rotunda room would be even that more jaw dropping.   
Latrobe’s 1805 letter to Fox reveals a lot about the architect’s knowledge of color and the 
ways in which it could be used to evoke emotion through architecture.  The Bank of 
Pennsylvania color scheme is one Latrobe utilized repeatedly, as further discussed below. 
The Basilica of the Assumption of our Blessed Virgin Mary, Baltimore (1804-1821) 
Latrobe’s Baltimore Cathedral has recently undergone an extensive restoration which 
began in the late 1990s and was finally completed in October 2006.  The restoration work 
was completed by John G. Waite Associates for the Archdiocese of Baltimore with the 
goal of restoring the Basilica to its original design and decoration as intended by Latrobe.  
A tour of the Basilica was given roughly six months prior to its re-opening by Steve 
258 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 21. 
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Reilly, project architect, and extensive telephone conversations were made with Doug 
Bucher who was responsible for writing the historic structure report and for conducting 
the paint analysis on the building.259  No formal reports or documents were examined as 
all information about the Basilica’s decoration comes from personal observation, 
conversations with Steve Reilly and/or Doug Bucher, and media reports made upon the 
building’s re-opening. 
In speaking with Doug Bucher, he related that one of the most difficult aspects of the 
Basilica’s restoration was that scant archival information exists regarding the original 
appearance of the building; he was even told by the diocese that “a lot had been thrown 
out over the years.”  One piece of evidence that did aid in the process, however, was an 
1808 rendering of the interior section of the Cathedral going from west to east drawn for 
Latrobe by decorative painter George Bridport (Figure 3-6).  The section exhibits a 
detailed color scheme generally akin to what Latrobe described at the Bank of 
Pennsylvania, including pale-colored straw walls with lighter-colored white woodwork 
and light blue for the principal surfaces of the vaulting.  Pastel pinks and blues and white 
are used for the ornamental details of the coffers and rosettes and there is again reference 
to the “Greek” method of decoration with russet-colored decoration in the frieze below 
the great dome and in both oculus rims.260  The observer must also be made aware of the 
two recessed panels in the rotunda that display white figures on a blue ground, in almost 
259 Conversation and guided tour of Baltimore Cathedral with Steve Reilly, project architect of John G. 
Waite Associates, Architects, 16 March 2006; telephone conversation with Doug Bucher, of John G. Waite 
Associates, Architects, 19 March 2007. 
260 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 485. 
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a relief-type quality; Cohen and Brownell suggest that these panels depict scenes from 
the life of Christ, with a lamentation at the northwest, and “what looks like St. Elizabeth 
presenting the infant John the Baptist to the Virgin and Child” at the northeast.261  The 
1808 drawing also shows pinkish polychrome, possibly marbleized, columns supporting 
the organ loft and in the apse.
In comparing this rendering to the restored Basilica as it looks today (Figures 3-7, 3-8, 3-
9, 3-10), it is easy to see that the general palette originally used (represented by the 
restoration colors) is very similar what Latrobe intended in the 1808 section drawing.  
However, it must be remembered that Latrobe died in 1820, before the Basilica was 
completed.  While we can certainly acknowledge his intentions for the color scheme and 
decoration of the building based on the section drawing, it is impossible to know how 
much influence this really had in the final appearance of the building.  No documentation 
or correspondence exists that informs us of who made decisions for the final color 
concept or how it came about.  But simple observation of the restored original scheme 
can lead us to conclude that Latrobe’s intent—either through the rendering or by some 
other means such as communication with his son perhaps (who took over as Basilica 
architect after his father passed away)—certainly, at the very least, served as inspiration 
for the executed color scheme.   
The color scheme as restored by John G. Waite Associates is based on investigation and 
analysis of the physical evidence and is intended to portray the original appearance of the 
261 Ibid., 484. 
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building.  The entire process was conducted over the course of “several years” and 
involved more than one thousand paint samples.  Paint analysis was used in the initial 
stages of the project to help determine which elements in the building were original and 
how much the building had been altered through the comparison of paint layer 
stratigraphies between elements.  Focus of the analysis of paint samples then turned to 
color matching in an effort to determine the specific original colors for each architectural 
element.  Material identification in the form of pigment and binder analysis was not 
performed.262
After the original paint scheme, there were about six redecorations of the interior starting 
in the 1850s or 1860s.  By that time, the “plain” scheme envisioned by Latrobe had 
become outdated and the Basilica surfaces became more and more embellished.  One 
Archbishop in the late nineteenth century even wanted the surface treatments to mimic 
those at St. Peter’s in Rome, at which point an elaborate campaign of marbleizing and 
fresco painting was employed.  Gold leaf and more sophisticated decorative painting 
were added in the 1900s, before it was decided in the 1940s and 1960s to “take it back to 
what it had been” in the form of grays, pinks, and blues (with a green floor).263  The 
appearance of the Basilica prior to its restoration was very dark and shadowy, in 
complete opposition to Latrobe’s original intentions. 
262 Telephone conversation with Doug Bucher, 19 March 2007. 
263 Ibid. 
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The colors Bucher deemed original and consequently specified for the restoration are 
reminiscent of those found in the 1808 rendering as well as those Latrobe suggested for 
the Bank of Pennsylvania.  A light yellow “straw” color was found on the walls, columns, 
and pilasters of the main body of the church with “white leaning towards off-white” 
woodwork.264  Bucher describes that there are slight variations of the off-white color on 
certain moldings, originally applied in a subtle, yet deliberate manner.  For example, the 
unornamented frieze running below the great dome is whiter than the band running below 
it above the arches and lower cornice (Figure 3-7).265  The flat surfaces between the 
coffers of the dome were found to have been painted white, as opposed to the light blue 
proposed in the 1808 rendering.  The circular and smaller diamond-shaped coffers each 
contain a light pink rosette on a blue background.  Upon close examination, Bucher found 
that the rosettes were not originally painted light pink, but were actually cast in a pink-
tinted plaster; the pink was not applied as a surface coating, but rather pigment was added 
to the plaster to make the rosettes pink throughout.  Material analysis was not performed 
so it is not known which pigments were used to achieve this color.  It was also discovered 
that a darker, more “rosy” oil-based paint was applied on top of the light pink plaster in 
order to highlight the edges and certain areas of the rosette.266  The anthemion bands 
surrounding the oculus rim were painted white on a light blue background with other 
moldings picked out in pink (Figure 3-8). 
264 Conversation and tour with Steve Reilly, 16 March 2006. 
265 Telephone conversation with Doug Bucher, 19 March 2007. 
266 Ibid. 
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The decision was made not to strip the surfaces of their accumulated paint layers and 
reveal the original surfaces.  While the original paints of the wall and joinery surfaces 
were found to be oil-based, distempers were found higher up in the dome in areas such as 
the blue background of the rosettes.  Due to expense and effort required, the Archdiocese 
was not interested in replicating the historically accurate paint recipes, but rather, the 
colors were matched to commercially-available Benjamin Moore® paints.267  The rosettes 
were not stripped down to their original pink-tinted plaster either, but were painted a light 
pink with darker pink highlights replicating the original design. 
Several aspects of the Basilica’s present-day surface treatment that were included in the 
restoration cannot be dated back to the original 1820s decorative campaign, but rather fit 
into one of three categories: part of the church’s decorative history and, based on the 
1808 rendering, were originally intended; created as part of the restoration but 
sympathetic to rest of original scheme; or, created as part of the restoration and not 
sympathetic to the original scheme. 
The first of these not-original surface treatment elements that was revealed through the 
restoration are the mural paintings in the four recessed panels of the rotunda drum (Figure 
3-9).  As discussed above, these figurative paintings do exist in the 1808 Latrobe 
rendering, but prior to the restoration, they were not known to have been executed.  It 
was believed that perhaps there had been trompe l’oeil painted panels at some point, but 
267 Email correspondence with Steve Reilly, project architect, John G. Waite Associates, Architects, 3 April 
2006.
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once scaffolding was erected and access to these areas was granted, it was discovered that 
the recessed panels did exist; they had literally been boarded up in the late nineteenth 
century.  After the wood boards were removed, well-preserved distemper murals were 
revealed that are similar in coloring to those on the 1808 rendering.  They are off-white 
grisaille-like forms on a blue background that represent the “Four Evangelists,” and are 
signed and dated by the artists in 1865.  Paint analysis revealed that there was not any 
figurative painting in these panels in the original decorative scheme of the church, but 
because the 1860s paintings were, on some level, intended to be part of the decoration 
even though they do not exactly depict what was on the 1808 rendering (which is hard to 
see and largely conjectural anyway), they should be conserved and displayed.268
Other aspects of the present decorative scheme could in no way be part of the original 
campaign because the architecture of the church has changed since its construction.  They 
have, however, been decorated sympathetically to correspond with the original scheme.  
In the late nineteenth century, the building was enlarged: a sacristy wing was added to the 
north; the nave was extended through the replacement of Latrobe’s easternmost range of 
bays with a third domed crossing; and, the apse was enlarged with a semi-dome.269  The 
columns and capitals in the apse were re-used in the renovation so are original.  The 
coffers in the apse today, however, are trompe l’oeil painting, and were not there when 
the renovations were carried out in the late nineteenth century (seen in Figure 3-7).  
268 Telephone conversation with Doug Bucher, 19 March 2007.  The paintings were cleaned and filled in 
with a reversible acrylic where needed by conservators from EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc. 
(Conversation with Steve Reilly, 16 March 2006). 
269 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 451. 
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Based on the rendering and on accounts made before the renovation, however, Latrobe’s 
apse did have coffers, which served as the basis for the present trompe l’oeil painting.270
While Bucher, who was responsible for determining the restoration colors of the project, 
expresses an overall satisfaction and approval of the restored color scheme, there is one 
aspect of the decorative treatment with which he does not find favor.  Three campaigns of 
representative murals had been painted on the ceiling of the two smaller domes starting in 
the late nineteenth century and, while there is no evidence of Latrobe specifying anything 
for these surfaces, the archdiocese was adamant of having murals up there to replace the 
later additions.  Artists employed by EverGreene Painting Studios were commissioned 
for the project, who painted two murals representing The Ascension of Christ and The
Assumption of Mary.  While Bucher thinks the design is “ok”, he believes the colors do 
not coordinate with the rest of the interior and are “too brown” (Figure 3-10).271
All in all, the restoration of the Baltimore Cathedral has brought Latrobe’s original vision 
back to life again in an effective and predominantly sympathetic manner.  In conjunction 
with restoring the original color scheme, the lumière mystérieuse that once filled the 
Basilica has also been revived.  Stained glass windows added in the later redecorations 
were removed and replaced with clear window panes.  The oculus of the inner dome of 
Latrobe’s double-shelled system had been closed off in the 1940s restoration, but this has 
also been restored; this, in addition to other repairs made in the dome, have brought back 
270 Telephone conversation with Doug Bucher, 19 March 2007. 
271 Ibid. 
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the lighting system Latrobe devised to filter indirect light into the main body of the 
Basilica.  The color palette, lighting system, and architectural forms work harmoniously 
together to produce an uplifting and transcendent experience for the visitor.  The media 
and general public have agreed that the restoration has been a success: Preservation, the 
magazine of the National Trust for Historic Preservation deemed it “an illuminating 
makeover” while Newsweek called it “a sacred mission.”  Cardinal William Keeler, who 
spearheaded the Basilica’s restoration, called the result “absolutely splendid, so bright 
and upbeat.  It’s even more striking than I’d hoped for.”  The cathedral, he says, was 
finally “treated with the respect it deserved.”272
First Unitarian Church, Baltimore (1817-18) 
The third free Neoclassical interior examined is that of Godefroy’s First Unitarian Church 
in Baltimore.  The building was dedicated late October 1818 and was immediately well-
received for the purity evoked by its simplistic beauty (Figure 3-11). 273   However, 
extensive renovations were carried out in 1893, in which a barrel vaulted ceiling 
supported by eight sixty-one foot solid wood pillars was constructed under the original 
dome, thus obliterating the eighty-one foot dome and sixty-one foot arches with 
pendentives.  Jeffrey Spangler, historian of the Unitarian Church today, said the 
renovation was spawned for three reasons: first, bad acoustics in the original design led to 
an aural blind spot in the middle of the church where the wealthy people sat, who thus 
272 Paul Grondahl, “Religious Conversion: Albany firm at the helm of the heralded Baltimore Basilica 
restoration,” Albany Times Union, 18 February 2007. 
273 Alexander, Godefroy, 132-3. 
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complained and wished it fixed; secondly, the original bond of the building had only 
recently been paid off by that time, so there was not enough money to restore it to its 
original plan; and, finally, there were only four wood burning stoves in each corner of the 
church which took a very long time to heat the space, thus improved heating 
infrastructure was needed.274
Despite these considerable changes to the original fabric, an extremely detailed account 
of the church in the Philadelphia publication the Port Folio, written in 1819, gives an in-
depth look at what exactly the church looked like at its inception, including its surface 
finishes and decoration.  Entitled “Description of the First Independent Church in 
Baltimore,” the narrative of the building is so complete, thorough, and characteristically 
Godefroy-ian that it is thought most of the article’s text was provided by the architect 
himself.275  The article was reprinted verbatim in Robert L. Alexander’s The Architecture 
of Maximilian Godefroy, from which gleaned excerpts can be put together to form a 
detailed picture of the original interior decoration of Unitarian.
White and white stucco are emphasized throughout the account, and the first instance of a 
decorative matter is the description of the eight columns supporting the gallery, “the 
capitals of which are in the Egyptian style—the shape elegantly executed in white Italian 
stucco…”276  White stucco is again mentioned in the ornamentation of the nave walls: 
“The nave is lighted by three windows in arcades, on each side: the wall above which is 
274 Telephone conversation with Jeffrey Spangler, historian of Unitarian Church, 21 February 2006. 
275 Alexander, Godefroy, 133. 
276 “Description of the First Independent Church in Baltimore,” Port Folio 7 (1819): 389-93, reprinted in 
Alexander, Godefroy, 133-140: 135.  See Appendix A for description in its entirety. 
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ornamented with two garlands, three crowns, and two festoons of olive leaves, all in 
white stucco….”277  The pendentives, too, were supposedly ornamented with allegorical 
bas reliefs made of white stucco: “in each [pendentive]…is a colossal basso relieve of 
white stucco, representing the various emblems of peace, toleration, fortitude, and 
union—and uniting them with the allegory of time, winging its way towards 
eternity….”278  The dome, said in the account to be an imitation of the Parthenon in 
Rome, as well as the arches that support the cupola, were ornamented with coffers and 
rosettes: “The dome…is ornamented with caissons, or square pannels, as are also the four 
great arches which support the cupola—the caissons of the latter are enriched with a rose 
in each.”279
While the account describes all of these decorations being of stucco, in reality, they were 
products of illusionistic, or trompe l’oeil, painting.  Alexander states that the barrel vault 
remodeling in 1893 pushed through the pendentives, but did leave remaining fragments 
of the sculptures, which are indeed painted.  Additionally, evidence shows that the 
garlands, festoons, and wreaths applied to the side nave walls were painted in an olive 
color and, while the coffers were indeed three-dimensional plaster constructions, the 
rosettes in each were also products of trompe l’oeil.280  Perhaps the painting was done so 
well that the author of the article (if not Godefroy) did not know that they were, indeed, 
illusions.  If Godefroy was responsible for the writing or contributing toward the 
277 Ibid., 138. 
278 Ibid., 139. 
279 Ibid., 139. 
280 Ibid., 154-55. 
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description, perhaps he wanted people to believe that, even though the decorations were 
not constructed of stucco, it had been his intention for them to be so.  The decision to 
paint the ornaments may have been made out of financial reasons, but this is mere 
speculation.  In any event, the trompe l’oeil decorations did follow the architect’s 
designs.281
One more quote aptly depicts the whiteness of the interior: “With the exception of the 
plinths and frames of the doors, which are admirably painted to imitate gray marble, no 
part of the decoration of the edifice is coloured—a circumstance which produces, in a 
remarkable degree, that imposing calm so appropriate to houses of devotion….”282
Amid all of this white, however, contrast was provided by the modest use of well-placed 
bronze limited to areas of the pulpit and organ, the doors, and pew ornaments: “these 
aisles are adorned by the arms of the pews, which are richly decorated with Grecian 
ornaments, sculptured in wood, and admirably bronzed….”283  The organ was surely a 
sight to behold; standing at twenty-two feet nine inches high, the instrument was 
constructed in the form of an ancient lyre, with some of the fourteen hundred pipes 
arranged as its strings and others clustered as columns topped with Egyptian capitals on 
either side.  The organ was made of bird’s eye maple and mahogany, and the top of the 
lyre was decorated with bronzed stars, rays, and a reposed eagle (Figure 3-12).284  The 
unusual organ design was a Godefroy original whose decoration and proportions were 
281 Ibid., 154. 
282 Ibid. 
283 Ibid., 138. 
284 Ibid., 139, 153. 
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surely intended to emphasize the organ loft’s function as one of two focal points in the 
church, the other, of course, being the altar area. 
As in most churches, the apse, or altar area, was decorated so as to receive the greatest 
attention.  Like the organ on the opposite side of the building, the pulpit served as the 
focal point of the apse, clearly indicated by the materials from which it was made: 
[The pulpit] stands upon a double square base, the first of which is of the Verd 
Antique marble, or Connecticut, of great beauty—the second is of white Carrarra 
marble, of most exquisite polish, in the middle of which is a noble ornament of 
cast lead and bronze….  The pulpit rests on the second socle—it is constructed of 
bird’s eye maple, the most beautiful wood of our country, and is semicircular.  On 
the frize [sic] of the cornice, are Grecian ornaments in relief of cast lead, bronzed, 
called palmets.285
On either side of the pulpit were two chairs “of antique form”, also made of bird’s eye 
maple and enriched with bronzed ornaments in relief.  Additionally, two tablets in “basso 
relievo” supported by a pedestal and “surrounded with rays and clouds of white stucco” 
adorned the apse wall, on which were inscribed “various appropriate passages of 
scripture.”286
Alexander describes the color scheme as “characteristically Federal,”287 but also finds 
influence for its austerity in the Romantic Classicism of Ledoux, Durand, and Blondel a 
generation earlier in France.288  All-white interiors, says Alexander, were customary in 
turn-of-the-century France, and he makes reference to Emil Kaufmann’s Architecture in 
285 Ibid., 137-8. 
286 Ibid., 138. 
287 Ibid., 151. 
288 For its comparison to Durand see Alexander, Godefroy, 37; to Ledoux, see Alexander, Godefroy, 141; 
and, to Blondel, see Alexander, Godefroy, 31-33, 141. 
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the Age of Reason.  Kaufmann’s monochromatic example is the 1801 Salle du Tribunat in 
the Palais-Royal designed by Claude-Etienne Beaumont.  Here, the walls, columns, and 
vaultings were all white, with contrasts provided by mahogany furnishings with bronze 
ornaments and by a green curtain with gold embellishments that draped a semicylindrical 
niche.289
Godefroy never received formal architectural training and seemed to learn on the fly, 
often using handbooks as a means of self-instruction.  While his design for the Unitarian 
Church certainly had help from French precedents, it was still novel and quite 
revolutionary in the United States, and, again, well-received upon its completion.  Even 
without seeing the original renderings by William Goodacre, Godefroy’s pupil, that still 
exist in the sanctuary today (Figure 3-11), or without knowing the architecture of the 
building, it is not hard to imagine the awe and inspiration an interior such as that 
described could induce.  Godefroy knowingly created this interior based on the fact that 
this building was intended to be a place evocative of the Sublime—“that solemn and 
profound impression on the mind, so essential to public worship.”290  While white had 
certainly been used in the Federal and Georgian churches of the eighteenth century, its 
use at Unitarian—combined with the trompe l’oeil accents, bronzing, marbleizing, and 
quality materials used for the pulpit and organ—produced a whole new and powerful 
effect when applied to the dome, pendentives, and coffers of its Neoclassical architecture.
289 Kaufmann, 207. 
290 Alexander, Godefroy, 140.
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The Second Bank of the United States, Philadelphia (1818-23) 
As previously mentioned, the Second Bank of the United States was designed in 1818 by 
William Strickland and built between 1819 and 1823.  Located on the south side of 
Chestnut Street between Fourth and Fifth Streets, the building served as the country’s 
financial center until 1836, when, for political reasons, the Bank’s charter was not 
renewed.  The marble Parthenon look-a-like was then used as the Custom House from 
1845 through 1935, and is today part of Independence National Historic Park after being 
acquired by the National Park Service in 1939.291  It has recently undergone an extensive 
rehabilitation and currently houses the newly installed “People of Independence” exhibit 
which includes 185 portraits of colonial leaders. 
An original finishes investigation of the Second Bank was undertaken in 1972 by then 
National Park Service employee Frank S. Welsh under the supervision of NPS Historical 
Architects Penelope Hartshorne Batcheler and A. Craig Morrison.  In February and 
March 2002, however, Welsh went back and reassessed that evidence with the objective 
to “determine and reevaluate the colors and composition of the original paint films as 
they appeared in 1824.” 292   This second analysis was conducted because it was 
determined that the findings and interpretations made in 1972 were no longer valid.  
Research in the field of paint analysis since that time has made it known that oil-based 
paints have a tendency to yellow over time, especially when covered by layers of later 
291 John R. Glavan, “An Evaluation of Mechanical Pinning Treatments for the Repair of Marble at the 
Second Bank of the United States,” M.S. thesis (University of Pennsylvania, 2004), 11. 
292 Welsh Color & Conservation, Inc., “Microscopical Paint and Color Analysis: Second Bank of the 
United States,” unpublished report, March 2002, 1. 
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paint;293  because this fact was not taken into consideration during the color matching and 
interpretive process of the first paint investigation, those colors deemed original to the 
Second Bank in the 1972 report had been deemed inaccurate. 
To complete the 2002 reevaluation, Independence National Historic Park (INHP) loaned 
all sixty-two of the archived samples from the 1972 analysis to Welsh Color & 
Conservation, Inc., and an additional seventeen new samples were taken in February 
2002.  After all layers from each sample were documented and original finish coats were 
determined, a group of the twelve best samples were selected for color matching.  In 
order to overcome the yellowing this time around, these samples were first scraped down 
to expose a small area of the original finish coat and its color.  They were then “placed in 
a south-facing window in our lab for 10 days in order to expose the original finishes to 
ultraviolet light from the sun….  This process has the significant advantage of returning 
most paints to their near-original color.”294
While the 1972 analysis reported that there were four colors—brownish pink, tan, cream, 
and buff—used in the Main Banking Room, the 2002 study revealed that there were 
indeed only two colors used originally: a “light yellowish pink” for the walls and ceilings 
and a “yellowish white” on adjacent plaster and wood trim elements.  The tans, creams 
and buffs reported earlier turned out to be the same yellowish white color after reversal of 
293 See especially Morgan Phillips, “Problems in the Restoration of Old House Paints,” in Preservation and 
Conservation: Principles and Practices. Proceedings of the North American International Regional 
Conference, Williamsburg, September 10-16, 1972 (Washington, DC: The Preservation Press, 1976), 273-
285 and Morgan Phillips, “Discoloration of Old House Paints: Restoration of Paint Colors at the Harrison 
Gray Otis House, Boston.” Bulletin of the Association for Preservation Technology, 3, no. 4 (1971): 40-47. 
294 Welsh Color & Conservation, Inc., 5. 
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the yellowed oil vehicle occurred through exposure to ultraviolet light.295  Colors in other 
rooms include a moderate yellowish pink on the walls of the Loan Office and a pale 
orange yellow on the walls of the Committee Room.  Additionally, the cast iron doors 
and frames of the vault were grained in imitation of mahogany and clear-coated with 
shellac.296
Polarized light microscopy (PLM) was also used to determine the pigments used to color 
the light yellowish pink wall and ceiling color and the yellowish-white trim color.  PLM 
analysis revealed that the light pink in the Main Banking Room was made with white 
lead and whiting, tinted primarily with vermillion, and shaded with a small amount of 
lamp black and trace amounts of hematite.297
Interestingly, all original paints, except for the plaster walls and ceilings in stairways and 
in second floor rooms, were found to be oil-based.  While this is expected to be the case 
on wood trim elements, plaster walls at this time were often painted originally with 
distempers (water- or glue-based paints) until the plaster cured, a process which often 
took years, and then oil paint was applied.  Perhaps nothing was applied until the plaster 
finally cured at the Second Bank, but this seems unlikely.  The other explanation is that 
any traces of distemper were washed away before the final oil-based finishes were 
applied.  In any event, the result of the 2002 paint analysis revealed some very bright 
colors, which can be seen today in its redecoration (Figures 3-13a & 3-13b). 
295 Ibid., 5-6. 
296 Ibid., 7. 
297 Ibid., 5. 
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A Latrobean Palette 
In addition to the detailed Bank of Pennsylvania 1805 letter to Samuel Fox and the recent 
restoration of the Baltimore Basilica, scrutiny of Latrobe’s watercolor section renderings 
offer fantastic insight into his intentions for the color schemes of many of his designs.  Of 
the four designs examined, three were never executed and it is not known whether the 
intended color scheme of the fourth design was carried out.  This information is still 
valuable, however, because it shows Latrobe’s intentions, how he thought about color in 
his architecture, and how these ideas evolved over time.  Three of the projects 
represented in these interior renderings were made while Latrobe was still living in 
Virginia before the completion of the Bank of Pennsylvania, and so offer a unique insight 
into his earliest notions of color and decoration.  Unfortunately, where noted, some of the 
sections have not been reproduced in color, so a reliance and trust has been placed on 
Cohen and Brownell’s commentary and descriptions of the colors used in the section 
drawings from their The Architectural Drawings of Benjamin Henry Latrobe.
The William Pennock House, Norfolk, Virginia (1796) 
The interior perspective of Latrobe’s first commission in the United States shows what 
both Hamlin and Cohen and Brownell deem slightly Adam-esque decoration (Figure 3-
14).  The ornamental details of the Pennock House stair hall convey a more delicate taste 
than what became the more familiar conventions of Latrobean ornament at the Bank of 
Pennsylvania and the Baltimore Cathedral.  The stair and handrail show plain slim 
vertical balusters that were similar to those in the more Federal American houses of the 
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time.298  In addition, the center medallion and corner fans of the central rectangular 
ceiling panel seem far too airy and delicate amidst the robust “modern spareness” of the 
rest of the room.299  This results in feelings of both inconsequence and inconsistency, but 
is something Latrobe reconciled in his later works.  Despite these unconvincing Adam-
derived decorations, when the Pennock House is compared to a representative Federal 
house of the same year such as Charles Bulfinch’s Perez Morton House in Roxbury, 
Massachusetts (Figure 3-15), one can see how Latrobe truly was attempting to depart 
from the conventional Federal ornament of the day. 
Cohen and Brownell attribute Latrobe’s subtle color effects in the Pennock House stair 
hall to the Robert Adam tradition of setting off “almost imperceptibly different gradations 
of the same color” by contrasting hues.300  Here, the pale blue color used in the ceiling 
panel is not as gray as the darker blue of the walls, which are both, in turn, set off by the 
black and white checkerboard-patterned floor, and the soft yellow wall and ceiling 
accents.  The joinery also displays subtle color differences: while the doors on the ground 
floor are most likely left in their natural state (represented by the orange-brown color), 
the first floor doors are painted white to match the door surrounds and baseboard 
moldings.301  Despite the fact that the delicate ornamentation does not quite seem to hold 
its weight in the room, the calculated use of a restrained palette does help accentuate the 
spatial effects of the grand stair hall.
298 Hamlin, Latrobe, 97. 
299 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 84. 
300 Ibid. 
301 Ibid., 88. 
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The John Tayloe House, unexecuted (1796-99?) 
These remarkably detailed section drawings are part of a set for a house Latrobe proposed 
to build for Colonel John Tayloe III.  Although Latrobe’s design was not executed, the 
drawings again show interior details and Latrobe’s intended mode of decoration and color 
schemes.  Latrobe drew two sections on one sheet; at the top is a longitudinal section 
looking west toward the property line, and at the bottom is a transverse section cut 
through the rear north-lit rooms (Figure 3-16).  While both drawings were rendered in 
watercolor, only the bottom portion has been reproduced in color in Cohen and 
Brownell’s The Architectural Drawings of Benjamin Henry Latrobe so we must trust 
Cohen and Brownell’s description of the longitudinal section’s colors. 
Looking first at the (top) longitudinal section looking north and starting with the ground 
level, entry to the house is gained from the porte-cochere and recessed porch into the top-
lit tribune and breakfast parlor beyond.  The light-filled tribune is colored yellow while 
the walls of the breakfast room are tinted rose with white wainscot and trim.302  The next 
floor up consists of the tribune gallery with shallow masonry dome: to the left is the front 
dressing room and to the right is the circular ladies’ drawing room.  The gallery, like the 
tribune entrance below is painted yellow.  The walls of the ladies’ drawing room are 
colored a “warm blue-green” over a white wainscot, with white trim and wood doors.  
The rooms of the top-most attic story are separated by the light well in this drawing; over 
302 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 122-23. 
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the entrance is a yellow papered front dressing room and over the ladies’ drawing room is 
a brown bedroom.303
The lower section looking west is reproduced in color and is cut through the rear of the 
rooms rather than through the tribune (Figure 3-17).  Starting on the west (left side) of the 
ground floor is the blue-green dining room, followed by the rose breakfast room in the 
center, and the eastern-most book-filled library with a pale figural frieze on a blue ground.
Above, on the chamber story, a pale red principal chamber opens to the blue-green ladies’ 
drawing room, followed by the principal drawing room, which is colored a creamy white 
and has “faint indications” suggestive of a thin border around the window and 
wainscot. 304   The attic story has three bedchambers colored gray, brown, and gray, 
respectively; their coloring is certainly indicative of their hierarchy of use in the house. 
The drawing shows a variety of colors being used in the house including blue-green, 
yellow, and rose.  The wainscot and wood trim are painted white while the doors are left 
as wood (although they could be grained, it is not known).  The blue-green color is 
reserved for the dining room and the ladies’ drawing room, the two most important 
entertaining areas.  For the light-filled tribune rooms, Latrobe used light yellow, a 
practice that would become common for his most light-flooded spaces.  We have seen the 
use of light yellow in the rotunda room of the Bank of Pennsylvania as well as in the 
redecoration of the Baltimore Cathedral.  Here, in the light-filled tribune of the 
303 Ibid., 123. 
304 Ibid. 
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unexecuted Tayloe House, we have an early instance of Latrobe employing yellow to 
make the room appear even more luminous. 
Richmond Theatre and Ballroom, unexecuted (1797-98) 
Over a year between 1797 and 1798, Latrobe drew up a series of drawings for a proposed 
building in Richmond that would contain a theater, hotel, ballroom, and assembly rooms.  
Even though this design was not executed, scrutiny of the drawings again reveals much 
about Latrobe’s early attempts at decoration and intended color schemes.  Two 
presentation drawings rendered in watercolor are of particular interest in these respects: 
one, of the ballroom (Figure 3-18); and the second, a “View of the house from the Stage” 
(Figure 3-19).  Again, these renderings have not been reproduced in color but we can 
place our trust in Cohen and Brownell’s commentary. 
As in the Pennock House, we again find an unusual juxtaposition of the Adam style of 
Neoclassical decoration with the more advanced, restrained mode of Neoclassicism in the 
proposed Richmond Theatre ballroom rendering.  The gilded reliefs above the mirrors 
and delicate settees are right out of the Adam book of interior decorating and are in stark 
contrast with the more robust fireplace moldings.305  Recessed rectangular panels and a 
flat band decorated with a running scroll take the place of where Adam might have 
placed a more elaborate frieze, thus evoking the more Soanian type of decoration.  The 
ballroom color scheme also reveals Latrobe’s uncertainty in the handling of the 
decoration.  Pale yellow is once again the color of choice for the walls and rectangular 
305 Brownell and Cohen, Volume 2, Part 1, 140. 
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panels of the walls and ceiling, while the frieze, scrolled ceiling bands, and recessed 
surrounds of the rectangular panels are pink.  White is used on the intersecting ceiling 
bands, baseboard and doors.  The running scrolls themselves are a dark russet color and 
the decoration is completed with bright yellow furniture with blue upholstery, gilt mirror 
frames, and “polychromatic” (the colors are not specified) chimneypieces.306
The ballroom color scheme exhibits the same yellow walls and panels with pink margins 
and dark russet scrolls of the Bank of Pennsylvania.  However, here at the imagined 
Richmond ballroom, Latrobe’s heavy-handed use of white on the intersecting bands of 
the ceiling results in an unbalanced and somewhat disconcerting feel when compared to 
the only use of white on the baseboards and parts of the doors below.307  He later 
reconciled this at the Bank by using a pale blue on the ceiling and reserved white for the 
moldings throughout the room and ceiling in order to provide balance and unite the 
overall scheme.  While white was used on the dome of the Basilica, it is balanced by the 
rest of the woodwork below. 
The second drawing from Latrobe’s Richmond Theatre set is a section showing the view 
from the stage looking towards the audience and auditorium (Figure 3-19).  It, too, shows 
a tentative combination of both earlier Adam-inspired Neoclassical elements with those 
of the more advanced, later phase, such as the opposing use of the dwarf order of the 
306 Ibid., 142. 
307 Ibid. 
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lowest tier of supports with the Doric order on the second tier.308   The coloring is 
dominated by pale blue and yellow with accents of gold and white.  The upper tier frieze 
is yellow with white on the architrave molding and cornice, while the rosettes, column 
capitals, and garlands are gold.  On the bottom tier, Latrobe tries his hand at the 
“Etruscan” scheme of pale terra cotta vases against a black background.309  However, the 
Etruscan panels do not harmonize with the rest of the scheme and it seems as if they were 
placed there for novelty’s sake. 
The Richmond Theatre and ballroom renderings represent an interesting side of an 
immature Latrobe.  He seems so anxious and eager to get all of his innovative English 
ideas out and into America’s eyes that they get diluted and end up lost in his enthusiastic 
efforts to do so; really, he’s trying too hard  The terra cotta and black Etruscan vases in 
the theater, for example, were certainly unique and had never been used in America 
before, but they were wildly out of place amongst the pale blues, yellows, gold, and 
whites of the rest of the room.  By the time of the Bank of Pennsylvania, Latrobe was 
able to offer a more restrained and subtle color combination that helped highlight his 
modern architecture rather than distract from it.  He also held off on the Etruscan theme 
until a more opportune time presented itself at the Waln House commission, in which he 
was able to find an appropriate setting and context for such decoration (discussed below). 
308 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 1, 149. 
309 Ibid. 
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The Second Bank of the United States, Philadelphia, unexecuted (1818) 
The last of Latrobe’s colored section drawings that give insight into his color scheme 
intentions for a project were for the Second Bank of the United States competition which 
he did not win.  Both the longitudinal section from north to south (showing the main 
interior banking spaces and their decoration) and the reflected ceiling plans were 
rendered in color (Figures 3-20 and 3-21).  While the reflected ceiling plan has been 
reproduced in color, the section has not, so we must again trust Cohen and Brownell’s 
description of the colors Latrobe used in the drawing. 
The Second Bank color scheme is very similar to what Latrobe described and used at 
both the Bank of Pennsylvania and Baltimore Cathedral.  In fact, his schemes all seem to 
make use of a very similar palette consisting of pale yellows, pinks, blues, peaches, and 
whites or off-whites.  Here in the main banking hall of the Second Bank, we once again 
find pale yellow walls with white trim and white entablature.  The radial coffers in the 
yellow-colored arch have blue centers framed in pink that mimic the coloring of the 
panels in the pendentives.  Going upwards toward the dome, the lowest zone is peach, 
which is separated from the second blue zone by white moldings.  In the section the dome 
colors differ from those of the reflected ceiling plan.  Here, the coffers in the lunette 
soffits have yellow centers surrounded by successive blue and white frames.  At the top, a 
sequence of yellow, peach, and yellow lead up the dome toward its rosette.310
310 Cohen and Brownell, Volume 2, Part 2, 733. 
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The reflected ceiling plan (Figure 3-21) shows numerous differences when compared to 
the section drawing; Cohen and Brownell argue that because Latrobe was not required to 
submit a reflected ceiling plan in the Second Bank competition and because this drawing 
also shows a more highly developed color scheme than the section, it was most likely 
rendered at a later date and therefore reveals of his final thoughts for the colors of the 
banking hall ceiling.311  All bands bounding colored areas, for example, are now pale 
blue.  The pendentives show panels of pink, yellow, and a thin white leading out to the 
pale blue band.  The coffers now have a gold ornament in the center on a white square 
background framed by a square pink border.  Peach, rather than blue, would color the 
lunette soffits and the uncoffered parts of the soffits of the four cardinal arches.  The 
center ornament at the top of the dome changed as well, so that yellow, a thin white, and 
pink bands (compared to yellow, peach, yellow in the section) surround the white 
background of the gilded rosette.312
Upon leaving the light-filled main banking hall and entering the stockholders’ room, 
Latrobe cooled it down by using violet-gray on the walls and yellow for the entablature, 
other horizontal elements, and the coffer centers.  The pale blue pendentives are 
“enlivened” by pink and yellow roundels as seen in the reflected ceiling plan.  The 
coffers of the stockholders’ room dome and apse are octagonal in shape, with yellow 
rosettes on a pink background framed in yellow.  Anthemion bands surround both the 
oculus of the main dome in the stockholders’ room and the blind semidome of the apse; 
311 Ibid. 
312 Ibid. 
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they are rendered in brown ink on a white background, perhaps as a testament that 
Latrobe is still “struck” by the “beauty of the contrast and relief produced by” the same 
“Greek” method of decoration he recommended at the Bank of Pennsylvania thirteen 
years earlier. 
Discussion
While all of Latrobe’s section drawings make use of very similar, almost identical, 
palettes, he seems to become more comfortable using color as his works mature.  The 
decoration of his early designs such as the Pennock House and Richmond Theater make 
reference to more delicate Adam-esque ornamentation, and he seems to be pulled in two 
directions: one toward the Adam or Federal conventions that were popular in the United 
States at the time and the other way toward the Soanian restrained mode of Neoclassicism, 
where the architectural forms produce the spatial interest and color is used to enhance 
these experiences. 
Latrobe was highly aware of the Adam brothers’ notion that color can be used to 
dramatize a space and change the way in which a space can be experienced, however, as 
he demonstrated at the Bank of Pennsylvania, where the expansive luminosity of the 
banking hall was only enhanced by the requisite entrance through the dark brown, narrow 
vestibule hallway.  As Latrobe matured as an architect, he also learned how to use color 
in a more effective manner.  The restoration of the Baltimore Basilica brilliantly 
exemplifies this as Latrobe’s straws, lakes, and pale blues have been resuscitated to their 
original purpose of illuminating the architecture from within.  Latrobe selected and used 
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this pastel palette in a variety of combinations on numerous projects until the end of his 
career because they were intended to neither compete with the architecture nor detract 
from it.  Latrobe used color in a calculated and precise manner, and when combined with 
his manipulation of light, it helped enhance his architecture. 
Additional Case Studies 
The William Waln House, Philadelphia (1805-08) 
The Waln House is a good example of what can occur when an architect like Latrobe, 
who was constantly striving for opportunities to exhibit his innovative architecture and 
design ideas, requires and is granted complete control of a project.  William Waln was a 
prosperous young businessman who had earned a fortune in the China trade and wanted 
to build a grand house for his new bride Mary Wilcocks, who happened to be a close 
childhood friend of Latrobe’s wife Mary Elizabeth; 313  it was to be a house for 
entertaining, perfect for displaying both their wealth and the latest decorating trends.  
Latrobe, long desiring to see “a rational house built in Philadelphia,”314  and having 
already firmly established himself as the avant-garde architect of the city, was the clear 
choice for the job (Figure 3-22).  However, Latrobe insisted upon maintaining complete 
charge of all the work, as part of the final agreement,315 “otherwise the architect becomes 
responsible in reputation for all the whims, [and] the blunders…of the various mechanics 
313 Michael W. Fazio and Patrick A. Snadon, The Domestic Architecture of Benjamin Henry Latrobe
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 324. 
314 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Joshua Gilpin, 7 April 1805, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, page #! 
315 Garvan, 90. 
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who execute.” 316   While there are no surviving drawings of the interior, sufficient 
documentary evidence has been gathered to lend an insight into the resulting original 
house.  The drawing room was truly inimitable, for Latrobe not only decided to decorate 
the walls with painted scenes from the Iliad using an Etruscan palette, but he also 
designed a coordinating furniture suite. 
Latrobe was in Wilmington and Washington, D.C. for the greater majority of the 
building’s construction so he left Mills to act as superintendent on the job.  Progress was 
slow as it took three years from the time the first design was submitted in 1805 until the 
house was completed in 1808.317   By August 7 of that year, the house was finally ready 
to paint; Latrobe wrote to decorative painter George Bridport, who was in the midst of 
painting the House of Representatives ceiling and would repaint the Bank of 
Pennsylvania the following year.  Latrobe writes: “I have resolved to decorate his 
drawing room frieze, which is more than two feet broad with Flaxmans Iliad or Odyssey 
in flat Etruscan color, giving only outline on a rich ground.  I should propose stenciling 
it.”318  Bridport, whose personal library in Philadelphia contained folio volumes of Sir 
William Hamilton’s antique vases, Soane’s folio of Pergolesi’s designs, and a folio of 
architecture, sculpture, and painting in the “antique style” by F.A. David, certainly would 
316 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to William Waln, 1 April 1805, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, page #!  
Latrobe is referring to his disappointing commission for the country house Sedgeley, built on the Schuylkill 
River: “the deformity and expense of some parts of the building because after giving the first general 
design I had no further concern with it.”  
317 Hamlin, Latrobe, 198. 
318 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to George Bridport, 7 August 1808, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume 2, 
647. 
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have had a very good idea of what Latrobe was envisioning for the Waln drawing room 
frieze (Figure 3-23)].319
In addition to the wall decoration, Latrobe designed an entire set of furniture for the 
drawing room.  This was not a totally unusual practice for Latrobe as he also designed 
furniture “to be of pine painted” for the Gothic Bank of Philadelphia, chairs for Joshua 
Gilpin, as well as all of the furniture for the Markoe house.  In their Recueil des 
décorations intérieures (1801), Charles Percier and Pierre François Léonard Fontaine 
preached that furniture is so closely tied to interior decoration that the architect should be 
involved in its design, which is clearly a lesson Latrobe agreed with and took to heart.320
Latrobe chose the ancient Greek klismos chair for the basis of his design for the Waln 
furniture set, thus introducing a new archaeologically-based style into American furniture 
design.321  However, this type of design was known in Europe and illustrated in period 
design books that must have been known and available to Latrobe, including Thomas 
Hope’s Household Furniture and Interior Decoration Executed from Designs by Thomas 
Hope (1807) and George Smith’s Collection of Designs for Household Furniture and 
Interior Decoration (1808) (Figure 3-24).322  The klismos-style chair makes use of saber-
cut rather than turned, front legs, and its unique shape made it initially difficult for 
carpenter Thomas Wetherill to produce.  On 25 August 1808 Latrobe wrote to Waln that 
319 Garvan, 67. 
320 Ibid., 67, 91. 
321 Jack L. Lindsey, “An Early Latrobe Furniture Commission,” The Magazine Antiques 139 (January 
1991): 212. 
322 Garvan, 92. 
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the first pattern chair Wetherill attempted was “the ugliest thing I ever saw.  I have 
ordered another pattern.  To make a chair requires as much taste as to design one.”323
Wetherill did manage to succeed, however, and produced the entire suite that included 
sixteen side chairs, long sofa, window bench, two card tables, and a sixty-six inch-long 
pier table.  Various woods were used including yellow poplar, oak, maple, and white pine, 
which were then gessoed, painted, and gilded to become a matching set (Figure 3-25). 
The red, black, and gold painted decorations are a unique combination of Egyptian, 
Greek, and Roman decorative motifs most likely inspired by the aforementioned pattern 
books, in addition to others, including Stuart and Revett, Thomas Sheraton’s The Cabinet 
Maker’s and Upholsterer’s Drawing Book (London, 1791) and Louis François Cassas’ 
Voyage pittoresque de la Syrie, de la Phénicie, de la Palestine, et de la Basse Egypte
(Paris, 1798), which was one of the first illustrated sources of the Egyptian style (Figure 
3-26).324  While Bridport is confirmed to have executed the Waln house wall decorations, 
it is not known whether he was also responsible for the painting the furniture.  However, 
his presence in Philadelphia at the time, close relationship with Latrobe, skilled training, 
and personal 1807 advertisement as “Decorative painter & Paper Hanger…Drawing 
Rooms Decorated in the French, Turkish, Indian, Chinese, & Gothic Style” suggest that 
he is the most likely candidate for the job.325
323 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to William Waln, 25 August 1808, Correspondence of Latrobe, volume, 2, in 
Lindsey, 212. 
324 Lindsey, 210, 213, 214. 
325 Edward Croft-Murray, Decorative Painting in England, 1537-1837, vol. 2 (London: Country Life, 1970), 
176; cited in: Garvan, 92; and, Lindsey, 214. 
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With painted decorations and coordinating furniture, the Waln House drawing room 
certainly must have been a sight to behold and certainly envied by the newlywed couple’s 
guests.  The room was recreated at the Pennsylvania Museum of Art for an exhibit in 
1987, which gives some sort an idea of what it all might have looked like when put 
together (Figure 3-27).  However, one must keep in mind that this is only an 
interpretation and not to be considered historically accurate.326  Nevertheless, through the 
Waln house drawing room, Latrobe was able to introduce a new classically-inspired 
mode of decoration and furnishing to the United States.  The “Etruscan” color palette and 
decorative forms had their roots in Europe, however, with which Latrobe must have been 
familiar during his time in London. 
Damie Stillman attributes the Adam brothers for the introduction of the Etruscan style of 
painting, who used it on at least eight rooms, the earliest in the 1770s; Stillman describes 
the Etruscan as the most unusual and distinctive of their decorative treatments.327  The 
Adam brothers, too, conveniently attribute themselves not for simply introducing 
Etruscan painting to Europe, but also for its invention, as they declare in the preface to 
the description of Derby House in their Works in Architecture:
From this Number, persons of taste will, no doubt, observe, that a mode of 
Decoration had been here attempted, which differs from any thing hitherto 
practiced in Europe; for, although the style of the ornament, and the colouring of 
the Countess of Derby’s dressing-room, are both evidently imitated from the 
vases and urns of the Etruscans, yet we have not been able to discover, either in 
326 While the forms of the wall painting decoration may be period-appropriate, the trompe l’oeil painted 
panels seem too plastic and rigid; this is most likely the result of using modern painting materials rather 
than historically accurate paint recipes and application techniques. 
327 Stillman, Robert Adam, 22. 
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our researches into antiquity, or the works of modern artists, any idea of applying 
this taste to the decoration of apartments.328
The Adam Etruscan style is characterized by fairly typical Adam motifs of the period, 
including medallions, urns, sphinxes, figures, garland swags, and circles, which are 
painted black and terra cotta on a pale blue or green ground (Figure 3-28).329  It was 
imitated by other English architects of the period, including Wyatt in a garden temple 
example,330 so must have been familiar to Latrobe upon his immigration to the United 
States.  Despite its somewhat limited use, the Etruscan style of decoration is certainly 
dramatic, and Latrobe had been waiting for the opportunity to introduce it to the United 
States.
Unfortunately, the Waln House was demolished only forty years after it was completed.  
After Waln found himself over-extended in his investments relating to the opium trade,331
he went bankrupt and the house was sold to William Swaim in 1826.  Swaim, the 
inventor of “Swaim’s Panacea,” an early medicinal remedy that proved to be a farce, 
converted the house into offices for his medicine business; his son Dr. James Swaim then 
demolished it in 1851 and built a five-story brownstone over the entire property.332
However, a similar frieze exhibiting Flaxman-inspired figures still exists at the Wickham-
Valentine House in Richmond. 
328 Stillman, English Neo-classical Architecture, 319-20. 
329 Ibid., 319. 
330 Ibid. 
331 Lindsey, 216. 
332 Alexandra Alevizatos Kirtley, “The Painted Furniture of Philadelphia: A Reappraisal,” The Magazine 
Antiques, vol. 169 no. 5 (May 2006): 140. 
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The Wickham-Valentine House, Richmond (1812-14) 
John Wickham bought land and commissioned a house with the intention of building the 
most “splendid” house in Richmond.333  Discovery of its original nineteenth-century wall 
paintings in the late 1980s and its subsequent restoration have certainly attested that the 
Wickham House decorations were an exuberant display of the latest interior decorating 
trends.  Neoclassical wall paintings decorated all of the first-floor public rooms; an 1814 
letter noted that the dining room walls contained “unmeaning figures in the Egyptian 
style” and that the “upper panels in the drawing room [now the parlor] were painted with 
scenes of the Iliad” (Figure 3-29).  In addition, the library ceiling was painted with 
astronomical instruments floating among clouds and the present drawing room was 
decorated with bacchantes (female companions of the ancient god of wine).334
The 1990s restoration revealed all of the original 1814 schemes; it was then decided to 
keep the best-preserved portion of the original decoration exposed in each room and to 
replicate the rest (Figure 3-30).  For example, in the dining room, the painted scene above 
the sideboard is the original 1814 layer and the other panels are replications painted on 
canvas rather than directly on the plaster.335  In some instances where portions of the 
original scheme were missing, the forms were reproduced based on designs from pattern 
books or other design sources that were available in 1814.336
333 Jane Webb Smith, “The Wickham House in Richmond: Neoclassical splendor restored,” The Magazine 
Antiques, vol. 155, no. 2 (February 1999): 306. 
334 Smith, 306. 
335 Ibid., 308. 
336 Ibid., 306. 
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Jane Webb Smith suggests that enough circumstantial evidence exists to propose that 
George Bridport could have been responsible for the decorative painting at the Wickham 
House. 337   In addition to John Holland, Bridport was one of the only professional 
decorative painters in the United States at the time.  But while Holland was trained as a 
theatrical scene painter, Bridport specialized in architectural decorative painting.  Given 
the complexity of and emphasis placed on the Wickham wall paintings, they had to have 
been executed by someone who could demonstrate mastery of painting techniques and 
materials.  Bridport, as we know, was also already familiar with the Flaxman-derived 
Iliad figures from the Waln House, and worked on projects outside of Philadelphia 
including the Hall of Representatives ceiling, so could have painted the Wickham 
decorations, however, there is no concrete evidence proving that he did so. 
The Octagonal Reception Room at Telfair Mansion, Savannah (1818-19) 
Through a comprehensive investigation and analysis of both documentary and physical 
evidence, the architectural surface finishes of the “Octagon Room” at the Telfair 
Academy of Arts and Sciences in Savannah, Georgia, have been restored to their original 
1819 appearance.338  Built by the English architect William Jay, Telfair Mansion survives 
as only one of his three documented residential projects in Savannah and its architecture 
is representative of Jay’s English training during the Soane and Nash period of the 
337 Ibid, 308-09n. 
338 See Frank G. Matero, “A Rare Example of Early Nineteenth Century Trompe l’Oeil Decoration: The 
Octagonal Reception Room at Telfair Mansion, Savannah, Georgia,” APT Bulletin, vol. 15, no. 3 (1983): 
34-38. 
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restrained mode of Neoclassicism. 339   Investigation revealed that the entire room, 
including four niches, had been painted in a sophisticated scheme of trompe l’oeil light 
oak paneling with woodwork painted in imitation of oak graining (Figure 3-31).  The 
articulation of the plaster walls in the form of painted (or in this case grained) panels was 
popular in the early nineteenth century.  While it has been discovered that this type of 
decorative treatment was executed at the Wickham House (above), there are not many 
other extant examples of trompe l’oeil paneling in neither the United States nor England.  
However, English design and trade books such as C.A. Busby’s A Collection of Designs 
for Modern Embellishments (ca. 1811) and C.F. Partington’s The Builder’s Complete 
Guide (1825) explain the materials required and process of painting such decorative 
treatments, further supporting their popularity at the time.340
In addition, similar decorative treatments of walls painted to simulate oak paneling are 
known to be employed by Soane in at least two of his buildings including the Library at 
48 Grosvenor Square and in the Breakfast Parlour and Dressing Room of his own house 
at Lincoln’s Inn Fields.  The painter of 48 Grosvenor Square recounted “graining the 
greater part of the Library satinwood,” while Soane’s room was painted in imitation of a 
pale oak, further picked out in gold.341
339 Matero, 35. 
340 Ibid., 36. 
341 Ibid. 
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Conclusion
Matthew Mosca states that by the 1820s, bright yellows, oranges, and greens were 
popular, but outside the wealthiest homes, many of the earlier traditions continued.  In 
Hezekiah Reynold’s 1812 Directions for Ship and House Painting, for example, recipes 
for colors such as grass green and chocolate, formulations that had been used since mid-
18th century, are provided.342  However, the urban wealthy were able to follow the trends 
advocated by Latrobe as illustrations from the period indicate plain walls of a pale hue in 
houses of the rich and the middle class.343
All of the evidence discussed suggests that buildings of the free Neoclassical style in the 
first two decades of the nineteenth century depicted interior surface finish treatments that 
departed from those of nineteenth-century colonial buildings.  It must be recognized that 
the evidence examined is dominated by Latrobe documentation and it is not fair to 
assume that a discussion of Latrobean decoration equates a discussion of free 
Neoclassical colors.  However, it can certainly be concluded that the colors used in these 
avant-garde buildings were lighter and brighter than the colonial colors that came before 
them.  Yet, the colors described do not depart dramatically from Federal and Adam-
inspired palettes.  The difference between free Neoclassical architectural surface finishes 
and those of the Federal period lies in the purpose, intent, and the way in which these 
colors were combined and applied to the new free Neoclassical architectural forms.  This 
342 Mosca, 47. 
343 Mayhew and Meyers, 116. 
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reveals the architects’ new way of thinking about finishes and how they could be used to 
experience these forms. 
The re-assessed original color scheme of Strickland’s Second Bank (Figures 3-13a & 3-
13b) can serve as an excellent segue into the trends of the Greek Revival, especially when 
compared to the color scheme Latrobe proposed in his Second Bank designs (Figures 3-
20 & 3-21).  Latrobe’s suggested colors do not vary from the others he produced for his 
larger, monumental buildings; the straw-colored walls with white or off-white woodwork 
along with pale blue and pink decorative touches are found at the Baltimore Basilica and 
were proposed for the Bank of Pennsylvania.  This scheme stands in stark contrast to the 
“light yellowish pink” wall surfaces with off-white adjacent plaster and wood trim 
elements of the Second Bank today.  While Latrobe’s architectural surfaces were 
undoubtedly more restrained and severe than the Federal modes that came before it, 
Strickland’s temple replication offered significantly less decoration than Latrobe’s 
proposal.  Only two colors were found and used in the replicated color scheme, along 
with grained doors in imitation of mahogany.  Latrobe’s reflected ceiling plan of the 
Second Bank and its calculated utilization of various colors, on the other hand, is almost 
reminiscent of an Adamesque quality in this context and seems somewhat outdated by 
this time.   
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COLORS OF THE GREEK REVIVAL 
Before Strickland’s Second Bank was completed in Philadelphia, new decorative trends 
were becoming popular in England which, again, eventually made their way over the 
United States.  Because these modes of decoration did not become fashionable in the 
United States until the Greek Revival style of architecture was in full swing, it can be 
generalized that these decorative trends and colors can be associated as appropriate to the 
buildings of the American Greek Revival.   
The Adam style in late eighteenth-century England, the subsequent Federal style in late 
eighteenth-century America, as well as the free Neoclassical examples we have examined 
all made a general reliance upon white or off-white woodwork with color applied to walls 
and ceilings.  The early nineteenth century in England, however, found the significant 
reemergence of faux finishes in the forms of marbleizing, bronzing, and graining in the 
English architectural repertoire.  Marbleizing, in fact, became so popular in these early 
decades, that by 1828 T.H. Vanherman, in his Every Man His Own House-Painter and 
Colourman, felt the need to err on the side of caution and only limit “marble graining” to 
“columns, pilasters, arches, dados, chimneypieces, and such parts where the appearance 
of solidity and coolness is desirable.”344  Likewise, bronzing became fashionable, in 
which capitals, moldings, and other decorative architectural elements were painted to 
represent patinated bronze, often achieved through the use of dark green paint with 
metallic leaf and bronzing powder on the highlights.  Soane, in fact, used the bronzing 
344 Bristow, Architectural Colour, 179. 
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technique throughout his career and it became so widespread that it reached a point where 
it replaced traditional blue ironwork of many staircase balustrades.345  Similarly, graining 
was introduced back into the English interiors by French workmen in the late eighteenth 
century, which contributed to the demise of the explicit use of white woodwork.  In 1813, 
Thomas Martin wrote in The Circle of the Mechanical Arts, “at Paris, every species of 
wood-work used in their houses, as a part of the building, is done in this manner [grained].  
The dead-white so much in vogue amongst us is not practised here.”346  By the 1820s, the 
fashion for graining was back in full swing in England. 
Another decorative treatment that became popular in the 1810s and 1820s in England and 
that would later help define 1830s American Greek Revival interior decorating wall 
treatments was the use of painted panels.  But whereas Adam-inspired decorative panels 
were filled with ornate grotesques or paintings, these panels often took the forms of 
simple frames, either painted in trompe l’oeil or actual moldings, sometimes with corner 
elements, whose interior panels were either painted in the same shade as the rest of the 
wall surfaces or in a different color.  Helen Hughes refers to work accounts from the 
1815 redecoration of the Dining Room at Kenwood House in London, that include 
references to “Walls painted in oil in pannals with corner ornaments.”347  The Telfair 
Mansion and Wickham House, which could both certainly fit into the American free 
Neoclassical genre, are very early examples of the use of trompe l’oeil painted panels in 
345 Bristow, Architectural Colour, 179-80. 
346 Ibid., 180-81. 
347 Helen Hughes, “The Problems Facing the Development of Architectural Paint Research,” Layers of 
Understanding: Setting Standards for Architectural Paint Research, Helen Hughes, ed.  (Shaftesbury, MA: 
Donhead, 2002), 13. 
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the United States.  While the use of painted panels was limited in the early nineteenth 
century, it continued to grow in popularity and became more ubiquitous in the United 
States as the century wore on.
In her master’s thesis, Eugenie Hoffmeyer draws conclusions regarding the general trends 
in painting techniques and colors of Greek Revival interiors of the period from 1820 to 
1850 through the examination of architects’ and builders’ books, actual paint 
investigations conducted on such houses, and easel paintings showing domestic interiors 
of the period. 348   Through her investigation, she finds evidence suggesting that the 
popularity for dividing the interior walls into panels, done with either trompe l’oeil 
moldings or wallpaper borders, began in the 1820s in the United States.349  She found 
discussions of this type of decorative treatment in about two-thirds of the books 
published after 1820, with several books giving detailed descriptions of forming panels 
through the use of “shadowed mouldings”, and many recommended “Athenian scrolls” or 
“lotus designs” for corner ornaments.350  English interior decorating books of the early 
nineteenth century show walls divided into square and rectangular panels by moldings, 
348 Eugenie Hoffmeyer, “Colors in Grecian Interiors: An Investigation of Interior Colors in Greek Revival 
Residences 1820 to 1850,” M.S. thesis, Columbia University, 1983.  The books Hoffmeyer examined most 
relevant to this study include, in chronological order: Peter Nicholson, Mechanical Exercises; or the 
Elements and Practice of Carpentry, Joinery, Bricklaying, Masonry, Slating, Plastering, Painting, Smithing, 
and Turning (London, 1812); Nicholson, An Architectural Dictionary; John Haviland, The Builder’s 
Assistant 2 vols. (Philadelphia, 1818, 1819); Nicholson, Architectural Dictionary (London, 1819; new 
edition New York & London, 1835); C.F. Partington, The Builder’s Complete Guide (London, 1825); T.H. 
Vanherman, Every Man His Own House-Painter and Colourman (London, 1828); Nathaniel Whittock, The 
Decorative Painters’ and Glaziers’ Guide (1832; expanded edition 1842); and, James Gallier, The 
American Builder’s General Price Book and Estimator (1833).
349 Hoffmeyer, 97. 
350 Ibid., 29. 
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frets, and light classical motifs.351  Clearly, the English fashion for articulating plaster 
walls through the use of painted panels had been established in the first decade of the 
nineteenth century, and it took another ten years for it to take off in the United States, 
simultaneously occurring with the rise of the Greek Revival in architecture. 
All of the builders’ and painters’ books and manuals Hoffmeyer examined were in virtual 
agreement when it came to recommending interior colors: for oil-based paints these 
included French gray, sage green, pea green, sea green, apricot, peach, light yellow fawn 
color, and buff; and, in distempers they included straw, grass green, pea green, fawn 
color, French gray, salmon, pink, and peach blossom.  Peter Nicholson’s books were 
extremely influential throughout this time period which contributed to this consistency, as 
other books often named his color list verbatim.  In addition, graining and marbleizing 
were mentioned in almost every book, showing how their popularity in England began to 
materialize in the United States as well.352
While Matthew Mosca explains that Greek Revival decoration of the 1830s called for “a 
severe elegance” with white woodwork being overwhelmingly popular,353  the use of 
imitative graining became more ubiquitous as greater numbers of Greek temple-inspired 
homes dotted the landscape throughout the next two decades.  Painting instructions 
discovered for the interior of Woodside, an 1858 Greek Revival villa on the outskirts of 
351 Ibid., these include: Thomas Hope, Household Furniture and Interior Decoration (London, 1804); C.A. 
Busby, A Collection of Designs for Modern Establishments, Suitable to Parlours, Dining and Drawing 
Rooms… (London, 1810); and, W.F. Pocock, Modern Furnishings for Rooms (London, 1811).  
352 Hoffmeyer, 29. 
353 Mosca, 47. 
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Richmond, indicate that it was to be decorated in the most “up-to-date” fashion, making 
full use of an extensive graining program.354  By this time, white woodwork was no 
longer in style, as Andrew Jackson Downing explains in his The Architecture of Country 
Houses (1850): 
The surface for painted wood is always somewhat rough, and catches dirt readily, 
and white lead (or other light shades of which it is the base) always oxidizes or 
changes color, more or less.  The grained surface, on the contrary, being made 
smooth by varnishing, does not readily become soiled, and when it does, a 
moment’s application of a damp cloth will make it clean and bright…355
The Greek Revival welcomed the use of graining and marbleizing back into the 
American interior as well as the more ubiquitous use of trompe l’oeil paneling.  The 
popular oil-based colors seemed to darken from the lighter shades of the earlier decades 
of the century, perhaps placing a more dramatic effect back on the decorative treatments 
of wall surfaces.
CHURCH-SPECIFIC DECORATION 
Just as churches were used as a specific building type in Chapter 2 to demonstrate the 
architectural transition from the late eighteenth-century Federal mode of Neoclassicism 
through the innovations of nineteenth-century free Neoclassicism and into the Greek 
Revival, this section will also look at church-specific interior decoration within the same 
time frame.  Unlike the evidence that has already been examined above, most of the 
sources in this section are of a more general nature, gathered from broad generalizations 
354 Calder Loth, “A Mid-Nineteenth Century Color Scheme,” APT Bulletin, vol. IX, no. 2 (1977): 83. 
355 Ibid., 83. 
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or building descriptions.  This church-specific evidence is necessary because some forms 
of decoration are purely ecclesiastical in nature, so therefore need to be considered for the 
discussion of St. John’s. 
Coloring the Church of England 
Once again, it is helpful to examine the surface finish trends of churches in the Old 
World in order to understand the origins and traditions of interior church decoration in 
America, especially those concerned with Anglicanism or the Church of England.  A 
small pamphlet written by Ian C. Bristow, one of the founding fathers of architectural 
paint research and investigation, serves as a good, solid basis for understanding some of 
these trends; in it, he discusses church redecoration and general surface finish trends of 
different church styles in Great Britain.
In the section regarding “Classical Churches from the late Seventeenth Century to the 
early Nineteenth,” Bristow states that the color palette used in these post-Restoration 
churches was very limited; white and off-white, or stone, were the colors of choice for 
most churches dating from the late seventeenth through early nineteenth centuries.  
However, for a comparatively brief period during the second half of the eighteenth 
century, color played a more significant role in the “broad decoration” of walls and 
ceilings in churches. 356  This time period, from roughly 1760 to 1790, coincides with the 
heyday of the Adam style of domestic interior decoration, in which color was liberally 
employed in a highly decorative manner.   
356 Ian C. Bristow, Redecorating Your Church  (London: Church House Publishing, 1986), 25. 
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Bristow then offers general advice and guidelines for church colors.  White, he says, is 
probably most appropriate for churches of the seventeenth century while off-white was 
more ubiquitous in the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century examples.  But, he warns 
that “no hard-and-fast” rule can be laid down as these are simply generalizations and the 
colors inevitably vary from case to case.357  For those late eighteenth-century churches 
that were built during the Adam craze and offer a good chance of having been decorated 
with an Adam-inspired treatment, he suggests that careful investigation and analysis be 
carried out to restore the true original scheme.  However, because the pigments used to 
achieve the tints of the Adam style were fairly expensive, Bristow cautions that their use 
in churches was quite restricted.358
As far as gilding is concerned, Bristow offers that its use was far less widespread than 
previously thought in the seventeenth century leading up to the Adam era.  During the 
latter half of the eighteenth century, gilding was employed in two ways: the practice of 
‘tipping’ the edges of leaves or other enrichments was developed, in which portions of 
decorative elements were gilded; or, gilding would be applied to a complete wall ‘order’ 
(which Bristow specifies as cornice or entablature, pilasters with their capitals and bases, 
and any panel moldings), not just to selected parts of it, and similarly was not employed 
357 Ibid. 
358 Ibid. 
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on the ceiling alone.  In any case, if gilding is suspected or discovered in a church, it is 
strongly advised to work out the scheme completely.359
These generalizations are corroborated by Bristow’s own experiences in paint research on 
British churches, as well as two additional paint investigations by paint analyst Patrick C. 
Baty in London.  The early use of both white paint and whitewash in the late seventeenth 
and early eighteenth centuries can be seen in four examples investigated by Bristow 
and/or Baty.  At Inigo Jones’ early 1620s Queen’s Chapel at St. James’s Place, for 
example, the original painter’s account lists only the use of white, with timber color on 
the wooden windows and gilding in the ceiling coffers.360  Similarly, the 1711 Thomas 
Archer-designed St. Philip’s, Birmingham, called for whitewash on all plasterwork of 
walls and ceiling, while joinery was either left in its natural state or grained.361  A third 
example of early eighteenth century British church decoration is at Christ Church, 
Spitalfields, London, designed by Nicholas Hawksmoor in the 1720s.  While Bristow 
examined documentary evidence, paint analyst Patrick Baty undertook an investigation 
that focused on the identification of the colors and types of paints applied during the 
period 1729 to 1750.362
The Christ Church records Bristow studied state that the ceiling was whitened and the 
walls painted stone color.363  Baty’s examination of the physical evidence, however, 
359 Ibid., 25-6. 
360 Bristow, Redecorating Your Church, 14. 
361 Ibid. 
362 Patrick C. Baty, “Christ Church, Spitalfields, London,” unpublished report, n.d. 
363 Bristow, Redecorating Your Church, 14. 
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found that an off-white color was used on many surfaces but there were no indications of 
a “darker stone colour.”  Most surfaces, he states, were given an initial, temporary 
scheme of “an unbound slurry of chalk/whiting and water.”364  The discrepancy between 
whether a stone color was actually used at Christ Church might lay in the definition of 
“stone”; Bristow’s definition of a “very pale off-white”365 is what Baty actually found, 
whereas Baty suggested that stone color is something darker than the off-white he 
observed.  In any event, Christ Church, Spitalfields, was originally painted off-white 
throughout the interior.  Baty notes that the first time the church was redecorated, 
assumed to be sometime soon after 1736, the walls and coffer beds were painted in a 
“grayish stone coloured distemper,” while an off-white distemper was used on the 
moldings, sanctuary ceiling, architraves, moldings and vaults.366  Variations on the off-
white/stone-colored theme were then continued through the remainder of the eighteenth 
and into the late nineteenth century; the first instance of color was not introduced until 
1866, at which time the walls were painted a dark red with stenciled friezes.367
A final example of the use of off-white in an eighteenth-century British church is at St. 
George’s, Bloomsbury, London.  Upon examination of the physical evidence, Baty 
concluded that the church had been decorated, either wholly or partially, nineteen times.  
Again, variations on the theme of stone color were used on the “majority” of painted 
surfaces with the use of both color and gilding being a recent phenomenon.  The effect, 
364 Baty, “Christ Church.” 
365 Bristow, Redecorating Your Church, 14. 
366 Baty, “Christ Church.” 
367 Ibid. 
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he states, was largely monochromatic, although a darker stone color was employed on 
“certain of the lower surfaces” in the first half of the nineteenth century.368  From the 
investigation of Bristow’s and Baty’s documentary and physical evidence of these 
classical churches, it can be concluded that Bristow’s generalizations are fairly accurate: 
decoration of churches in this time period was quite austere and monochromatic, with 
lighter whites and off-whites used in the early part of the eighteenth century and darker 
off-whites and stone colors used in the latter half of the eighteenth century into the 
nineteenth century.  Color and gilding was usually not employed until the later decades of 
the nineteenth century. 
Bristow also gives two examples where Adam-inspired color was employed in an 
ecclesiastical building in the later half of the eighteenth century (these are based on 
examination of documentary, as opposed to physical, evidence).  At the Chapel at Audley 
End, Essex, designed by John Hobcroft in 1768, the walls in the main areas of the nave, 
transepts, and chancel were painted yellow, with pink and pale blue also employed, and 
white moldings throughout.  Additionally, James Wyatt proposed the use of pale blue in 
the panels of the vault of the c.1500 church at Milton Abbey when he restored it for use 
as a family chapel in 1789-91.369  So, there are examples of the colors popularized by the 
Adam brothers in ecclesiastical buildings; even though the churches themselves were not 
built in the Neoclassical style, their decoration of the period reflects Neoclassical trends. 
368 Patrick C. Baty, “St. George’s, Bloomsbury, London,” unpublished report, n.d. 
369 Bristow, Redecorating Your Church, 17. 
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Gold Text 
Before the colors of Neoclassicism are discussed at any greater length, however, let us 
take a brief moment to consider Anglican-specific types of decoration.  As described in 
Chapter 2, certain architectural elements were required by the Church of England in order 
for the church to function properly under the Anglican canon; these included a pulpit, 
communion table, reader’s desk, Bible, prayer books, altarpiece, and the Royal Arms.  As 
far as church decoration was concerned, radical reformers stripped much of the visual 
imagery and wall paintings associated with medieval churches during the English 
Reformation.  In place of these representational images, texts were inscribed on the walls 
of the church beginning in the mid-sixteenth century during the reign of Edward VI.370
Similarly, in the place of altar paintings, the reformers installed plaques or tablets bearing 
the Ten Commandments, and often the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, or the 
Beatitudes.  The royal orders of 1560 and 1561 as well as Canon LXXXII of 1604 made 
these practices the law, as Queen Elizabeth I’s order of 1560 saw to it that “the tables of 
the Commandments be comely set or hung up”371 while chosen sentences of scripture to 
be set up in convenient places on the nave walls were ordered through Canon LXXXII 
(Figure 3-32).372  The purpose of these decorations was for adornment and instruction.  
The Commandments were valued as a reminder “of the moral discipline of the Christian 
370 Upton, Holy Things, 50; A. Needham, How to Study an Old Church (London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1945), 
52. 
371 Ibid., 55. 
372 Addleshaw and Etchells, 104. 
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life” and when combined with the Creed and Our Father, all three “summarized the faith, 
conduct, and prayer necessary for the Christian profession” (Figure 3-33).373
In addition to the text above the altar, the Royal Arms were also ordered to be displayed 
on the tympanum through the royal order of 1561.  They were painted directly on the 
walls or on wooden panels or canvas or might also be carved in wood or stone or 
modeled in plaster with scriptural sentences often written around them (Figure 3-34).374
An eighteenth- century writer said the juxtaposition of the arms and the Commandments 
was intended  “to satisfy all those who tread the courts of the Lord’s House and are 
diligent in the performance of their duty agreeably to the contents of these grand rules of 
the Christian religion that they shall meet with encouragement and protection from the 
state.”375
While still under the rule of England, Anglican churches in the American colonies had to 
adhere to these rules as well.  In the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Virginia parish 
churches, the Decalogue and other prayers and text were displayed on the altarpiece.  All 
surviving Virginia examples of altarpieces show that the Ten Commandments were 
inscribed on tablets, obvious iconographic references to the way in which Moses 
originally received them.376  Up until the early eighteenth century, altarpieces in Virginia 
churches were usually painted tablet-shaped boards hung on the walls with elaborate gold 
373 Ibid., 103. 
374 Ibid., 102. 
375 Upton, Holy Things, 97. 
376 Ibid., 120. 
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decorative text, for which vestries were willing to pay generous sums (Figure 3-35).377
After about 1730, many churches began to mount their tablets in large pedimented 
architectural altarpieces; in all cases, pilasters—of Doric, Ionic, or composite order—
support the pediments and form tabernacles in which tablets similar to those hung on the 
walls of the earlier churches were set (Figure 3-36).378  In Batty Langley’s City and 
Country Builder’s and Workman’s Treasury of Designs (1740) pattern book, many 
designs for altarpieces, pulpits, fonts, and wall monuments are illustrated from which, no 
doubt, plenty of Anglican church builders drew their inspiration (Figure 3-37).379  Clearly, 
the decorative focus of colonial Anglican churches was on the altarpiece, which 
displayed elaborately painted scriptural text.  Even in England, says Ian Bristow, gilding 
was usually confined to the lettering of the Decalogue and associated prayers.380
Colonial Examples 
In his book Holy Things and Profane, Anglican Churches in Colonial Virginia, Dell 
Upton investigates seventeenth- and eighteenth-century, mostly rural, churches in 
Virginia prior to the Revolution; all aspects of church building are discussed, including 
the interior decoration and appearance of some of these churches.  He insists that 
whitewashing was the only coloring applied to the plaster walls, except for some 
extremely rare instances in which pictorial representation has been found or documented, 
while woodwork was most often colored with oil-based paints.  White, “a neat brown,” 
377 Ibid. 
378 Ibid., 122. 
379 Ibid., 130. 
380 Bristow, Redecorating Your Church, 16. 
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and “wainscot color” (which he equates with oak color) were most common for pews and 
other woodwork; however, a few parishes he researched selected “Sky Colour,” or light 
blue, interior trim.381  Because the use of religious iconography of any sort was strongly 
discouraged in post-Reformation Anglicanism, most vestries ordered interior treatment 
work in “the Best plain manner.”382
This trend was widespread in Anglican churches of the colonial period.  The articles of 
agreement for building St. Peter’s Church in Philadelphia (1758-61), for example, state 
that “…work aforesd to be painted and well finished with three different Coats of paint of 
a good stone Colour….”383  An insurance policy written in 1831 for St. Paul’s Church in 
Philadelphia (1761) makes no mention of any polychrome decoration, using the words 
“neat” and “plain” throughout the description; however, it does mention that drapery was 
hung in a large niche behind the pulpit and two large “enrich’d” stucco centerpieces 
ornamenting the ceiling.384
Through correspondence established with paint analyst Brian Powell of Building 
Conservation Associates, it can be concluded that Boston churches exhibited similar 
treatments.  Powell has carried out paint investigations on an extensive number of 
buildings in New England, and is regarded as one of the foremost paint analysts in the 
381 Upton, Holy Things, 108. 
382 Ibid., 119, 110. 
383 In Christ Church manuscript collection, cited in: Robert W. Shoemaker, “Christ Church, St. Peter’s, and 
St. Paul’s,” Historic Philadelphia: From the Founding Until the Early Nineteenth Century.  Papers 
Dealing with its People and Buildings with an Illustrative Map, volume 43, part 1, Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 1953), 191. 
384 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 6016: 250 Third Street, 5 February 1831, Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
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United States.  While specific reports were not examined, Powell offered some general 
comments regarding the interior surface finishes of colonial churches and how their 
finishes changed through the time period in question.  His remarks are based on paint 
evidence from two significant churches he has investigated in Boston: King’s Chapel 
(1749-58) and Old North Church (1724).385
While these churches all date from the colonial period, Powell noticed that their second 
decorative campaigns were much more restrained than their original interior finish 
treatments.  The original decorative treatment of King’s Chapel, for example, was a 
“Baroque-inspired theme” that included polychromy and marbleizing; however, its next 
painting scheme, believed to be sometime in the 1810s was monochromatic, as were the 
subsequent decorative campaigns.  The same was true at Old North Church, where 
polychromy, graining, and representational mural decoration were used in the early and 
mid-eighteenth century, but were out of vogue by the early nineteenth century when, 
again, a more monochromatic scheme was introduced (the graining, however, was 
retained for many years).  Powell’s evidence shows that the restraint made popular by 
early nineteenth century Neoclassical architecture was also carried over to the finishes of 
non-Neoclassical buildings constructed in earlier time periods.  Let us now examine more 
evidence from the free Neoclassical churches themselves. 
385 Brian Powell, email correspondence, 24 February 2006. 
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Free Neoclassical Examples 
Aside from the Baltimore Basilica and Strickland’s St. John’s (discussed in Chapters 4 
and 5), no other evidence of colors used in free Neoclassical churches has been found to 
date.  At Latrobe’s St. John’s in Washington, D.C. (1816), ornamentation was restrained 
throughout; the wall surfaces were “plain” and there were few projecting moldings 
amidst Latrobe’s use of decorative recessed panels.  An article in the Intelligencer
newspaper describing the church’s consecration dated 7 November 1816 describes the 
church: “The beauty of the external and the elegance of the internal arrangements 
combining grandeur and simplicity are well calculated to make impressions favorable to 
the taste of the Constructor….”386  In 1883 the Rector, Reverend William A. Leonard, 
described the church as it had appeared in earlier years: “Few there are in our midst who 
remember its quaint, simple and original exterior and interior, of many years back.”387
Robert Mills’ specifications and notes to builders for his unexecuted Episcopal Church on 
Johns Island, South Carolina (1803/04) mention only white for any sort of color in the 
church: to the plasterer he writes, “Lath and plaster the whole of requisite Walls, Cielings 
[sic] Recesses &c in three Coats, the same laid smooth and even, properly whitened”; and, 
to the “Glazier & Painter” he instructs, “…Give the Glass & sash frames three coats of 
white Lead.”  Mills later proposes that “after a twelve months Plastering to saturate the 
Plastering with Lintseed [sic] Oil and then to give it one or two Coats of Paint” but there 
386 Constance Green McLaughlin, The Church on Lafayette Square: A History of St. John’s Church, 
Washington, D.C., 1815-1970 (Washington, DC: Potomac Books, Inc., 1970), 6-8. 
387 “Address delivered at the opening of St. John’s Church, Washington, D.C., November 4, 1883,” by the 
Rector (Rev. William A. Leonard), copy in the St. John’s archives; cited in Historic American Buildings 
Survey, “St. John’s Church Lafayette Square.” 
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is no mention of a specific color.388  Abiding by its Anglican traditions, his renderings for 
the Episcopalian church show tablets displaying the Ten Commandments on one side of 
the pulpit and other texts on the other side, which he also mentions in his specification 
notes: “The Commandments &c are placed on each Side” (Figure 3-38).389
Similarly, Mills’ notes to workmen for his 1804 proposed addition to St. Michael’s 
Church in Charleston again call for three coats of plaster “properly whitened” on the 
walls, coves, ceilings, and recesses.  “The written Tables are placed behind the Pulpit as 
may be seen in the section” refers again to the importance of displaying the Decalogue 
and prayers in Episcopalian churches (Figure 3-39).390  The National Register nomination 
for Mills’ Monumental Church in Richmond also mentions that four tablets originally 
hung over the altar there as well, but have since been removed.391
Other evidence of the time period has been gleaned from the examination of old 
photographs.  While these photographs were taken at later dates in the nineteenth century, 
Calder Loth, a senior architectural historian at the Virginia State Historic Preservation 
Office, states that the finishes shown in the photographs are representative of their 
original appearance.  Based on a photograph taken in either the 1850s or 1860s, for 
388 Robert Mills, “Specifications for an Episcopal Church to be erected on Johns Island, South Carolina, 
circa 1803-1804,” Library Society of Charleston, reprinted in Liscombe, Church Architecture, 39, 40. 
389 Ibid., 40. 
390 Robert Mills, “Bill of Particulars for Workmen in the Contemplated Addition to St. Michael’s Church, 
Charleston, So. Carolina – March 1804,” reprinted in Liscombe, Church Architecture, 42. 
391 “Monumental Church, Richmond, Virginia,” National Register of Historic Places Inventory—
Nomination Form, April 1969. 
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example, Loth concludes that Monumental Church was monochromatic white throughout 
with marbleizing on the wainscoting and doorframes.392
The aforementioned description of Godefroy’s Unitarian Church and the restoration of 
Latrobe’s Basilica (which happen to be literally across the street from each other in 
Baltimore) are the only really solid examples describing the interior finishes of any free 
Neoclassical churches.  They are two extremely different buildings with extremely 
different interior finishes, yet both architects used the finishes to achieve the same goal.  
Both Latrobe and Godefroy sought to instill the transcendent nature of the sublime into 
their houses of worship.  Latrobe’s interior, flooded with light from an indirect source, 
was enhanced by his color choices, which helped to highlight the architectural forms.  
Godefroy’s all-white interior is reminiscent of colonial churches’ colors, but the 
architecture completely departs from the Wren-Gibbs colonial tradition.  His white domes, 
pendentives, coffers, and arches accented with bronze ornaments were intentionally 
colored so as to evoke the sublime—“that solemn and profound impression on the mind.”   
The Greek Revival and Beyond 
The temple revival form initiated by the Second Bank did not take long to enter the realm 
of church building, as John Haviland readily built two such churches before the Second 
Bank was even completed.  The finishes of two Greek Revival churches are discussed 
392 Telephone conversation with Calder Loth, Senior Architectural Historian at the Virginia State Historic 
Preservation Office, 8 February 2006. 
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below, in which it is evident that the all-white interior was slowly taking a back seat to 
other colors and decorative treatments. 
St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church, Philadelphia (1822) 
As discussed in Chapter 2, John Havlinad’s St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church (today 
known as the Greek Orthodox Cathedral of St. George) was one of the first purely Greek-
inspired churches in Philadelphia.  Written accounts give somewhat of an idea of its early 
decorative treatments and interior appearance.  A speech given on the church’s fifty-year 
anniversary recounts that St. Andrew’s “was considered to be at that time the most 
elegant and beautiful House of Worship in the city of Philadelphia, if not in the United 
States.”393  A description written in the Philadelphia Gazette on 31 May 1823, which also 
served to describe the church in 1873 “as no material changes have since been made with 
the exception of a Sunday School building”,394 states that: 
The front is one of the most perfect specimens of the Grecian Ionic order, taken 
from the Temple of Bacchus at Teos, formed of six fluted columns in enstyle, 
with a strictly copied entablature, charged with all the enrichments and members 
of the original.… [T]he general appearance of the pew is that of a Grecian 
lounge….In the frieze of the entablature is inserted, in gold letters, ‘Holiness 
becometh thine house, O Lord, forever.’  [The columns supporting the gallery are] 
composed of a cluster of palm leaves for flutes, running over the tops and forming 
a capital.  Over each is introduced a wreath, and the whole is bronzed and 
supports a light entablature.395
393 Rev. Wilbur F. Paddock, Half-Century of Church Life: Semi-Centennial Commemoration of St. 
Andrew’s Church, Philadelphia (Philadelphia: M’Calla & Stavely, 1873), 16. 
394 Ibid., 17. 
395 Philadelphia Gazette, 31 May 1823; cited in: Matthew Eli Baigell, “John Haviland,” Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Pennsylvania, 1965, 91-2; Moss, Sacred Places, 123-24; and, Paddock, 17-18. 
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In a photograph taken in 1873 at the church’s fifty-year anniversary celebration, the gold 
words can still be seen on the entablature along with the ornate coffered ceiling. 
In 1983, Cooper and Pratt, Architects were asked to prepare an initial report to describe 
the building’s original appearance and its architectural changes over time to prepare for a 
restoration.  Their research revealed that the ceiling was originally “elaborately 
ornamented” as all insurance surveys specifically mention coffers and moldings.  In 
addition, it is reported that the original paint color was “light cold gray, almost off-white, 
combined with much gilding and ornament.”396   There is no mention of how these 
conclusions were drawn and whether any scientific paint investigation occurred.   
The church was purchased in 1921 from the Episcopal diocese by the Greek Orthodox 
Kathedrikos after which—in a situation very similar to that of St. John’s—certain 
elements, such as the iconostasis and some decorative painting, were added so that the 
building could properly function under the Orthodox canon.  A fire ignited above the 
ceiling in 1930 destroyed the roof and caused the original flat coffered ceiling to fall.  
The fire-damaged trusses were left exposed against plaster rafters.  The two freestanding 
columns holding the entablature seen in the 1873 photograph were also lost in the fire.  
However, many of the original features of the building have been restored, including the 
color and bronzing of the palm-tree columns and associated woodwork (Figure 3-40).397
The Greek Orthodox Cathedral of Saint George is actually a wonderful example of how 
396 John M. Dickey for Cooper and Pratt, Architects, “Report: The Greek Orthodox Cathedral of Saint 
George, 250 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,” unpublished report, September 1983, on file 
at the Athenaeum of Philadelphia, 20-21. 
397 Moss, Sacred Places, 122. 
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some elements that were original to the church under a different denomination can be 
combined with the liturgical needs of the present congregation.  The result is quite 
satisfying.
The Presbyterian Church, Fredericksburg, Virginia (ca. 1833) 
Paint analyst Susan Buck investigated a circa 1833 Presbyterian Church in 
Fredericksburg, Virginia.  Eleven samples were extracted from selected areas of the walls, 
cornice, woodwork, and balcony screen and used to identify original coatings and later 
modifications.  In addition, color matching with a colorimeter was utilized to establish 
the original wall and woodwork colors.  One of the main purposes of the investigation 
was to examine trompe l’oeil painting that had been discovered in February 2003 after 
linen wall coverings were removed from the altar wall.  The decorative painting takes the 
form of painted moldings in the shape of a tablet (Figure 3-41).398  The Decalogue, either 
painted on a wooden tablet or earlier canvas or linen covering, most likely hung within 
these trompe l’oeil moldings at one point.  The report does not mention whether the 
classically-inspired pilasters and rounded molding that framed the removed linen 
covering were original to the building or added at a later date.
The original wall color was discovered to be a “tan-brown” and the woodwork a “dark 
cream.”  Binder identification revealed that the wall paint was most likely distemper-
398 Susan Buck, “Cross-Section Microscopy Report: The Presbyterian Church, Fredericksburg, Virginia,” 
unpublished report, 14 May 2003. 
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based with a natural gum component.399  Because the original wall treatment was a 
distemper, applied “as a fairly thin layer,” and comparatively little evidence of dirt was 
found on the surface, Buck believes that the original paint layer was applied while the 
plaster was still curing.  After several years, the walls were repainted in a “taupe-colored” 
oil-bound paint described as “a grayish-tan color” and the woodwork painted a “cream” 
color slightly lighter than the original.  The trompe l’oeil moldings were painted in the 
third decorative campaign, most likely at some point in the latter decades of the 
nineteenth century.  While the woodwork remained light, the wall colors of this Greek 
Revival church in the 1830s and 1840s are much darker than earlier colonial and free 
Neoclassical examples.   
Moving Beyond the Greek Revival 
Many colonial churches that were built earlier in the eighteenth century and had 
originally exhibited plain, white interiors succumbed to the church decoration trends in 
the later decades of the nineteenth century which embraced more polychromatic 
decoration in the forms of mural painting, stenciling, and gilding.  An 1882 amendment 
to St. Paul’s Church in Philadelphia (1761) fire insurance policy, for example, states that: 
“The following Alterations have been made.  Inside of walls & ceilings have been 
painted, in main church room they are frescoed.  All inside of building ripaired [sic].”400
399 The samples were stained with four fluorescent stains and examined under ultraviolet light to 
characterize the binding media.  Positive reactions for proteins and carbohydrates with the biological 
fluorochrome stains FITC and TTC in ultraviolet light were found, leading to the conclusion that the paint 
was distemper with a natural gum component. 
400 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 6019: 250 Third Street, 6 October 1882 amendment, the Historical Society 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
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A mid-nineteenth century rendering of the interior of Christ Church, Philadelphia, for 
example, shows a highly decorative treatment of paintings in the chancel arch.
Interior decorating trends in both secular and ecclesiastical buildings in the later decades 
of the nineteenth century moved to rich ornate schemes employing numerous colors—
darker than what was popular at the beginning of the nineteenth century—and decorative 
painting techniques including stenciling and figurative painting.  In ecclesiastical 
building, the theories of Pugin and his fellow proponents of the Gothic Revival had a far-
reaching and influential effect on the decoration of churches.  Pugin associated classicism 
with paganism and believed that Gothic architecture was the only truly sacred style for 
church building.401 The Ecclesiologist, a British publication that ran from 1841 until 
1868, along with its American counterpart The New York Ecclesiologist, contained many 
articles regarding church building, decoration, and ornamentation, which constantly 
advocated the use of color and stained glass windows.  Perhaps the demise of the  
decorative trends of the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century classically-inspired 
churches in which white was ubiquitous and focus was on the gilded tablets around the 
altar can be summed up with the following quote from The New York Ecclesiologist in 
1849:
White is not a good color for the general surface of a wall; the plastering may 
therefore be painted either in oil, or ‘distempered’ in water colors.  The precise 
tone of color cannot be distinctly defined, since so much depends on adventitious 
401 Stephen Harrison, “Ecclesiological Church Architecture and Color Theory in the Nineteenth Century: 
1836-1900,” unpublished, University of Pennsylvania Department of Historic Preservation, Architectural 
Surface Finishes seminar, 4 December 1991, 4. 
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circumstances….But as a general rule, the walls should be tinted of a reddish 
brown, not sufficiently light to be garish, nor dark to be gloomy, but of a warm, 
pleasing hue.402
CONCLUSION
The goal of this chapter was to determine whether the architectural surface finishes of the 
free Neoclassical buildings constructed by America’s first generation of professional 
architects in the first two decades of the nineteenth century differed from those that came 
before and after them.  The answer is yes and no.  Using only the evidence that has been 
examined, the specific color palettes of free Neoclassical buildings do not seem to stray 
significantly from those displayed in the brightly-colored homes of the Federal and Adam 
style.  The combination and effect in which these colors were applied, however, do 
indeed echo the transitional nature of free Neoclassical architecture and are unique to the 
period.
Of course there will always be exceptions to any general “rules” laid out regarding 
architectural surface finishes, but over time it is possible to establish some general 
guidelines of what was considered tasteful or popular.  What is clear is that, overall, 
American interior decorating fashions from the late eighteenth century into the middle of 
the nineteenth century took their cues from England and the Continent, and were usually 
about a decade behind what was happening across the Atlantic.  The Adam style was not 
402 Cited in Harrison, 19. 
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reborn as the Federal style in the United States until it had already gone beyond its peak 
in popularity in England in the 1790s; and while American interiors were painted with 
white woodwork and bright colored plain walls of the early nineteenth century, England 
and France were graining and marbleizing their joinery and painting trompe l’oeil panels 
on their walls, trends the Americans did not pick up again until the Greek Revival 1830s.   
As for color, the colonial scheme of whitewashed walls with gray, blue, green, yellow, or 
buff woodwork was gradually replaced by graining, marbling, and white woodwork with 
brighter, more colorful walls and wallpaper as the eighteenth century wore on.  Bright 
wall colors were achieved through the more ubiquitous use of distemper paints made 
popular by the Adam brothers as well as the greater availability of pigments and materials 
to achieve the desired hues.  The Adam-derived Federal style in the United States was 
characterized by an emphasis on applied, delicate cast decoration colored with a 
polychrome palette of brightly-tinted low-gloss paint and/or wallpaper. 
Church decoration in this period also changed, but in a way different from domestic 
interiors.  While domestic interiors became more ornate, fancy, and elaborate, church 
interiors became more restrained by the turn of the century.  Brian Powell’s 
investigations of King’s Chapel and Old North Church in Boston, for example, found that 
their original early and mid-eighteenth century decorative schemes utilized polychromy, 
graining, marbling, and gilding, whereas their subsequent campaigns in the early 
nineteenth century were monochromatically white and restrained.
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As the Adam style fell out of favor in late eighteenth century Britain, the Soanian 
advanced mode of Neoclassicism with which Latrobe associated himself gained 
momentum.  Latrobe brought over this preference for simple geometric forms and 
smooth plain surfaces to the United States at a time in which the Federal style was 
reaching its peak in popularity.  Whereas the Federal style made use of delicate applied 
decoration, Latrobe’s version of Neoclassical architecture was characterized by the 
avoidance of detail in relief and emphasis on direct structural expression.  His early 
designs, such as those for the Pennock House and the Richmond Theater and Ballroom, 
show his inconsistent use of Federalesque ornament on his restrained architecture, in 
which the focus is placed on the manipulations of space, volume, and forms.  Like Soane, 
Latrobe made exceptional use of recessed or incised decoration throughout his career 
rather than applied ornament.  In a letter to John Lenthall on 24 October 1805, Latrobe 
wrote regarding ornament in the entrance of the House of Representatives rooms in the 
Capitol:  “You will observe that in this room, as through all my designs, much of the 
plaister work is sunk below the surface….I am of the opinion that internally large 
projections are absurd in reason and exceedingly ugly in effect.”403
Around the turn of the eighteenth century, there seemed to be two schools of design: the 
omnipresent Federal “carpenter’s fancy” and the avant-garde Latrobean plain.  Latrobe 
described the ostentatious mantels of Philadelphia craftsmen as “all spindle shanked, 
403 Hamlin, Latrobe, 40. 
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gouty legged, jeweled, dropsical, crysypaglatic, hydrocephalic columns.”404  By 1805, 
Owen Biddle, in his Young Carpenter’s Assistant, was similarly advising restraint: “In 
ornamenting a mantel the young carpenter would do well to endeavor at an imitation of 
something natural, and not to cover his work with unmeaning holes and cuttings of a 
gouge.”405
The call for restraint in free Neoclassical architecture can be echoed in a simultaneous 
restraint in its interior decoration and surface finishes; the interior interest of these 
buildings lay not in their decorative treatments but in their forms.  Latrobe, who used the 
same exact color palette for the almost thirty years he was a practicing American 
architect, did not let color compete for attention with his architecture.  Rather than 
placing emphasis on the colors, he allowed the colors to emphasize the forms.  He used 
color consciously and with specific purposes: the Bank of Pennsylvania vestibule was 
painted dark brown so that it would appear even narrower than it already was; the Waln 
House drawing room, specifically designed for entertaining, would be decorated in such a 
way as to wow the Waln’s guests.  Unlike Robert Adam, who used an infinite number of 
colors and combinations thereof, Latrobe focused on the ways in which subtle color 
perceptions could change the experience of a space. 
By 1809, the ornate Federal style was falling to the wayside in domestic interior 
decoration, to be replaced by the plainer tastes of Neoclassicism. In Rudolph 
404 Benjamin Henry Latrobe to John Wickham, 11 December 1816, cited in Garvan, 46. 
405 Garvan, 46. 
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Ackermann’s Repository of Arts of 1809, the change is evident: “A considerable 
alteration has taken place in the style of fitting up apartments within these few months.  
Instead of a gaudy display in colouring, a more pleasing and chaste effect is produced in 
the union of two tints….”406  Interiors were light, clear, and simple with white woodwork 
and colored plaster walls. 
The distribution of carpentry guides and architectural pattern books such as Peter 
Nicholson’s not only helped aid in the steady rise in popularity of classically-inspired 
architectural forms through the 1810s and 1820s, but also encouraged the use of a new 
color palette that included straw, gray, green, and fawn, peach, among others.407  His 
books were not widely distributed in the United States until the 1820s by which point the 
Greek Revival was getting underway.  The English decorative trends of the early 
nineteenth century steadily made their way to the United States through these books and 
manuals and the rise of the articulation of walls through trompe l’oeil paneling, graining, 
marbleizing, and bronzing coincided with the ubiquitous construction of temple-derived 
forms.  Most vernacular Greek Revival architecture was predictable, clichéd, and 
commonplace, as every courthouse, bank, and church in the land soon bore a temple front.  
While Latrobe’s, Mills’, Godefroy’s, and Strickland’s early works were avant-garde and 
modern, the temple form soon became tired as the 1830s, 1840s, and 1850s wore on.  The 
focus of interior interest, then, lay back on the surface finishes in this period; trompe 
406 Garvan, 67. 
407 Roger W. Moss, “Nineteenth-Century Paints: A Documentary Approach,” Paint in America, Roger W. 
Moss, ed. (Washington, DC: The Preservation Press, 1994), 55. 
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l’oeil panels with Greek-inspired corner ornaments or decoration and marbleized 
mantelpieces were needed in order to achieve any sort of level of distinctiveness or 
originality.
Free Neoclassical buildings, whether they were banks, churches, or houses of the wealthy, 
signaled a departure from the colonial norm; their architects used classically-inspired 
elements in innovative ways to achieve effects in space and volume that had not been 
explored in the United States.  The finishes of these buildings, whether there to help a 
worshiper experience the transcendent qualities of the sublime, or to entertain dinner 
party guests, or to enlighten a massive banking hall, were not to distract from the built 
forms, but rather, to better enhance the quality of the experience felt within the space. 
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CHAPTER 4
ST. JOHN’S INTERIOR SURFACE FINISHES
EXAMINATION, ANALYSIS & SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
4.1. METHODOLOGY 
4.1.1. Archival Documentation 
Before physical investigation, a search for existing historical documentation regarding 
the building’s original interior appearance was conducted.  Unfortunately, scant archival 
records have been uncovered regarding the building in general, let alone any information 
describing its appearance.  Currently, no architectural drawings, invoices, photographs, or 
letters have been found in Strickland’s or any other files.  Only one record was to some 
extent helpful at the start of the finishes investigation to get an idea of the interior.  A fire 
insurance survey of the building made in 1818 by the Mutual Assurance Company lends 
some insight into the building’s appearance in that year, as cited in the Introductory 
Chapter 1.  The pews on both the ground floor and in the galleries were capped with 
cherry wood.  The hand rails on the (now removed) balustrade in front of the altar area, 
the balcony balustrade, and the stairs leading to the galleries were fashioned of mahogany.  
The word “plain” is used three times in the survey to describe the two large columns and 
pilasters on the altar end, the jambs and architraves of the front doors, and the two large 
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and two small (now removed) exterior columns.  The only reference to any type of 
decoration in the church was to the “ornamented Ceiling with Stucco mouldings” [sic].408
4.1.2. Site Investigation Techniques 
On 5 November 2005, a preliminary site investigation was undertaken with Professor 
Frank G. Matero; the primary goals of this physical examination were to determine which 
areas retained their original fabric so as to facilitate sampling and to explore the possible 
existence of decorative painting on the plaster walls.  With the exception of the known 
alterations and additions such as the later iconstasis and ancillary chapel, it was 
concluded that most elements in the church were original to the building.  Wall surfaces 
were also examined in raking light (a light source was held close and parallel to the wall, 
allowing light to “rake” across the surface) to reveal any possible changes in the surface 
due to previous paint campaigns or decorative painting. 
A schedule of elements to be sampled was then created.  While it was known going into 
the investigation that the original color palette was probably muted and restrained, 
sampling had to be quite extensive due to the possibility of subtle, calculated polychromy  
on the intricate wood- and plasterwork.  Sampling locations were selected based on the 
intactness of the substrate and subsequent paint layers; many plaster areas, for example, 
exhibit extensive water damage that has lead to flaking and loss of adhesion of the paint 
so these areas were not sampled.  For the purpose of this study, the interior was divided 
into five areas to be sampled, each of which consists of numerous architectural elements: 
408 Mutual Assurance Policy No. 4821 (R-2906): 222-230 Brown St., 1818. 
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balcony, including columns, entablature, cornice, and balustrade; walls, including 
baseboards, pilasters, doors, window, walls, and cornice; altar area, including columns, 
pilasters, walls, portico entablature and ceiling; and, organ loft, including pilasters, 
cornice, doors, walls, arch, and ceiling.  Those areas not covered in the scope of this 
study include: the ceiling, floor, pews, altar, iconostasis, pulpit, entrance vestibule, and 
all exterior doors.  Over the course of November 2005 to April 2006 numerous site visits 
were conducted during which time close to three hundred samples were taken with a 
curved surgical scalpel, placed in labeled coin envelopes, cataloged, and inventoried.  
Labels with sample numbers were affixed to the corresponding sampled locations and 
digital photographs were taken of the sample locations in both general, contextual views 
and detailed views; this was done in an effort to both limit confusion about which 
samples came from where and so as to present findings in a legible and understandable 
manner.  The master sample list and sample location photographs are found in Appendix 
B.
4.1.3. Paint Layer Documentation 
The samples were brought back to the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the 
University of Pennsylvania where analysis was conducted.  The bulk samples were 
initially examined under a Leica stereomicroscope at 30x magnification to record a 
stratigraphy for each architectural element.  Those samples believed to retain original 
finish information were selected for further cross sectional examination.  The most 
representative portions of the chosen samples were embedded in small cubes of Bioplast®
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liquid casting plastic—a polyester styrene monomer, methyl methacrylate resin—
activated with methyl ethyl ketone peroxide catalyst.  The embedded samples were 
allowed to cure at room temperature in ambient light for twenty-four to forty-eight hours.  
Once set, two parallel cross sectional cuts were made through the embedded sample with 
a slow cutting diamond wafering blade on a Buehler Isomet® saw.  The cross section was 
then polished with Buehler Micro-polish II 0.05 micron alumina powder mixed with 
water on a micro-cloth and the samples were mounted on glass microscope slides using 
Cargille Meltmount™ medium, appropriately labeled and catalogued. 
Over 250 cross sections were prepared for stratigraphic analysis.  Each sample was 
examined under normal reflected light at 100x with additional quartz-halogen 
illumination using a Leica KL2500 LCD stereomicroscope in order to determine the paint 
layer stratigraphy and establish the number of finishes campaigns (i.e., repaintings or 
redecorations).  A paint layer stratigraphy sheet was created for each sample on which 
were recorded each paint layer’s general color and any distinguishing characteristics a 
singular layer might possess, such as texture, thickness, pigments present, or paint layer 
function (primer vs. finish coat, e.g.).  Thin dirt layers and fractures between a finish 
layer and the first layer of the subsequent paint campaign are useful to delineate paint 
generations and helpful in establishing a paint layer’s function (i.e. if dirt is immediately 
on top of a layer, it can be assumed that that layer is a finish layer that was exposed over 
time). 
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Ultraviolet light was also used as a tool in determining layer stratigraphies for selected 
samples.  Sometimes when there are multiple layers of a similar color, especially whites, 
it is difficult to distinguish between them using only reflected visible light.  Excitation 
with broadband, near ultraviolet light (360-420 nm), however, often provides more 
information about a layer because many pigments and binders autofluoresce with 
distinguishing, characteristic colors; those strata not visible in reflected light, therefore, 
are often sometimes made more apparent by virtue of UV illumination.409
Photomicrographs were taken of each cross section at 100x using a Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol 
microscope in visible light with reflected quartz-halogen illumination with Nikon digital 
camera.  Full stratigraphy sheets with photomicrographs of those samples either selected 
to be analyzed or those most representative of a particular element that will be discussed 
further can be found in Appendix C. 
4.1.4. Comparative Analysis 
After the initial data was collected and all paint layers were documented for each cross 
section, a comparative analysis between the samples was conducted in order to establish 
the number of general painting campaigns and to determine which colors were used in 
which locations during each campaign.  The sheer quantity of the number of samples 
made this an especially challenging and time-consuming process, but the task proved 
necessary, particularly when the stratigraphy of a singular sample was incongruous with 
409 Richard C. Wolbers, “Fluorescence Microscopy,” Analytical Techniques in Conservation workshop 
notes (1996): 3. 
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samples of the same or neighboring elements.  Side-by-side comparison of 
photomicrographs was especially useful in this process. 
A large spreadsheet of each sample’s paint layers was created to facilitate the 
determination of painting campaigns and periods of decoration for the church in general.  
All stratigraphies are listed and grouped by architectural element and each paint 
campaign is then color-coded across the board; by doing so, patterns emerge that enable 
the analyst to draw further conclusions about the colors used during each particular 
period of decoration.
4.1.5. Further On-Site Investigations: Exposures 
In addition to the laboratory work, further investigations were undertaken on-site to 
uncover possible painted decoration and to get a better idea of the appearance of the 
colors used over time.  Further on-site investigations are often prompted by the 
possibility of what could be there, which was certainly the case at St. John’s.  The 
findings regarding biblical text panels on the altar wall as well as the known prevalence 
of trompe l’oeil paneling during the time period as discussed in Chapter 3 generated the 
need to open exposure windows. 
Under the guidance of Frank Matero, exposure windows were opened on the north plaster 
wall, the main center door of the north wall, and the western-most door on the north wall.  
Due to orthodox church law, access to the altar and sanctuary by a female was prohibited, 
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so the altar wall was not examined at this time; for reasons discussed below, it is believed, 
however, that earlier decorations do exist under the panels previously uncovered. 
Exposures on the doors were revealed with the assistance of a scalpel blade and achieved 
by carefully scraping back the paint layers in a series of “windows”.  A methanol- and 
methylene chloride-based commercial chemical paint stripper aided exposure of the north 
plaster wall.  After testing three different paint strippers on small areas of the wall, it was 
found that Klean-Strip® KS-3 Premium Stripper was most efficient in removing the 
present layer of paint.  Paint stripper was applied in increments of approximately one to 
two square feet with a synthetic-bristled paint brush with a dwell time of five to ten 
minutes.  A scalpel with flat blade and two-inch plastic palette knife were then used to 
remove the paint layer.  This process was repeated until the entire present layers of paint 
were removed from the testing window.  Successive paint schemes were then revealed by 
removing the next layers.  Mineral spirits were applied to clean off paint stripper residue 
and the exposures were photographed.  Findings are discussed in the Walls and Doors 
sections below.
4.1.6. Color Matching 
The colors of the original finishes layers were matched to the Munsell matte color 
standards.  The later paint layers of selected samples were scraped down to reveal the 
original finish layers, which were matched to Munsell color chips under both reflected 
light under the microscope and natural daylight using an Optivisor.  The Munsell color 
system characterizes colors by hue (H), value (V), and chroma (C) and colors are given a 
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Munsell notation written as H V/C.   Hues are identified by ten major color families, 
value refers to how light or dark a color is in relation to a gray scale ranging from 
absolute black (10/) to absolute white (0/), and chroma reflects how much a hue departs 
from neutral gray, from /10 to /0.  Once a color and notation were denoted for each 
sample, the Color Name Charts in the National Bureau of Standards’ The Universal 
Color Language and Color Names Dictionary was used to give the sample its standard 
name. 
4.1.7. Materials Analysis 
Upon completion of the extensive comparative analysis, thirteen samples were then 
selected for further compositional materials analysis.  The samples were selected based 
on their representative nature of a particular element or because they exhibited some 
distinguishing characteristic warranting further study (for example, an exceptionally large 
and there fore easy-to-be-studied pigment particle, or a rare gilding layer).  Samples were 
analyzed to determine their principal components, namely, pigments and binding media; 
this is done to thoroughly understand the paint systems and the technology originally 
used make and apply them.  This information can then be used to determine the original 
appearance of the paints and, perhaps later, how best to conserve and/or replicate them. 
Numerous analytical techniques can be used to identify a paint system’s components.  
For this study, both microscopy and instrumental techniques were employed.  The results 
of the materials analysis are discussed in the Summary of Findings section below. 
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4.1.7.1. Finish Classification 
Analysis of the binding medium is the second crucial component in identifying the 
materials of a paint system.  Binders greatly contribute to the overall appearance of an 
architectural finish; oil-based paints, for example, dry with a glossy, highly reflective 
surface whereas distemper glue- or water-based paints appear matte and low gloss.  
Identification of the binding medium can be difficult as many historic binding materials 
have similar characteristics and chemical properties.  Organic binding media can be 
classified into four main groups: lipids; carbohydrates; proteins; and resins.  Certain 
analytical techniques such as fluorescence microscopy, Fourier transform infrared 
microspectroscopy (FTIR), and gas chromatography - mass spectrometry (GC-MS) have 
been proven to be helpful in determining binding media.  For this study, FTIR was 
utilized to identify the general class of the binding media in three samples. 
Fourier Transform Infrared Microspectroscopy (FTIR) 
Fourier transform infrared microspectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on three samples to 
identify their general class of binding media.  In this analytical technique, infrared energy 
hits a sample, which absorbs some, but not all, of the radiation.  Because specific groups 
of atoms absorb specific portions of the IR energy, the energy changes as it passes 
through the sample.  A detector measures the change and records it as an IR spectrum, 
which tells us which groups of atoms and bonds are in the sample.  This spectrum can 
then be compared to standards found in numerous databases to discern the constituents of 
the specific sample.  In FTIR, the data is subjected to a mathematical equation called the 
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Fourier transform.  The resulting spectrum is calculated much faster using the FT 
calculations.  FTIR spectra are plotted as absorption bands (measured in wavenumbers) 
against intensity and can be displayed in transmittance (%T) or absorbance (Abs).  While 
FTIR analysis is very helpful in determining the general nature of an organic compound 
(wax, oil, shellac, e.g.), it is not useful for establishing the specific nature of organic 
compounds because the spectra of chemically similar materials often look alike.  FTIR 
combined with another analytical technique such as gas chromatography - mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS) is more useful in determining the more specific nature of an 
organic sample if such information is needed. 
Samples were prepared by collecting small amounts of the original layer from the three 
selected cross sections and placing them between two glass microscope slides.  These 
were taken to the Philadelphia Museum of Art (PMA) for analysis by senior scientist Dr. 
Beth Price.  Dr. Price mounted a small amount of each sample on a diamond cell and 
analysis was conducted with a Thermo-Nicolet Nexus 670 with Thermo-Nicolet 
Continuum microscope. 
4.1.7.2. Pigment Analysis 
Pigment analysis is an essential component in the overall analysis of a paint layer’s 
constituents.  Pigments impart the color and hiding power to the paint.  Identification of 
the pigments used in a specific paint layer or decorative scheme can not only aid in 
understanding the composition and appearance of a finish, but can also potentially aid in 
dating that finish.  Certain pigments were not invented, synthesized, or introduced into 
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widespread paint manufacturing until the nineteenth or twentieth centuries and have 
specific known dates of introduction.  For example, titanium white was not used in paint 
production until roughly 1916-19;410 therefore, if a white paint layer is analyzed and 
titanium is found, it can be safely assumed that that particular decorative scheme was not 
employed until 1916 at the earliest.  This technique is especially useful when little 
archival documentation exists regarding the finishes of a particular building or when it is 
not certain if and/or when a specific architectural element was altered or added. 
A number of techniques have been developed for architectural surface finish pigment 
identification including microchemical spot testing, polarized light microscopy, scanning 
electron microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) and electron dot 
mapping, as well as Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).  For this study, 
SEM-EDS and electron dot mapping was used in conjunction with polarized light 
microscopy for pigment identification. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy – Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a microscope that uses electrons instead of 
light photons to illuminate a sample, which enables magnification of up to 50,000x.  
After the sample is placed in the microscope, an electron gun emits a beam of high 
energy electrons; this beam travels downward through a series of magnetic lenses 
designed to focus the electrons to a very fine spot.  As the electron beam hits each spot on 
410 Rutherford J. Gettens and George L. Stout, Painting Materials: A Short Encyclopedia (New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc., 1942), 161. 
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the sample, secondary electrons are knocked loose from its surface.  A detector counts 
these electrons and the final image is built up from the number of electrons emitted from 
each spot on the sample.   
X-rays are also emitted when the primary electron beam interacts with the sample surface 
that can be collected with an energy dispersive spectrometer.  Every element has its own 
particular x-ray spectrum that can be detected via energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS); 
therefore, the elemental composition of a sample can be determined.  The data garnered 
with this technique can be displayed as either spectra of x-ray emission energy with peaks 
corresponding to the specific detected elements or as dot maps. 
Ten cross sections were selected for SEM-EDS analysis in this study.  The samples were 
mounted on an aluminum puck with double-stick carbon tape. Carbon paint was then 
used over the tape and along the bottom of the sample to reduce any potential 
interference.  At the University of Pennsylvania Regional Nanotechnology Facility of the 
Laboratory for Research of the Structure of Matter (LRSM), the mounted cross sections 
were coated with a very thin (2-3 microns) layer of a gold/palladium mix to make them 
conductive.  A JEOL 6400 scanning electron microscope was used for analysis and the 
EDS data was analyzed with INCA software. 
4.2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
Examination of the cross sections and photomicrographs of the paint samples indicate 
that there were seven major painting campaigns in the interior of the church, identified in 
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writing as Schemes 1 through 7; where noted, some elements have received a more recent 
eighth treatment—Scheme 8—but these are in the minority.  A summary of the findings 
of the comparative analysis of stratigraphies is outlined below and grouped by 
architectural element.  This is followed by a discussion of the materials analysis of the 
investigation.  Chapter 5 will look at an overall, more in-depth interpretation of the 
original surface finishes in the interior of St. John’s Episcopal Church as well as a broad 
description of how the surface finishes changed over time.   
Due to the sheer number of samples examined, full stratigraphy sheets with 
photomicrographs have been made for only those samples that best represent a given 
element or that show unique characteristics or unusual discrepancies that are part of the 
discussion.  Many samples from a given element show identical paint layering sequences 
and no new information, therefore to make full stratigraphy sheets would be redundant.  
The sample numbers that do need to be considered are highlighted in bold font in the 
written discussions and their corresponding stratigraphy sheets with photomicrograph can 
be located in Appendix C; they should certainly be referenced while reading the 
discussion of the comparative analysis.  In addition, photographs marked with the sample 
locations and respective sample numbers are also located in before the stratigraphy sheets 
in Appendix B. 
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Samples 1.01-1 and 1.01-2 were removed from the column shaft while samples 1.01-3a, 
1.01-3b, 1.01-3c, 1.01-4, and 1.01-5 represent the column capital, including the two 
fillets and sinkage of the astragal, the echinus, and abacus.  All samples reveal a similar 
seven-schemed stratigraphy, represented by sample 1.01-5 from the column capital.  The 
original Scheme 1 consists of three layers of a stone-colored or off-white cream oil-based 
paint.  Scheme 2 is one layer of white without primer followed by a similar repainting in 
Scheme 3; the white of the third scheme appears more homogenous than the white in 
Scheme 2 and it is also finished with a glaze that will be discussed further in the 
Sanctuary Wall section below.  The fourth scheme is a very faint pinkish-gray white; at 
first glance, this color appears grayer in the cross sections, probably due to the heavy 
layer of dirt on top, but examination of the bulk samples under normal light shows that it 
is indeed a very light pink.  In addition, both red and black pigments are visible in the 
cross section of sample 1.01-5.  This layer was followed by Scheme 5, which is off-white, 
and then Scheme 6, a light gray.  The final Scheme 7 reflects the present decorative 
campaign: light blue marbleized flutes on the column shaft, blue fillets and sinkage on 
the astragal, a light green echinus, and a light bluish-gray abacus.
4.2.1.2. Pilasters
The four pilasters on the northern entrance wall are considered part of the balcony 
elements because they were intended to mimic the function of the columns in their 
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“support” of the entablature and cornice.  Samples 2.01-1, 2.01-2, and 2.01-3 were taken 
from the baseboard molding of the pilaster and are discussed as part of the Baseboards 
portion of the Woodwork section below.  Samples 2.01-4 through 2.01-15 were taken 
from the lower, middle, and upper thirds of the pilaster face as well as the pilaster capital, 
whose sampled parts represent the astragal fillets and sinkage, in addition to the necking, 
echinus and abacus. 
Like the columns, the original Scheme 1 consists of three to four off-white layers, 
followed by Schemes 2 and 3 in white.  Again, Scheme 4 is the similar light pinkish-
white gray color as found on the columns.  Scheme 5 on the pilasters varies from the 
columns in that there is a glaze-type undercoat before a white top coat.  The sixth 
decorative campaign consists of a thicker peach layer, which is followed by the present-
day blue marbleizing on the shaft and polychrome capital of Scheme 7. 
Sample 2.01-7 proved to exhibit the same stratigraphy as the other samples taken from 
the pilaster shaft for Schemes 1 through 4, but Schemes 5 and 6 are different.  2.01-7 
represents the upper third of the pilaster face.  The layer sequencing shows a yellow layer 
between the glaze undercoat and the white layer that is typical to every other sample in 
Scheme 5.  In addition, the peach of Scheme 6, so consistent in the other samples, is not 
evident in sample 2.01-7, whose cross section shows a brown layer in its stead.  Because 
of these discrepancies, the pilaster should be investigated further in the field, possibly 
through exposure windows, to uncover whether it was decoratively painted in these later 
schemes if the knowledge is desired. 
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4.2.1.3. Balcony Entablature and Cornice 
The columns support a full Doric entablature consisting of architrave, frieze, and cornice:  
sample 1.02-1 was taken from the architrave; samples 1.03-1, 1.03-2, 1.03-3, 1.03-4, 
1.03-5a, 1.03-5b, 1.03-6, 1.03-7, 1.03-8 and 1.03-9 were taken from the various elements 
of the frieze including guttae, regula, taenia, triglyph, metope, triglyph cap, and the band 
above the triglyph caps and metopes; and, samples 1.04-1 through 1.04-6 represent the 
cornice.
Except for samples 1.04-5 and 1.04-6 from the cornice (discussed below), all cross 
sections from the entablature and cornice samples exhibit similar stratigraphies.  Sample 
1.03-1, taken from one of the guttae on the frieze, is typical for these elements.  The 
original Scheme 1 consists of three off-white layers.  Schemes 2 and 3, again, are both 
one white layer, with the white of Scheme 3 again appearing more white and 
homogenous than the white of Scheme 2.  The fourth scheme is the same light pinkish-
gray-white color, which is followed by Scheme 5 consisting of a light gray base layer and 
white final coat.  Another similar light gray layer makes up Scheme 6, and the present 
stenciled polychrome campaign is represented by the utmost layers of the cross sections. 
Samples 1.04-5 and 1.04-6, taken from the top-most portions of the cornice, exhibit 
stratigraphies unlike the rest of those on the entablature and of cornice.  Even though they 
have a wood substrate like the other balcony elements, these upper cornice portions were, 
in fact, treated like the altar portico and ceiling elements after Scheme 2.  Their original 
schemes of three off-white layers and the one-layer white Scheme 2 correspond with the 
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other entablature samples.  Scheme 3 is again white as it is in the other cross sections, but 
in samples 1.04-5 and 1.04-6, the white is glazed, which follows suit with samples from 
the church walls and plaster elements of the sanctuary.  The cross sections reveal a light 
pink undercoat and even paler pink top coat for Scheme 4, which are not nearly as gray as 
the color found on the columns, pilasters, and rest of entablature.  Scheme 5 of these two 
samples differs not only from the rest of the samples, but also between each other.  
Sample 1.04-5 shows a tan undercoat followed by an off-white top coat while Scheme 5 
of sample 1.04-6 is made up of two tan layers.  These samples also differ in Scheme 6, 
which exhibits a light green followed by an off-white top coat instead of the light gray 
found on the rest of entablature and cornice below.  The present decorative campaign is 
represented by the utmost layers of Scheme 7. 
4.2.1.4. Balcony Balustrade 
Samples 1.05-1, 1.05-2, 1.05-3 and 1.05-4 were taken from the balcony balustrade 
encircling the upper galleries; the samples were specifically taken from the north side of 
the baluster and handrail near the east side of the organ loft. 
The baluster pedestal and baluster—samples 1.05-1 and 1.05-2 respectively—not 
surprisingly, exhibit the same paint layer sequencing.  Again, they were originally 
painted with three off-white coats, followed by singular white layers for Schemes 2 and 3.  
Scheme 4 is the typical light pinkish-gray-white, and Schemes 5 and 6 are a gray and 
light gray, respectively.  The present white scheme is represented by Scheme 7.  Sample 
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1.05-3 was not repainted during Scheme 3 as there is no evidence of the characteristic 
homogenous white layer. 
Interestingly, the top-most handrail, sample 1.05-4, shows only one thin, dark reddish-
brown finish layer; it can be assumed that this is the original finish and it has never been 
repainted.
4.2.2. Woodwork 
In order to understand the original finishes of the woodwork, samples were taken from 
the baseboards, doors, door surrounds and windows of the church interior.  While all 
elements in the church were painted seven times, the cross sections from all of the 
woodwork samples reveal that it has been painted eight times.  It is most likely that 
Scheme 8 was painted in 1994 when the eight round-headed windows in the nave of the 
church were replaced. 
4.2.2.1. Baseboards 
Samples 2.02-1 through 2.02-10 represent the wood baseboards running along the bottom 
of the church walls.  Three samples were taken from each of the baseboards of the north 
and east walls of the sanctuary while four samples were taken from the west wall; this 
was done because there is an additional strip on the bottom of the west wall baseboard 
that does not appear on the baseboard of the other walls.  The cross section of sample 
2.01-2 is representative of a typical baseboard sample.  The first three layers represent the 
original off-white scheme, followed by the two white layers of Schemes 2 and 3.  We 
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again observe the light pinkish-gray white of Scheme 4.  Scheme 5 is composed of two 
layers, a clear glaze topped with white.  This is followed by a sixth campaign of a very 
thin layer of light pink topped by a peach final coat.  The last three maroon layers 
represent Schemes 7 and 8, the present baseboard color. 
Surprisingly, the baseboard stratigraphies revealed some discrepancies, especially 
samples 2.02-3, 2.02-7 and 2.02-10, which represent the top-most capping of the 
baseboard moldings.  The most unusual difference between these samples and those from 
the other joinery is the appearance of colors used on the plaster walls that do not appear 
on other woodwork; these colors are located in the layer below the finish coat of Schemes 
1, 4, 5, 6 and 7.  Because these samples all represent the top-most portions of the 
baseboards, these colors are most likely the result of the painters having painted the final 
coats of the walls before finishing the baseboards.  In an article regarding the analysis of 
paint samples, Andrea Gilmore even states that wall paint was frequently applied to the 
“top several inches” of a baseboard before the final finish was applied to the 
baseboard.411  In the analysis of sample 2.02-3, a white layer typical of Scheme 2 was not 
found; it seems that the portion of the baseboard where this sample was taken was not 
repainted.  The original Scheme 1 consists of two off-white layers, the light pink color 
found on the walls, and then a white to off-white final coat.  It looks as if there is a break 
between the first two off-white colors and the light pink coat, which is most likely the 
result of an unspecific amount of time between painting the undercoats and final coats of 
411 Andrea Gilmore, “Analyzing Paint Samples: Investigation and Interpretation,” in Paint in America,
Roger W. Moss, ed. (Washington, DC: The Preservation Press, 1996), 176. 
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walls and woodwork in the church.  However, there is no break between these layers on 
the right-most side of the cross section, giving reason to believe the first two off-white 
layers are not actually the final original coats. 
4.2.2.2. Doors and Door Surrounds 
The three doors and their respecting surrounds of the northern entrance wall were all 
sampled; the western door opens to the staircase leading to the upper galleries and organ 
loft, the eastern-most door opens to a storage space, and the center door opens to the 
entrance vestibule.  All samples were taken from the southern sides of the doors, or those 
facing the main sanctuary space.  These samples’ cross sections all reveal an eight-
schemed decorative history. 
Doors
Samples 2.03-1a, -1b, -1c, -1d, -1e, and -1f were taken from the western-most door on the 
north wall.  All of the cross sections that represent the west door display the same 
layering sequences.  Sample 2.03-1c, from one of the small molding profiles of the door 
panels, shows a typical cross section for this door.  Scheme 1 is once again the expected 
three layers of off-white paint, followed by one white layer comprising Schemes 2 and 3.  
Scheme 4, like the other samples examined thus far is the same light pinkish-gray white 
color.  A glaze undercoat followed by a white top coat makes up the Scheme 5 
sequencing.  Schemes 6 and 7 are similar in that they most likely represent some sort of 
graining: Scheme 6 is made up of a peach undercoat with dark brown varnish-like finish 
coat; the first layer of Scheme 7 is more of a pinkish-tan color with almost identical dark 
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brown varnish or glaze on top.  The tan or light brown color seen today denotes the 
current Scheme 8. 
The eastern-most door on the north wall, represented by samples 2.03-5a through 2.03-5f, 
follows a similar, but not exact, paint history as the west door.  The first exception is that 
it appears that this door was not painted white while the rest of the church was being 
painted during Scheme 2.  It seems rather odd that while the entire church was being 
painted white this door was left off-white; but, none of the six samples from the east door 
show a white layer between the off-white color of the original campaign and the more 
homogenous white layer of Scheme 3.  Perhaps if another portion of the door was 
sampled it would show a white Scheme 2 layer.  A second difference found in the cross 
sections of the eastern door compared to the both the west and center doors as well as the 
surrounds for all three doors is that there is not a glaze undercoat in Scheme 5.  Both of 
these discrepancies in the east door cross sections can be identified in that of 2.03-5d.
Other than these differences, the east door shows the same paint layer sequencing as that 
of the west door. 
Four samples were taken from the center door (2.03-3a, -3b, -3c, and -3d).  Foremost, the 
examination of the cross sections do reveal that the door is indeed original because its 
stratigraphies display the same number of painting schemes as the rest of the sampled 
joinery discussed thus far.  Upon examination, it was ascertained that the early paint 
layers of these four center door samples are unique and show a stratigraphy not seen on 
any other wood elements in the church.  Thus far, all woodwork has proven to be 
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originally painted with three layers of off-white paint.  Here on the center door, however, 
there is no evidence of any off-white color anywhere; in fact, these doors were originally 
painted light blue, shown in the cross section of sample 2.03-3c, taken from the door stile.  
Additionally, Scheme 2 shows a light purple undercoat topped with a light pink final coat.  
The rest of the campaigns from Schemes 3 through 7 correspond to those of the other 
doors, while the present dark reddish brown finish of Scheme 8 is identical to the 
baseboards and door surrounds.  Exposure windows in the field confirmed the presence 
of an original blue paint on the center door as well as the later graining of either Scheme 
6 or 7 (Figure 4-1). 
Door Surrounds 
The surrounds of the west and east door, represented by samples 2.03-2a through 2.03-2f 
and 2.03-6a through 2.03-6f respectively, display the same eight-schemed layer 
sequencing as the west door, except that today (Scheme 8) they are painted the same 
glossy dark reddish brown as the baseboards and center door.  Sample 2.03-2c best 
represents these samples.  Two minor exceptions to this are found in samples 2.03-2e and 
2.03-2f, which do not exhibit the dark brown glaze found on top of the pinkish-tan 
Scheme 7 layer; this is most likely due to the fact that these samples were taken from the 
outer-most portions of the molding.  The surround of the center door is basically the same 
as those around the west and east doors except that there are two glaze undercoats in 
Scheme 5 rather than one, shown in sample 2.03-4h.
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Three samples taken from the outside-most parts of the surrounds of the east door (2.03-
6f) and center door (2.03-4i & 2.03-4j) located closest to the wall show characteristics 
similar to that of the top-most portions of the baseboards (discussed above) in that colors 
used on the nearby walls are found under their final coats.  The cross section of 2.04-4i
from the center door surround, for example, shows a blue under the peach and dark 
brown of Scheme 6.  The painter, again, most likely painted the wall first and got some of 
the wall paint on the door surround before finishing the woodwork. 
4.2.2.3. Windows 
Samples were taken from the sill, frame, and mullions of two windows in the church: the 
northern-most window of the east nave wall and the eastern-most stained glass window 
on the south altar wall.  From church documents and letters as described in Chapter 1, it 
is known that all eight round-headed windows of the east and west walls were replaced in 
1994, which replaced other non-original windows most likely installed with the stained 
glass.  However, the sills and some parts of the frame were not replaced so it was of 
interest to see which samples retained their original paint.  To date, no record of the 
installation date of the stained glass windows has been found and they are not mentioned 
in the 1818 insurance survey, so it was unknown at the start of the investigation whether 
or not they were original.  Examination of the cross sections in conjunction with analysis 
of the pigments was used as a means of determining an approximation of when the 
stained glass windows may have been installed. 
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East Wall Sill & Window 
Samples 2.04-1a through 2.04-1e were taken from the various parts of the window sill of 
the second window (counting north to south) on the east wall; samples 2.04-2a through 
2.04-2e were taken from the frame; and, 2.04-3a through 2.04-3d represent the mullions 
of the same window.  The cross sections of the mullion samples and all but two of the 
samples from the frame show that the windows were indeed replaced; these samples 
(2.04-2a, -2b, -2c; 2.04-3a, -3b, -3c, and -3d) show the new wood substrate and two 
layers of paint that comprise the present Scheme 8, represented by 2.04-2b.
The sill of the window on the east wall proved to be original as the cross sections show 
layers representing Schemes 1 through 8 (see 2.04-1c).  The original Scheme 1 off-white 
is followed by white Schemes 2 and 3.  Again, the light pinkish-gray white color is found 
in Scheme 4 while Scheme 5 is a darker purple, and Scheme 6 is one layer of peach.  The 
seventh decorative campaign consists of light blue on white and the 1994 replacement tan 
color is seen in Scheme 7.  The cross section for sample 2.04-1a, from the portion of the 
window sill molding closest to the plaster wall, shows traces of the wall colors under 
their respective finish layers, similar to what happened in those baseboard and door 
surround samples closest to the wall.  For example, light pink is visible under the final 
off-white color in Scheme 1, a dark pink under the Scheme 4 light pinkish-gray, and both 
light brown and yellowish-brown under the purple Scheme 5 finish. 
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South Wall Stained Glass Sill & Window 
The stratigraphies of the stained glass samples are more complex than any other sampled 
element in the church interior.  The cross sections show more layers and subsequent 
schemes, therefore leading one to believe that the stained glass windows were painted 
while other elements in the church were left alone.  Analysis of the stained glass window 
begins with examination of the samples and cross sections representing the window sill 
(2.04-4a through 2.04-4e).  Sample 2.04-4a—taken from the bottom-most portion of the 
window sill molding closest to the plaster wall—and 2.04-4d show that the window sill is 
indeed original as the early schemes match with those found on the other woodwork.  In 
2.04-4d, the early off-white Scheme 1 layers can clearly be seen above the wood 
substrate.  In 2.04-4a, next to the plaster wall, a layer of size and the light pink used on 
the walls are visible in Scheme 1.  Interestingly, Scheme 2 is not identified in these 
samples from the stained glass window; the layer above the last Scheme 1 off-white is the 
homogenous white identical to that of Scheme 3 on every other woodwork sample. 
One of the major goals of examination of the stained glass cross section samples was to 
identify in which decorative campaign the stained glass windows were installed.  By 
comparing those samples that retain original fabric (such as the sill and the outside frame 
around the window) to those that were installed with the stained glass (the frames 
between the two stained glass panels, for example) as well as to those original from the 
east window, it has been determined that the stained glass windows were installed 
sometime after Scheme 3 but before Scheme 4.  Samples 2.04a and 2.04-4d, from the 
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stained glass window sill, show evidence of two layers between Schemes 3 and 4 that are 
not seen in samples 2.04-1c and 2.04-1a from the east window.  For clarity’s sake, these 
Schemes have been named A and B.  Scheme A shows very clear reddish-orange 
pigments within a white matrix that are used to identify Scheme A throughout the stained 
glass window samples.  These reddish-orange pigment layers are not found on any 
samples from the east wall window and only occur on the stained glass window.
Sample 2.04-5g, taken from the wooden frame between the two stained glass panes, 
clearly shows that the stained glass windows are not original.  There is no evidence of 
any off-white or white Schemes 1, 2 or 3.  The first layer is dark brown with visible 
reddish-orange (identified as red lead) pigments, followed by a dark purple layer.  This 
sequence is also representative of samples 2.04-5e, 2.04-5f, 2.04-5h and 2.04-5i, all taken 
from the stained glass frame.  So, while the rest of the woodwork had been painted the 
bright white of Scheme 3, the stained glass windows were installed.  At this time, the 
original sill and outer-most frames were then painted a white mixed with red lead and the 
frame of the stained glass window itself was painted dark brown (Scheme A) while the 
rest of the church was left in its Scheme 3 colors.  Scheme B, a very thin purple on the 
sill samples (2.04-4a and 2.04-4d), is the dark purple of the stained glass frame samples.  
These colors related to the rose and blue color of the painted stained glass itself. 
Because the light pinkish-gray that was found in Scheme 4 of both the window sill and 
the other woodwork is not identified in the stained glass frame samples, it is determined 
that the stained glass window frame was left dark purple while the rest of the church was 
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painted in Scheme 4.  The cross sections from the stained glass samples then show two 
more layers between Schemes 4 and 5 that are not found in the rest of the church, referred 
to as Schemes C and D.  The stained glass window sill and the frame samples all show 
evidence of two layers of white.  Sample 2.04-5g, from the middle frame between stained 
glass panes, was painted white in either Scheme C or D: it is not known which one, but 
probably the earlier Scheme C.  So, while the stained glass sill and frame were all painted 
white in both Schemes C and D, the rest of the church remained as painted in Scheme 4.  
Scheme 5 touched every element in the church, however, as the same purple or purplish 
gray color used in Scheme 5 of the east window is also seen in every cross section from 
the stained glass window.  The same can be said of Scheme 6, in which all of the 
windows were painted the same light brown or peach color.  Scheme 7 is then the light 
blue still seen on the stained glass window sill and frame today; they were not repainted 
in Scheme 8 probably due to the deteriorated condition of the stained glass. 
4.2.3. Walls 
On the main floor of the church, samples were taken from the south, west, and north 
walls, as well as the plaster window enframements around the previously discussed 
window on the east wall and the stained glass window on the south wall.  In addition, the 
organ loft walls and the east side of the north gallery wall on the upper level were also 
sampled.  The walls were extensively sampled as a preliminary means to identify whether 
decorative painting might have been executed in any of the earlier schemes.  One 
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exposure window was opened on the west side of the north wall to uncover larger areas 
of the colors used.  Examination of the recessed panels of the south wall behind the altar 
also revealed early gold-lettered text. 
4.2.3.1. Nave Walls 
Once again, seven schemes are revealed through analysis of the nave wall cross sections.  
With a few exceptions as noted, the samples exhibit remarkably consistent stratigraphies.  
Three samples (2.05-1a, 2.05-1b & 2.05-1c) represent the south wall, taken from the left 
of the east window; five samples (2.05-2a through 2.05-2e) were taken from the west 
wall between the south and center windows; and, the north wall is represented by samples 
2.05-3a through 2.05-3e, taken from west of the door leading to upper gallery.  The 
plaster sides of the window niches are represented by samples 2.04-6a through 2.04-6f, 
from the east stained glass window on the south wall, and samples 2.04-8a through 2.04-
8f, from the sampled window on the east wall. 
As seen in sample 2.05-3c from the north wall, the original Scheme 1 shows that the 
plaster finish coat was sized before being painted.  One or two coats of an off-white color 
were followed by one, sometimes two, layers of the final coat, a very light pink.  The 
second campaign is a thin white layer, and this is succeeded by Scheme 3, what appears 
to be white topped with a brown glaze.  The actual color of Scheme 3 is discussed in the 
Exposures portion of the wall analysis below.  Scheme 4 consists of two layers of a deep 
pink salmon-colored paint; the second of the pink layers appears a shade darker than the 
first coat.  The west (2.05-2a through 2.05-2e) and north (2.05-3a through 2.05-3e) reveal 
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that these layers were finished with a dark brown glaze, but this was not found on the 
cross sections from the south altar wall samples (2.05-1a, 2.05-1b & 2.05-1c).  The 
church was significantly darkened in the fifth decorating campaign in which a light 
brown undercoat is followed by a yellowish-brown top coat.  Samples 2.05-1a and 2.05-
1c vary slightly in Scheme 5 in that a third brown layer is noted above the yellowish-
brown, suggestive of a decorative border on the south wall.  This was not picked up in the 
sampling of the west or south walls.  Scheme 6 consists of a light green undercoat 
finished with either a greenish-blue or blue top coat.  The present peach and decorative 
purple, orange and blue stenciling can be observed in the layers that make up Scheme 7. 
The plaster surrounds of the windows were also examined.  Those samples taken from 
the south wall next to the east stained glass window display stratigraphies akin to those of 
the nave walls, as shown in sample 2.04-6d.  The cross sections from the enframements 
of the window on the east wall, however, show evidence that the plaster surface was 
stripped, washed, or repaired prior to the application of Scheme 6 as Schemes 6 and 7 are 
the only campaigns identified, seen in sample 2.04-8f.  Two samples from the west wall 
(2.05-2b and 2.05-2e) do not show the earlier Schemes 1 through 5 either; these are likely 
to be areas of repair since the other samples on the same wall still show their earlier 
schemes. 
North Wall Exposures 
Results of the exposure window opened on the west side of the north wall can be seen in 
Figure 4-2.  Under the present peach paint layer, three distinct painting campaigns have 
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been revealed.  By comparing the colors revealed through the exposure to those in the 
cross section of sample 2.05-3c, for example, it is determined that the three exposure 
windows represent, from left to right, Scheme 6, Scheme 4, and Scheme 3; traces of 
Schemes 5 and 1 are also visible, discussed below.   
In Scheme 6 the walls were painted with two similar, yet different, colors; a light 
greenish-blue field was applied to the upper two thirds of the wall while a darker blue 
dado was applied to the bottom third of the wall.  The difference between the two blues is 
very subtle and difficult to distinguish from the photograph alone.  However, up-close 
inspection with an Optivisor magnifier in the field as well as comparison between cross 
sections reveals the difference between the colors.  Sample 2.05-3c, taken from about a 
foot above the present decorative stenciled band, shows the lighter greenish-blue.  
Sample 2.05-3e, however, was taken about a foot above the baseboard and reveals a thick 
layer of the darker blue color. 
The dark brown and yellowish-brown of Scheme 5 was not revealed in its own exposure 
window, but traces of the brown color can be seen underneath the Scheme 6 blue and 
above the dark pink Scheme 4 window.  In addition, a cream-colored two-inch band is 
also observed under the blue Scheme 6.  While this color was not identified in the 
sampled wall cross sections, it is most likely the same cream or off-white color that was 
found on cross sections of some samples from the pedestal of the altar portico column 
(such as 3.01-1c), discussed below. 
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The exposure gives a very good approximation of the dark brownish-pink paint used 
throughout the walls of the church in Scheme 4; clearly, the aesthetic of the church 
underwent a drastic change during this decorative campaign. 
The color revealed below the dark pink in the third exposure window represents the 
Scheme 3 walls; it is a beautifully subtle light grayish purple-blue.  In cross section under 
the bright reflected light of the microscope, this layer appears white, but the appearance 
of sparse, although very distinct, blue and red pigments seen in numerous samples gave 
strong evidence that the color was not a true white.  Once an exposure was carried out, it 
was seen that this color was not white at all, but rather an understated and nuanced 
“French gray”.  French gray was very popular throughout the early and mid-nineteenth 
century and is listed in numerous painters’ manuals and trade books with specific recipes.
For example, in his Every Man His Own House-Painter and Colourman (1829), T.H. 
Vanherman explains: “French grey.  To any quantity of white aromatic Paint put as much 
ground Prussian blue as shall make it to your mind, then add as much lake, or rose pink 
as will bestow on it a faint bloom.  French grey should neither be dark nor yet too light, 
but a middle tint.”412  Likewise, W. & T.J. Towers describe in Every Man His Own 
Painter (1830), “[T]o form the ‘French gray’ stain the white paint with Prussian blue, and 
tinge it with vermillion, to give it a warm appearance.”413  These recipes suggest that the 
optimal French gray tint was difficult to achieve as it required a trained and experienced 
eye to add the correct amount and proportion of pigments.  All cross sections also show 
412 T.H. Vanherman, Every Man His Own House-Painter and Colourman (London, 1829), 38. 
413 W. & T.J. Towers, Every Man His Own Painter (Utica, NY: J. Colwell), 10. 
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that the French gray was finished with a brown glaze or varnish; this transparent coating 
is not observed upon inspection of the exposure window so was most likely removed with 
the chemical paint stripper.  A small Scheme 3 exposure window was opened on the 
south altar wall, discussed below, but because that was achieved through mechanical 
means (scraping with a scalpel), evidence of the glaze remained behind. 
It was attempted to use the methanol- and methylene chloride-based chemical paint 
stripper to remove the Scheme 3 French gray to get under to the original paint layers.  
However, the bonds of the paint proved too strong for the solvent, and the attempt was 
unsuccessful.  Only a very small portion of the French gray could be removed, revealing 
a very faint pink color underneath. 
4.2.3.2. Organ Loft Walls 
Two samples (5.05-1a & 5.015-1b) were taken from the organ loft cove while five 
samples (5.05-2a through 5.05-2f) were taken from various parts of the north wall east of 
the organ loft cove.  The cross section of sample 5.05-2b shows that the colors of the 
organ loft wall are identical to those used on the walls on the main floor.  The original 
Scheme 1 is again a very light pink on an off-white ground and Schemes 2-7 are also the 
same as walls below. 
4.2.3.3. Cornice 
The plaster cornice running below the ceiling line around the upper portion of the gallery 
walls is represented by samples 2.06-1 through 2.06-5.  Because of extensive water 
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damage around the ceiling line throughout the church, it was determined that the best 
place to sample was the southwest corner.  Here, seen in sample 2.06-4, it is observed 
that the cornice was originally painted an off-white color in Scheme 1.  Scheme 2 was 
another off-white layer, followed by a French gray with brown glaze in Scheme 3.  
Schemes 4, 5, and 6 follow suit with the other plaster elements of the sanctuary portico, 
discussed below: a light pink undercoat is topped with a light yellow finish coat in 
Scheme 4; glazed off-white on a tan base is found in Scheme 5; and, Scheme 6 is a light 
green base coat finished with a tan or light brown top coat.  The present polychromatic 
campaign is seen in Scheme 7.   
4.2.4. Sanctuary 
Samples were taken from the various elements making up the semicircular portico of the 
sanctuary, including the large columns, pilasters on the south wall, the portico entablature, 
and the portico ceiling.  While the columns and pilasters have wood substrates, the 
portico is fashioned of plaster.  In addition, the recessed panels and bands between them 
on the south wall behind the altar and below the portico were sampled; these are included 
in the discussion of the sanctuary rather than the Walls section because this wall has 
historically been treated differently than the nave walls due to its function and position 
behind the altar. 
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4.2.4.1. South Sanctuary Wall 
As discussed in Chapter 3, it is known that Anglican churches of the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries and late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
Episcopalian churches all had the Ten Commandments and other related biblical texts 
either directly painted on the wall or written on wood tablet-shaped boards placed behind 
the altar.  For this reason, the south sanctuary wall of St. John’s was extensively sampled 
to see whether any decorative painting or written text could be picked up in cross section 
and warrant justification for further exploration in the form of exposures.   
Approximately thirty-five samples were taken from various parts of the wall including: 
the left, center, and right large rectangular recessed panels; wainscoting under the panels; 
bands between panels; ornamental plaster wreath of the upper right circular recessed 
panel; and, the smaller center rectangular panel in between the circular panels.  Analysis 
of the respective cross sections again revealed a seven-schemed decorative history. 
While the cross sections were all the whole remarkably consistent, several samples show 
discrepancies that call for further explanation.  First, three samples were taken from areas 
that had been repaired and only show the last two Schemes 6 and 7, similar to those areas 
on the nave wall already discussed.  These are samples 3.06-2-5, 3.06-2-6, and 2.06-2-9.
As far as the original Scheme 1 is concerned for the rest of the samples, the earliest layers 
of six cross sections differ than those of the majority of stratigraphies.  Four of these are 
from the right rectangular recessed panel (3.06-2-3, 3.06-2-4, 3.06-2-7 & 3.06-2-8), one 
from the left rectangular recessed panel (3.06-4c), and one from the small rectangular 
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recessed panel of the upper level (3.06-7a).  These six samples show a Scheme 1 
consisting of a size layer followed by white, a very thin layer of light gray and a dark 
blue finish coat.  Of these six, all except 3.06-2-3 (discussed below) are then followed by 
a Scheme 2 consisting of one light pink and one light purple layer.  The remaining 
twenty-six samples are consistent in that they do not display the early dark blue on white 
that the six rogue samples do.  These samples, as evidenced in 3.06-3a and 3.06-1d, show 
a light blue on top of a very thin layer of white, almost very pale light greenish in 
appearance, followed by the same light pink and light purple found in Scheme 2 of the 
six “dark blue” samples.  The blue in 3.06-3a is just slightly darker than the light blue of 
3.06-1d; 3.06-1d was taken from the band between the right and center rectangular panels 
and its layer sequences of Schemes 1 through 6 are identical on all cross sections 
representing the bands between and wainscoting below the recessed panels.  Because 
there are no dirt or fracture layers between the blue, pink, and purple layers of these 
samples, it is very difficult to say with certainty whether they actually represent two 
separate schemes.  However, when compared to the six “dark blue” samples, it would 
make sense that the light blue was applied when the dark blue was applied and the dark 
blue sequences could be taken to suggest the existence of decorative painting. 
Sample 3.06-2-3, from the right recessed rectangular panel, however, might refute this 
theory.  Here, both the dark blue/gray/white sequence and the light blue under the light 
pink and purple are visible.  Because of the large fracture between the two blues, it is 
most likely that the dark blue scheme was applied before the light blue and that the light 
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blue is in fact part of Scheme 2 with the light pink and light purple.  If this were the case, 
all of the samples that show Scheme 2 as the earliest layers may have either been washed 
prior to the application of Scheme 2, or were left as plain plaster while the dark blue 
represents decorative painting or written text in Scheme 1.  Unfortunately, exposure 
windows were not extensively opened on the south wall due to church law, but these 
issues could most readily be resolved and settled if the later layers were removed and the 
original layers were exposed. 
Scheme 3 of the recessed panels proved to be very interesting as decorative text was 
found to be painted within the panels at this time.  All cross sections show a white or off-
white undercoat followed by the French gray top coat and dark brown glaze seen on the 
rest of the walls in Scheme 3.  However, three cross sections—3.06-2-8, 3.06-2b, 3.06-3c
and 3.06-3d—show distinct thin gold and black layers on top of the French gray.  These 
gold and black layers are evidence of decorative text painted on the wall, which was 
discovered before the cross sections were examined.  While sampling this wall, metallic 
gold was seen under the upper layers and small areas were scraped down to reveal text as 
seen in Figure 4-3.  The gold is used for the body of the letter with black and gray used 
for delicate shadowing.  Gold lettered text was found on all three of the rectangular 
recessed panels.  The bands between panels and wainscoting below were also painted 
French gray with glaze or varnish in Scheme 3. 
Schemes 4, 5 and 6 utilize the same colors found on the other element of the church 
interior.  All cross sections of the bands between the panels and the wainscoting below 
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show (represented by 3.06-1d) a pale pink undercoat with pink top coat, finished with a 
glaze or varnish in Scheme 4.  The remaining samples from the recessed panels display 
the same pink that was used as the top coat for the bands as the panel bottom coat and 
this is finished with the dark pink and dark glaze seen on the other wall samples.  The one 
exception to this typical Scheme 4 comes from the center of the center rectangular 
recessed panel, which shows a dark brown and yellowish-brown on top of the two pinks.  
This could be some sort of decorative painting in Scheme 4; however more exploration 
would be needed to verify this.  Sample 3.06-1d is also significant in that the stratigraphy 
starts with Scheme 3 and there is no evidence of Schemes 1 or 2 in the sample; perhaps it 
was a repair area or the original paint was removed from this section of the wall. 
The fifth decorative campaign is made up of tan and off-white layers; most cross sections, 
such as 3.06-3c and the samples from the other walls, show a thick layer of tan followed 
by a thin layer of the off-white.  Some samples, such as 3.06-2-3, show that this sequence 
is repeated for a total of four layers.  The bands and wainscoting, again represented by 
3.06-1d, show the same brown and yellowish-brown colors that are found in Scheme 5 of 
the other walls.  Two samples and evidence in the field suggest that decorative text and 
painting was also applied in Scheme 5 of the recessed panels.  Sample 3.06-3a, from the 
bottom left corner of the center recessed panel shows thin layers of gold and black similar 
to those found in the Scheme 3 ornamental text campaign.  While it was difficult to 
attempt to scrape down to this layer in the field due to solid bonding between Schemes 5 
and 6, text can actually be seen underneath the figurative murals painted in Scheme 6; 
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they are difficult to pick out, but are seen as dark capital letters (Figure 4-4).  
Additionally, sample 3.06-2a, from the right side of the right rectangular recessed panel, 
shows a completely different Scheme 5 from any other sample; here, an off-white ground 
coat is topped with a yellowish-brown.  This could also be evidence of decorative 
painting, which could be revealed by exposures in the field. 
The present murals seen on the left and right recessed panels as well as on the 
wainscoting were painted in Scheme 6 and were not covered in Scheme 7, which 
represents the stenciling and decorative painting around them.    
The final element of the south sanctuary wall that was sampled is the circular wreath that 
encircles the right circular recessed panel on the upper row of recessed panels, 
represented by 3.06-6a.  Here, off-white layers make up Scheme 1, which is followed by 
a whiter Scheme 2.  Agglomerates of blue and red pigments can be seen in the top coat of 
Scheme 3, which is most likely more pink or purple than the French gray seen on the rest 
of the walls, and this is topped with a brown glaze.  The wreath shows a unique layer 
between Schemes 3 and 4 that is atypical of the other sanctuary samples.  It is an off-
white or light tan color finished with a dark glaze and was most likely painted in either 
Schemes A or B when the stained glass windows were installed.  The fourth decorative 
campaign is made up of the typical light pink, light yellow and dark glaze seen on other 
elements of the sanctuary.  Scheme 5 consists of the tan and off-white seen on other areas 
of the church, followed by a light blue Scheme 6 and the final gold or bronze paint 
applied on a green undercoat in the present Scheme 7. 
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4.2.4.2. Sanctuary Columns & Pilasters 
Samples 3.01-1a through 3.01-1e were taken from the west altar column, while samples 
3.01-2a through 3.01-2h represent the fret design and cornice of the column pedestal.  
The lower portion of the shaft including the small lower portion of fluting and smooth 
shaft itself are represented by samples 3.01-3 and 3.01-3b, respectively.  The west 
pilaster on the south wall is represented by samples 3.02-1a, 3.02-1b, and 3.02-2.  The 
column capital supporting the portico was neither sampled nor analyzed due to 
accessibility issues. 
All samples exhibit paint layer stratigraphies depicting seven decorative campaigns.  
Typical to the other woodwork, the original Scheme 1 consists of two to three layers of 
off-white paint, followed by one white layer in Scheme 2 and a French gray layer with 
glaze in Scheme 3.  Small bright blue pigment particles can be noted in the Scheme 3 
white paint across the cross sections.  A polychrome campaign is depicted through 
examination of the samples’ Scheme 4 colors.  Here, elements of the pedestal and column 
have been picked out in pink, light pink or light yellow.  An off-white base coat is seen in 
every cross section, except in 3.01-2g from the projecting cornice; this sample showed 
the only layer of blue found in Scheme 4.  The blue is under the off-white and light pink, 
so is perhaps a result of a change in taste.  The main, bottom portion of the pedestal 
below the fret design and cornice—represented by samples 3.01-1a, 3.01-1b, 3.01-1c, and 
3.01-1d—was painted a deeper pink than the pale pink found on the background of the 
fret (3.01-2b & 3.01-2d), the upper portions of the pedestal cornice (3.01-2g & 3.01-2h) 
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and the smooth column shaft (3.01-3b).  The remaining column pedestal elements were 
painted light yellow; these included the bottom molding under the fret design (3.01-2a), 
fret (3.01-2c), lower portions of the pedestal cornice (3.01-2e & 3.01-2f), top of the 
pedestal below the column (3.01-1e), and the lower fluted portion of the column (3.01-
3a).
The same dark colors found on the walls were also used in the fifth decorative campaign 
of the tall sanctuary columns including light brown, yellowish-brown, and off-white.  In 
the cross sections representing the bottom portion of the pedestal and the fret design, a 
light brown first coat was applied that was followed by a yellowish-brown second coat.  
The main body of the pedestal (3.01-1a, 3.01-1b & 3.01-1d) and the fret background 
(3.01-2b) were left this yellowish-brown color while other elements were picked out in 
an off-white, including the small molding on the pedestal body (3.01-1c), thin molding 
under fret design (3.01-2a), and fret (3.01-2c).  All other elements of the pedestal cornice 
(including 3.01-2e) and the column were primed with a tan-colored base in Scheme 5 and 
finished off-white, except for the portion of the pedestal directly beneath the column 
(3.01-1e), which was finished in a light brown color.  Both the fluted and smooth portions 
of the column were treated monochromatically in Scheme 5 with the aforementioned tan 
base and off-white finish.  In Scheme 6, the pedestal and column became even darker 
with several versions of brown utilized to pick out the various elements, and Scheme 7 is 
the present polychromatic treatment. 
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The two large pilasters of the south wall were treated similarly to the columns.  Schemes 
1, 2, and 3 are identical with an original off-white treatment followed one white layer and 
a glazed French gray layer.  In Scheme 4 we once again find the use of pinks and yellows.  
The main body of the pilaster, however, was finished in a darker pink than what was used 
on the column and column pedestal.  The pink found on the column pedestal (3.01-1c)
was used as a first coat on the pilaster, followed by an off-white middle layer and a bright, 
deep pink for the finish coat (3.02-2).  Similar colors are found in Schemes 5, 6, and 7 as 
the column. 
4.2.4.3. Sanctuary Portico Entablature 
Samples 3.03-1 and 3.04 through 3.04-8 were taken from the various elements of the 
architrave, frieze, and cornice that make up the portico entablature of the sanctuary.  
Because accessibility was limited to a ladder, the entire cornice was not sampled; those 
cavettos and fillets reaching to the ceiling could not be accessed.  Analysis of the cross 
sections reveals a seven-scheme layering sequence.  All samples show matching layer 
stratigraphies for the first three painting campaigns; these Schemes 1-3 were 
monochromatic as each element of the entablature was painted the same color.  Starting 
with Scheme 4, the entablature elements started becoming picked out in a more 
polychromatic scheme.   
Sample 3.04-6, taken from the band above the metope of the frieze, has been selected as a 
representative cross section for the portico entablature.  The original Scheme 1 consists of 
a layer of glue or size followed by one off-white paint layer.  Scheme 2 shows a very 
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similar off-white undercoat followed by a white finish coat.  An off-white primer with 
white (rather than French gray) finish layer is repeated in Scheme 3, but here they are 
finished with a thick dark brown glaze or varnish as seen on the walls.  The various 
elements of the portico entablature are picked out in either pink or light yellow in Scheme 
4; all cross sections show a light pink first coat with a finish coat of light yellow except in 
three instances—the architrave (3.03-1), guttae (3.04-1), and metopes (3.04-5)—which 
were painted pink.  In all samples, Scheme 4 was also finished with a dark brown glaze.  
Scheme 5 shows a tan first coat with an off-white second coat that was again glazed dark 
brown.  One exception was found in the sample from the bead of the cornice immediately 
above the frieze (3.04-7), which was painted light brown instead of off-white.  Scheme 6 
is also a two-layered campaign, beginning with a light green bottom layer and followed 
by a light greenish-white top coat, except in the aforementioned sample 3.04-7, where a 
light brown color was found.  The seventh and final scheme is the exuberant decorative 
stencil work made with the blues, pinks, purples, gold, and oranges seen today. 
4.2.4.4. Sanctuary Portico Ceiling 
Again, seven schemes are found in the cross sections of the thirteen samples (3.07-1 
through 3.07-13) taken from William Thackara’s decorative plasterwork on the portico 
ceiling.  Due to accessibility issues, the entire portico ceiling could not be sampled.   
However, upon examination, the cross sections of three of the samples revealed colors 
other than off-white for their original schemes.   
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In the medallion cross section, sample 3.01-7, one can see that the medallion was primed 
with an off-white layer, which was followed by a yellow bole layer and size onto which 
gold leaf was applied.  The gilding, or a faux variation thereof, has been repeated four 
more times.  There are only six, rather than seven, painting schemes for this sample, so it 
is hard to say which Scheme was skipped.  When compared to the other portico 
entablature and ceiling cross sections, it can be deduced with certainty that the medallion 
was repainted in Schemes 5, 6, and 7; the Scheme 5 tan and off-white with glaze layer 
match with the Scheme 5 coloring of the portico entablature as well as the other portico 
ceiling samples, and the same can be said for Schemes 6 and 7.  So the two campaigns of 
gilding located above the original Scheme 1 and below Scheme 5 had to have been 
completed in Schemes 2, 3, or 4.  Upon reasoning alone, I would venture to guess that the 
medallion gilding was left alone while the rest of the church underwent a Scheme 2 
repainting and was re-done in Schemes 3 and 4.  Thus far, Scheme 2 has not shown to be 
one of great consequence when compared to the more comprehensive Schemes 3 and 4, 
in which there were some more drastic decorative changes in the church.  Scheme 3 
involved the painting of the gold text on the altar wall and everything else was repainted 
a bright white.  Scheme 4 was the first scheme to leave white joinery and light-colored 
walls behind in a brightly colored polychromatic decorative scheme.  Scheme 2, however, 
involved only one layer on most elements and seems only to be one of maintenance 
rather than total redecoration of the church. 
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The next sample, 3.07-2, taken from the background of the medallion, was originally 
painted with an off-white primer and finished blue.  Here, Scheme 2 is identified as a 
repainting of the blue, but the color is slightly brighter than the original blue hue.  
Scheme 3 consists of an off-white primer and French gray final coat finished with a dark 
brown glaze; bright blue pigments can be seen within the white paint matrix.  In Scheme 
4 we again find a more polychrome decorative scheme consisting of a pink undercoat, 
light green top coat, and finished with a glaze. The colors of Scheme 5 are similar to 
those of the portico entablature with a tan undercoat, off-white finish coat, again topped 
with a dark glaze.  In Scheme 6, a very thin light green layer is seen under the tan and 
off-white layers; all of these are followed by a (most likely unintentional) return to the 
original blue in the present Scheme 7. 
The third cross section from the portico ceiling that exhibits a non-off-white original 
color was sampled from the flat recess after the ball, sample 3.07-13.  Here, a very light 
green is seen above an off-white primer in Scheme 1. 
The remaining eggs, fillets, recesses, and moldings that were sampled all show they were 
originally painted off-white, white for Scheme 2, and white with dark brown glaze for 
Scheme 3.  The cavetto sample cross section (3.07-6), however, shows that it was treated 
like the medallion background (3.07-2), and painted French gray in Scheme 3.  The 
fourth painting campaign was a polychromatic scheme; all parts of the portico ceiling 
were painted with a pink primer layer in Scheme 4, with either a pink, light green, light 
yellow or metallic gold or copper top coat, and finished with a brown glaze.  The 
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medallion, as mentioned, was again gilded in this campaign, but, in addition, the fillet 
outside the cavetto (3.07-7), the fillet after the flat recess (3.07-10), and the larger ball 
(3.07-12) were also treated with a gold or gold-like finish; the gold is somewhat difficult 
to discern in the cross section, but examination of the bulk samples proved gold does 
exist on the top-most layer of Scheme 4 in these samples.  Those features painted light 
green in Scheme 4 include: the medallion background (3.07-2); the cavetto after the 
smaller egg band (3.07-6); the flat recess after the third beak molding (3.07-9); and, the 
large flat recess after the larger egg band (3.07-13).  The only sampled light pink feature 
was the first recess after the smaller egg band (3.07-5).  All other sampled features on the 
portico ceiling were painted a light yellow in Scheme 4, including 3.07-12.  The fifth 
campaign went back to a simpler scheme consisting of a tan undercoat across the board 
followed by an off-white top coat.  Two features were painted light green in Scheme 5 
including the medallion background (3.07-2) and the scotia on which the larger balls are 
located (3.07-11).  Additionally, the border of the smaller egg motif (3.07-3) was painted 
a brownish-yellow color.  Portico ceiling elements were painted one of three variations of 
similar colors in Scheme 6: either light greenish white (3.07-1, 3.07-9, 3.07-13); tan on a 
light green undercoat (3.07-3, 3.07-4, 3.07-6, 3.07-8, 3.07-11, 3.07-12); or, off-white on 
tan and light green undercoats (3.07-2, 3.07-7, 3.07-10).  The final Scheme 7 are the 
numerous colors seen today on the portico ceiling; the small and large decorative plaster 
balls (3.07-4 & 3.07-12)were painted in imitation of gold on green grounds at this time. 
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4.2.5. Organ Loft 
Aside from the samples taken from the organ loft walls that have already been discussed 
in the Walls section above, additional organ loft elements were sampled in order to 
achieve an understanding of their paint layer sequencing.  These elements include: a 
wood pilaster including its capital (5.01-1 through 5.01-11); the wood cornice running 
along the organ loft wall (5.02-1 through 5.02-5); plaster arch (5.03-1 through 5.03-10); 
and, rosettes within the arch (5.07-1 through 5.07-5).   Examination of the cross sections 
reveals seven painting campaigns, except in the case of the rosettes. 
4.2.5.1. Organ Loft Pilaster 
As seen in 5.01-3, the organ loft pilaster was treated like the other woodwork in the 
church with two coats of cream-colored paint in the original Scheme 1.  The second 
campaign was very similar with two thicker coats of a similar off-white color.  Scheme 3 
consists of a homogenous white top coat finished with a dark glaze.  The fourth painting 
campaign shows colors typical to the scheme found on other elements, including light 
yellow and off-white.  The center recessed panel of the pilaster was painted the same dark 
pink as the large pilasters on the south altar wall.  Tan and off-white are once again found 
in Scheme 5 while Scheme 6 finds a monochromatic pilaster in yellow.  Interestingly, it 
looks as if the thin molding strip and pilaster shaft (5.01-2 & 5.01-3) were painted gold 
before the painter perhaps changed his mind in the present Scheme 7. 
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4.2.5.2. Organ Loft Cornice 
Five samples were taken from the cornice running along the wall of the organ loft cove; 
unlike the plaster cornice running along the upper portions of the gallery wall, this 
cornice was fashioned of wood.  The cross section of sample 5.02-2 best shows the 
cornice treatments, which are almost identical to those of the organ loft pilaster.  Schemes 
1 and 2 are again layers of off-white, followed by another off-white Scheme 3 treatment 
with dark brown glaze.  It is noted that the Scheme 3 white is not as homogenous and 
‘white’ as on the other woodwork.  Bottom light pink and top light yellow coats are once 
again found in Scheme 4 while Schemes 5 and 6 also mimic those on the organ loft 
pilaster. 
4.2.5.3. Arch and Coffers 
The decorative arch with recessed coffers and rosettes framing the organ loft cove also 
has a total of seven decorative campaigns.  The moldings, cavettos, and recesses of the 
arch were treated monochromatically in Schemes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.  Schemes 5 and 7 are 
the only ones in which the individual parts were picked out in different colors.  As seen in 
5.03-6, Schemes 1 and 2 were repeats of the same off-white color.  An off-white base 
coat and white top coat with dark brown glaze finish Scheme 3.  Scant traces of blue 
pigments are visible in some of the Scheme 3 layers, however, so the color may have 
been leaning more towards a French gray.  The dark brown glaze is also unusually thick 
on the arch, consistent across the arch sample cross sections.  Scheme 4 is again a light 
pink with light yellow finish while Scheme 5 is made up of the tan, off-white, and 
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yellowish-brown found on other church elements.  Scheme 6 goes back to a 
monochromatic treatment in yellow. 
The recessed coffers in the arch show identical stratigraphies for Schemes 1, 2, and 3 and 
were also originally painted off-white.  Schemes 4 and 5 show somewhat different 
treatments than the other elements in both the organ loft and entire church, displayed in 
the cross section of 5.03-2; a very bright, deep pink was used on the rosette background 
and frame in Scheme 4 and a deep orange-red is found on Scheme 5.  The sixth campaign 
was a light blue and the seventh as it is seen today. 
4.2.5.4. Rosettes 
The plaster rosettes of the organ loft arch show a high quality of craftsmanship and detail.  
Five separate areas of a rosette that had detached and fallen from the coffer were sampled 
in order to determine whether these areas had been treated at all differently from one 
another.  Analyses of the cross sections in conjunction with a physical examination of the 
rosette under the microscope with a scalpel show that the rosettes have only been painted 
three times.  Schemes 1, 6 and 7 can be seen in sample 5.07-1, from the rosette middle.  
Originally, the rosette was painted with an off-white ground and finished with the same 
light pink found on the church walls.  A glaze or varnish was also applied on the rosette 
at this time, the only element discovered to have been finished in such a manner.  Scheme 
6 is represented by the light blue layer, found on each rosette sample.  The rosette was 
painted in imitation gold in the present Scheme 7 and not as part of Scheme 6; 
examination of the rosette in bulk shows that some Scheme 7 red paint from the arch 
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coffers was inadvertently applied to the outer edges of the rosette petals, onto which the 
gold was then painted. 
4.3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: COLOR MATCHING 
There were twelve basic colors used in the original color palette of Scheme 1.  Aside 
from the gold leaf applied to the medallion of the portico ceiling, the eleven remaining 
colors were matched to Munsell matte color standards.  Bulk samples were scraped down 
to their original layers and colors were matched under both reflected light under the 
microscope and natural daylight.  After a Munsell notation was given to each required 
sample, it given its name based on the Color Name Charts in the National Bureau of 
Standards’ The Universal Color Language and Color Names Dictionary.  The resultant 
color palette is seen in the tables below (NB: due to slight modifications in color from 
digital manipulation and printing, the colors seen in the tables are very close, but not 
exact, matches of the actual Munsell color chips). 
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Table 4-1: Original Scheme 1 St. John’s Interior Palette 
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Table 4-1: Original Scheme 1 St. John’s Interior Palette 
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4.4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: MATERIALS ANALYSIS 
4.4.1. FTIR Results 
Three samples were analyzed for their binding media using FTIR at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art under Dr. Beth Price.  The FTIR spectra for all three samples are located 
in Appendix D.  Analysis of a sample from the west pilaster on the north wall (2.01-4) 
revealed that the woodwork was painted with an oil-based paint.  Chart 1 shows the FTIR 
spectra relevant to this sample.  In addition to the binding media, two forms of lead white 
were found: a basic lead carbonate and a neutral lead carbonate.  The neutral form, called 
cerussite, is rarely used as a white pigment but is occasionally found as an impurity in 
basic lead carbonate.  A lead salt was also detected through FTIR analysis; often, lead 
pigments react with the acid group from oils, which results in the formation of a lead salt 
or lead soap within the paint system. 
The second sample analyzed represents the original light pink layer of the nave walls 
(2.04-6d); its spectra are seen in Charts 2 and 3.  When exposure windows were opened 
on the north wall, it was believed that perhaps the earlier layers were casein- or 
distemper-based paints because the French gray of Scheme 3 and layers beneath could 
not be easily removed with the methanol- and methylene chloride-based chemical 
stripper that readily removed the upper emulsion and oil-based layers.  FTIR analysis, 
however, shows that, like the woodwork, oil-based paints were also applied to the plaster 
walls.  Comparison of the sample’s spectra to that of casein and linseed oil clearly shows 
that the sample’s peaks are identical to that of linseed oil and are not at all similar to 
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those of casein.  A strong carbonate peak in the spectra again shows the presence of two 
forms of lead white.  In addition, a weak peak identifies the existence of some calcium 
carbonate, or calcite.  Also known as whiting, calcite would have been added to the paint 
as an extender.  While linseed oil is used as a comparison spectrum, its presence cannot 
be confirmed by FTIR; an oil was definitely used as the binding medium, and, because 
linseed oil was the most commonly used media for oil-based architectural paints in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries based on historical recipes and trade manuals, it 
could readily be assumed that it was used on St. John’s as well. 
The third sample analyzed was the original glaze layer from a rosette on the organ loft 
arch.  FTIR analysis shows that the rosettes were finished with some sort of resin varnish, 
with the possibility of oil blended in as well, represented in Chart 4.  FTIR cannot 
identify exactly what kind of varnish was used; if this information were desired, gas 
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) would need to be utilized. 
4.4.2. SEM-EDS and Electron Dot Mapping Results 
Ten samples were analyzed for pigment identification through the use of scanning 
electron microscopy.  Both energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron dot 
mapping were utilized to determine the elemental composition of selected paint layers.  
Pigment identification not only helps better understand the original colors of the interior, 
but also aids in dating later layers so that the approximate date of certain decorative 
schemes and elements—such as the Scheme 3 decorative text and stained glass 
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windows—were applied or installed.  The relevant reference images and respective 
spectra from the SEM analysis are located in Appendix D.
EDS and Pigment Colorants of the Original Scheme 1 Layers 
The original yellowish white color of the woodwork was investigated through analysis of 
sample 1.04-3, from the cornice above the Doric entablature running below the balcony 
balustrade Chart 5.  As expected, lead was found to have a strong peak; the paint system 
undoubtedly consisted of lead white in linseed oil as this was the most common paint 
recipe for joinery in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.  In addition, calcium 
was detected, which confirms the FTIR result that calcium carbonate, or whiting, was 
most likely added as an extender. 
The other color found on a wood substrate was that of the center door, which was painted 
a light greenish gray (although actually appears bluer than its name suggests) (Chart 6).  
Interestingly, EDS revealed a strong lead peak as well as barium and aluminum.  In cross 
section, there are not many distinguishable pigment particles; the color, therefore, might 
have derived from a lake-based pigment.  This would be unusual because lakes were 
generally used in distemper systems and, while binder analysis was not performed on this 
sample, it was most likely an oil-based paint because of its function on a wood substrate.  
However, the presence of aluminum and barium are often associated with lakes.  Lake 
pigments are formed by precipitating a dye out of solution onto a base, which was usually 
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alumina, and would explain the presence of aluminum in the original layer.414  If a lake 
pigment was not used, another likely candidate for the blue color would be indigo, which 
is a blue vegetable dye and was often used in the eighteenth century in combination with 
white lead.  When in an oil medium, no distinct particles can be seen at ordinary 
magnification, as is the case in the center door cross sections; the layer almost seems to 
be stained by the dye.415  An explanation for the presence of barium might lie in the use 
of barium sulfate, or barium white, which was frequently used as both a base for lake 
pigments and as a general extender, and has been used in connection with paints since the 
beginning of the nineteenth century.416
The light yellowish pink of the walls was also examined through EDS analysis of sample 
2.05-3b, from the north wall (Charts 7 & 8).  In the off-white base layer, lead and calcium 
were detected, along with aluminum and magnesium (Chart 7).  Lead white with 
extenders in the form of whiting and/or talc (which would account for the presence of 
magnesium) are the most probable candidates for this wall base layer.  Unfortunately, no 
elements were found that might account for the pink color (Chart 8).  However, bright red 
pigment agglomerates are seen in numerous cross sections indicating the presence of a 
colorant.  Despite the lack of elemental information, a very probable suggestion for the 
red colorants and resultant light pink paint color could be a lake, most likely madder lake.  
In his Bank of Pennsylvania color recommendation letter, Latrobe referred to his desired 
414 Penn, 6. 
415 Gettens and Stout, 120. 
416 Ibid., 96. 
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pink color specifically as “lake,” which most likely denoted madder lake. Unlike most 
lakes which are prone to fading, madder lake is distinguished by its remarkable 
permanency and works well in both distemper and oil media.417   Madder was used 
extensively during this time period and could very well have been responsible for 
bringing the pink color to the nave walls at St. John’s. 
The fourth sample analyzed with EDS was a layer of light bluish gray in 3.06-1d, from 
the bands between the recessed panels of the south wall behind the altar and below the 
portico (Chart 9).  This color was found on all samples from the bands between the 
panels as well as the wainscoting beneath.  In addition to lead and calcium, the blue 
colorant is revealed through the presence of cobalt (Co) and aluminum (Al).  Cobalt blue 
(CoO . Al2O3), also called Thénard’s blue, is an extremely stable pigment, unaffected by 
sunlight, and insoluble in both strong alkalis and bases.418  Two different preparation 
methods were discovered in 1775 and 1777, while Thénard introduced his own recipe in 
1803.419
Both the white ground layer and the grayish blue finish layer of sample 3.06-2-8 were 
analyzed as a representative of the darkest of the blues found on the altar wall (Charts 10 
& 11).  As expected, lead white was identified with a strong peak in the white first coat, 
along with magnesium from a possible talc extender (Chart 10).  Unfortunately, no 
elements were detected that give a strong clue as to the composition of the final blue 
417 Penn, 7. 
418 Ibid., 108. 
419 Eastaugh, et al., 113. 
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finish (Chart 11).  Lead, calcium, and magnesium were identified; aluminum was also 
identified, which may suggest the use of cobalt once again.  Strong blue pigment particles 
are visible in cross section in greater concentration than those used on the lighter blue 
colors of the same wall.  Because the three shades of blue seem to be variations on one 
another, their differences could lie in their concentrations of cobalt blue. 
The three different colors found on the decorative plasterwork of the portico ceiling were 
also analyzed.  As suggested in analysis of its cross section, the medallion (3.07-1) was 
painted with an off-white ground, a bright yellow layer with size, and a final treatment of 
gilding (Charts 12, 13 & 14).  Both the bright yellow layer and the suspected gilt layer 
were analyzed with EDS.  Upon its initial inspection, only lead and calcium were 
detected in the yellow layer (Chart 12).  Upon higher magnification, EDS revealed the 
presence of chrome (Cr) (Chart 13).  Pigments called chrome yellow vary in color from 
light yellow to orange-yellow and are composed of lead chromate (PbCrO4).  Chrome 
yellow had been discovered in 1797, but did not come into commercial production before 
1811, at which time it was being produced in Philadelphia.420  Its use at St. John’s, 
therefore, is relatively early.  Atop the yellow, a layer of glue size was applied, and then a 
thin layer of gold leaf.  EDS did identify the presence of gold, so the medallion was in all 
likelihood gilded with pure gold leaf (Chart 14).  Radon was also detected, but this is 
most likely a contaminant or a mis-read.   
420 Penn, 12. 
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The dark grayish blue that was found on the medallion background of the portico ceiling 
was also analyzed for elemental and pigment identification (3.07-2) (Chart 15).  This is 
the same blue that was found on the six samples of the recessed rectangular panels.  Just 
as in the wall sample, though, EDS analysis did not reveal any elements that are 
identified with blue pigments.  Aluminum was once again detected, however, and could 
be a possible tracer for the existence of cobalt.
The final sample analyzed on the portico ceiling was the pale yellow green of the flat 
recess found in the cross section of 3.07-13 (Chart 16).  An unusual element appeared 
upon EDS analysis of the light green layer: chlorine (Cl).  Research suggests that its 
presence could identify the use of Brunswick green on this portion of the portico ceiling.  
Named after the town in Germany in which the Gravenhorst brothers were the first to 
produce ammonium chloride and subsequently discover this pigment in 1764, Brunswick 
green has taken on many meanings, suggesting that it has since become more of a general 
color term.  It was originally made by covering copper fillings with a solution of sal 
ammoniac (ammonium chloride) and leaving the mixture in a closed container, before 
washing and drying the solid.421  The presence of chlorine in the sample may very well 
indicate the use of Brunswick green; however, copper was not identified so it could also 
be ruled out. 
The tenth sample analyzed with EDS was 5.07-1, from the middle of a decorative rosette 
from the organ loft arch (Chart 17).  Elements identified in the original light pink (pale 
421 Eastaugh, et al., 64. 
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orange yellow) layer include calcium, barium, lead, aluminum, and magnesium.  Because 
there are not many distinct pigments visible in cross section, the light pink may have been 
produced with a lake-derived pigment such as madder lake.  Pinks were often identified 
by color simply as “lake” (as in the case of Latrobe’s Bank of Pennsylvania color scheme 
letter), and the presence of barium and aluminum could indicate a lake pigment base, as 
noted above.
The following table is a summary of the elements found in the original paint layers 
through EDS analysis and their suggestive pigments or colorants: 
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Table 4-2: Summary of EDS analysis and suggestive colorants for Scheme 1 
Sample # Original layer color Elements detected Possible pigment 
1.04-3
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Electron Dot Maps and EDS for Later Layers 
Another useful application of EDS and electron dot mapping is for the possible dating of 
decorative schemes.  Through the indication of certain elements and their analogous 
pigments with known dates of invention or introduction, it is possible to put a relative 
date on certain paint layers.  One of the questions going into this investigation was the 
age of the stained glass windows and whether or not they were original to the building.  
Comparison of the relevant stratigraphies, discussed above, has already put to rest that 
the windows were not original, but were rather installed between the third and fourth 
decorative campaigns.  To further corroborate this evidence, EDS analysis of the first 
dark brown layer of the stained glass window shows a strong presence of zinc (Chart 18).  
Leaded zinc oxide was invented and produced in the United States sometime between 
1854 and 1868, and it soon became the preferred white pigment over the ubiquitous white 
lead of centuries past.422  Based on simply the fact that zinc is present in the first paint 
layer of the stained glass window, it is safe to assume that they were not installed until at 
least the 1860s at the very earliest. 
Zinc was also identified through electron dot mapping of one sample as well as EDS 
analysis of later layers in other samples.  In fact, evidence of zinc in the second 
decorative campaign leads us to believe that the original decorative treatment of the 
church was retained until at least 1854.  EDS analysis identifies zinc in all of the second 
decorative treatments, as seen, for example, in Chart 19 of the woodwork sample 1.04-3.  
422 Eastaugh, et al., 405. 
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A dot map of the altar wall sample—3.06-2-8—also confirms the presence of zinc in the 
light pink of Scheme 2 in addition to the French gray of Scheme 3 (Chart 20). 
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CHAPTER 5
ST. JOHN’S INTERIOR SURFACE FINISHES
INTERPRETATION, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR           
FURTHER STUDY & CONCLUSIONS
INTERPRETATION OF THE ORIGINAL INTERIOR 
Based on the colors and materials found through analysis, it is not difficult to imagine the 
effect this palette would have had on the architecture of the church.  Clean and bright 
with accents of calculated gilding and light colors, the interior would have been a sight to 
behold.  The plaster walls were pale yellowish pink and the woodwork and decorative 
plasterwork were painted a slight yellowish white in contrast.  The splashes of color that 
were found were concentrated on elements in and around the altar and sanctuary area.  
Three slightly different shades of blue were found on the south sanctuary altar wall.  The 
darkest—grayish blue—was found on six samples and its presence could suggest the 
possibility of decorative painting in the recessed panels of this wall.  The medium shade 
of blue—bluish gray—was found on all of the other samples from the recessed panels, 
while the lightest shade of blue found on this wall—light bluish gray—was limited to the 
bands between and wainscoting below the recessed panels.
The darkest grayish blue was also found to be the color of the portico ceiling medallion 
background.  The rays of the medallion were gilded in a bright gold leaf applied over 
brilliant yellow ground, intended to make the gilding appear even more gold than it 
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already was.  The effect of the bright gold medallion against the dark blue background 
must have been quite striking, a symbolic visual reference to divine light out of the blue 
vault of heaven.  The third color discovered on the portico ceiling is the pale yellow 
green found on the flat recessed band.  Due to limited access in sampling the portico 
entablature and ceiling, perhaps these—and other—colors might have also been found on 
other areas. 
While almost all of the decorative plasterwork and woodwork was yellowish white, three 
elements were painted differently.  First, the handrail of the balcony balustrade was 
painted a dark grayish brown.  Secondly, the coffered rosettes in the organ loft arch were 
painted with what is called pale orange yellow, but what looks more like a light pink.  
Not only are the rosettes the only colored decorative plaster elements on any non-
sanctuary area of the interior, they were also finished with a resin varnish.  Such a 
treatment, especially high up away from direct view, would have given the illusion of 
gilding without the cost.  The third element was the center door, which was found to be 
painted a fourth shade of blue; this one, light greenish gray, is lighter than any of the 
blues found on the altar wall.  This center door was most likely deliberately finished this 
way to echo the blues of the altar wall, and together with the light pink rosettes, they 
provided a sense of balance to the interior color scheme.   
Clearly the decorative focus of St. John’s interior was on the altar and sanctuary area, 
which is no surprise given its significance and prominence both liturgically and 
architecturally.  The recessed panels and decorative wreaths of the wall under the portico 
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were designed to provide the visual interest and didactic needs for the congregation.  
While decorative text was not found with certainty until the third decorative campaign, it 
is undeniable that the three large rectangular recessed panels were created with the 
intention of displaying the Ten Commandments and other texts in the Episcopalian and 
Anglican tradition.  Exposures should definitely be made to see whether original 
decorative painting still exists.  The other option is that wood or canvas tablet-shaped 
panels could have been hung within the recessed panels until the congregation could 
afford to pay a decorative painter to paint the gold text found directly on the walls in 
Scheme 3.   
LATER DECORATIVE SCHEMES 
Due to the discovery of zinc-based pigments as early as Scheme 2, the original colors and 
decoration of the interior remained in service for a relatively long time, at least for over 
thirty years.  This is not surprising given the fact that it was executed in expensive and 
long-lasting oil paints.  Scheme 2, on the whole, was not drastically different from that of 
Scheme 1; the woodwork was painted off-white again, the walls were painted white, the 
south sanctuary wall was painted with light pinks and purples along with the center door, 
and all of the ceiling plasterwork was painted white as well.  If anything, Scheme 2 made 
the church more monochromatic.  The third decorative campaign—Scheme 3—brought a 
new feeling into the interior through the ubiquitous use of the delicate French gray color 
on most of the plasterwork.  In addition, an extensive decorative painting campaign of 
gold, shadowed text on the sanctuary wall was applied at this time and the entire interior 
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was glazed throughout.  Scheme 3 was certainly one that required much time, effort and 
money to complete.
After Scheme 3 was in place, a drastic change occurred that would have changed the 
experience of Strickland’s interior forever.  The two stained glass windows were installed 
at some point before the fourth painting campaign, most likely at some point in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century.  The clear-paned windows of the church’s construction 
were removed and replaced by the dark-colored painted stained glass.  This was certainly 
a reflection of the changing tastes in the times as stained glass and darker colors 
eventually became synonymous with the Victorian church interior.  “Plain glass would of 
course admit more light than the close-leaded bits of glass.  But the quest for worship has 
stimulated the making of windows of beauty and symbolism rather than windows to 
supply abundant light.”423  This was a common sentiment throughout the late nineteenth 
century and into the twentieth century, and was reflected in the changing colors of St. 
John’s, and later, Holy Trinity.  The colors of Schemes 4, 5, and 6 were darker, with deep 
pink salmons, browns and blues used throughout these palettes.  To quote a Mr. John 
Donne, “Churches are best for prayer that have the least light,/ To see God, only, I go out 
of sight.”424  The light-filled and lightly-colored interior that Strickland imagined lasted 
only through the church’s first two decorative campaigns, to be supplanted by the latest 
interior decorating ecclesiological trends. 
423 William H. Leach, Protestant Church Building: Planning, Financing, Designing (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1948), 98. 
424 Ibid. 
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MATERIALS USED 
Discoveries made by chemists in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries gave 
artists and painters in the early nineteenth century a range of available pigments greater 
than ever before.  The isolation of chromium, barium, platinum, and cadmium made a 
vast array of many new yellows and greens, and the improvement of lake-making 
techniques in this time period provided painters with a wide selection of madder colors 
ranging from rose, through scarlet and crimson to purple and brown.425  Yellow, green, 
and pink were all found at St. John’s in addition to a bluish-grays.  The use of chrome 
yellow on the medallion of the portico ceiling must have been one of the first uses of 
such a brilliant pigment in a Philadelphia church interior. 
It was very common during this time to paint plaster walls with casein-based or distemper 
paints as they were economical and could be applied to uncured lime plaster.  Plastered 
walls usually took years to cure completely, and it was only then that the application of 
an oil-based paint was possible (lest we forget the debacle of Henry Holland’s first 
attempt to paint Latrobe’s Bank of Pennsylvania).  Painters’ manuals such as the Towers’ 
Every Man His Own Painter describe the method in which a plaster wall should be 
painted in oil paint: 
In painting a new wall, the oil should be put on quite warm, in order to make the 
paint adhere; without this precaution, the paint would be apt to rise and fall off in 
scales.  The first coat to be applied to the wall, is good boiled oil.  When this is 
dry and hard, a thin coat of weak size may be put on, in order to stop the suction 
425 Rosamond D. Harley, Artists’ Pigments c. 1600-1835, A Study in English Documentary Sources 2nd ed. 
(Boston: Butterworth Scientific, 1982), 181-88. 
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of the wall, and bring the work to a uniform appearance.  When this second coat is 
dry, the wall must be painted with a thin coat of light lead color, mixed in boiled 
oil; to which, a little spirits of turpentine and litharge must be added to harden it.  
When this coat is perfectly dry, rub it smooth with sand paper, procure some of 
the best English ground lead, and mix it with equal parts of raw linseed oil and 
spirits of turpentine.426
Obviously, this is an involved and time-consuming process that required much attention 
and care.  Because only oil-based paints were used on St. John’s walls, the first 
decorative campaign was surely one well worth waiting for.
Lead white with extenders such as whiting and/or talc were pigments found throughout 
the samples.  “Three times in lead” was an oft-heard and writ direction for painting 
interior woodwork.  Robert Mills’ specifications called for three times in white lead, and 
the St. John’s cross sections prove it was used here as well.  White lead was probably the 
most important pigment available to eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century painters as 
it was used as a putty, primer, base color, and finishing color.  Almost every paint job 
called for its use in some form.427  The St. John’s painters may have even, in fact, bought 
their white lead from the Wetherill family paint company; started by Samuel Wetherill, 
the first formal factory for manufacturing white lead was in Philadelphia in 1804.428
White lead in oil, however, does have a tendency to yellow upon aging, especially when 
covered with later paint layers and left in the dark.  For this reason, the color matched to 
the woodwork in this study of St. John’s may actually be slightly more yellow than it 
appeared when it was applied.   
426 Towers, 9-10. 
427 Penn, 8. 
428 Ibid. 
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By the middle of the nineteenth century, however, the dangers and poisons of lead were 
well-known.  Zinc oxide was first produced in France in the late eighteenth century and it 
took until about 1850 for the United States to start domestic manufacturing of the new 
pigment.  Sources do not agree on the exact date of introduction, as some say 1850 and 
others say between 1854 and 1868.  It was known that imported white zinc paint was 
being used on a “limited” scale by late 1850 from an item in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle,
14 October 1850:
Perhaps the most important of modern discoveries is that of a white material 
manufactured from zinc, which, when generally known, must entirely supersede 
the use of white lead.  In the manufacturing of this article, there is nothing 
deleterious to affect the system of the laborers, while in the process of making 
white lead, thousands of human beings have been, and still are, yearly 
sacrificed….We saw, on Saturday, a house that had been painted with it, and it 
was in every way superior to any specimen of house painting we had previously 
examined.  The paint is of snowy whiteness, and as hard as enamel….It is cheaper 
than white lead, and the color stands for any length of time without changing.429
In cross section, it is easy to see the homogenous “snowy whiteness” of the white zinc 
layers on the woodwork of Scheme 3, for example.  While zinc was also identified in 
Scheme 2, these layers were more heterogeneous and the presence of lead may indicate 
that a leaded zinc oxide was used, which are made by the direct oxidation of lead-bearing 
zinc ores.430
429 Arthur Channing Downs, Jr., “Zinc for Paint and Architectural Use in the 19th Century,” APT Bulletin,
vol. 8, no. 4 (1976): 90. 
430 Gettens and Stout, 177. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
In order to fully understand the church interior, those areas that could not be sampled and 
studied should be.  The ceiling, in the middle of which can be seen the ghost of 
decorative plasterwork, should be examined.  The rest of the portico entablature and 
ceiling should also be sampled and analyzed to see whether any of the colors that were 
found were used on any other locations.  In addition, the pulpit—whose decorative 
woodwork mimics that of the medallion above—should be sampled to confirm whether it 
is original to the church, along with the baptismal font in the rear.  The finishes of the 
pews might also warrant further study. 
Full color renderings to demonstrate how the original interior appeared with all of its 
colors in place might also be a worthy avenue to explore.  Renderings of the later 
decorative schemes would also be of interest to see how the interior visually changed 
over the years. 
Along with supplementary studies of the interior finishes, a thorough and complete 
Historic Structure Report (HSR) for St. John’s should be made.  While this thesis looked 
at the limited resources available to describe the history of the church, there are many 
gaps in its architectural history that should be closed.  Other resources such as vestry 
records or bills of services should be tracked down if they exist, and all avenues of 
possible historic documentation should be exhausted in order to fully comprehend the 
history of the physical fabric of the church.  Included in such a study might also be a 
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complete documentary and physical assessment of the stained glass windows, in order to 
fully grasp their significance and function in the church.
CONCLUSIONS
The palette revealed through the investigation of St. John’s original interior surface 
finishes is subtle, light, and clear.  The Baltimore Basilica is really the only other free 
Neoclassical church whose finishes have been studied and subsequently restored, and 
therefore offers the best comparison to the findings at St. John’s.  The colors of the 
Basilica do not meander from Latrobe’s oft-used, albeit quite agreeable, palette of pale 
yellows, pinks, and blues.  The finishes function to enhance the architectural forms, 
which is where the interest of the building lies.  While it is easier to actually see the 
colors used at the Basilica than to picture the finishes used at St. John’s, both buildings 
originally had light pastel-colored walls and white or off-white woodwork.  The 
materiality of the woodwork is denied, rather than enhanced, by the monochromatic 
treatment so common to Neoclassical interiors of the time.  Not until the polychromatic 
schemes of the late Greek Revival and ecclesiastical Gothic Revival became fashionable 
in the later half of the nineteenth century was color once again necessary to enhance the 
natural beauty of materials and not disguise their true nature.431
While finishes are often a function of economy no matter what kind of building type is 
being studied, churches offer a unique twist to interpreting period surface treatments in 
431 Harrison, 8. 
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that the religious denomination of the church plays an important part in its decoration.  
The Calvinists in New England and Quakers in Philadelphia, for example, built simple 
and humble houses of worship, remarkable for their continued conservative traditions.  
The Roman Catholics and Episcopalians, on the other hand, embraced new styles and 
modes of expression including the decoration of their churches.  Therefore, it is of 
consequence that St. John’s was known as the “most fashionable” church of its day; this 
was most likely short-lived as Haviland’s St. Andrew’s soon took over that title a few 
years later, but it is telling of how St. John’s original interior must have possessed a sense 
of beauty unlike any other church interior seen in Philadelphia at the time. 
St. John’s original finishes display qualities that express both the building’s function as 
an Episcopalian church and as an avant-garde example of free Neoclassicism.  Its 
architectural and liturgical focus, as in all Episcopalian and Anglican churches, is on the 
altar; not only do the massive columns and decorative portico bring proper attention to 
the altar, but the recessed panels and decorative wreaths worked in plaster on the wall 
behind do the same.  The sanctuary is masterfully designed and crafted, its smoth, subtely 
recessed wall planes contrasted by the heavily enriched mouldings and sculptural 
elements hovering above.  The finishes found around the altar, sanctuary, and portico also 
help emphasize the altar’s importance in the liturgy; gold leaf shines down from the 
medallion on the ceiling above while delicate greens and blues offer a pleasing contrast to 
the lighter pink of the other walls.  There is not as much of an emphasis on the altar 
through finishes at the Baltimore Basilica as there is at St. John’s; Latrobe’s colors, while 
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they do enhance his control of light and volumes, are spread evenly throughout the space.  
Except for, perhaps, the recessed panels on the frieze below the main dome, no one space 
or element commands immediate attention because of the finishes that were placed there.   
Upon selection of the standards used for color matching, it was somewhat surprising to 
see the resulting array of three dark grayish blues, especially because they appear so 
much lighter in cross section.  However, they complement the shade of the rest of the 
walls quite nicely and are not overly garish.  It must also be remembered that the cobalt 
used to make these colors, as well as the chrome yellow used on the portico ceiling above, 
were relatively new and expensive pigments for 1816 (or 1820, perhaps, by the time the 
walls had dried properly).  In this way, then, the finishes, like the building itself, are 
reminders of a very modern and avant-garde example of free Neoclassicism. 
It is hoped that this study has contributed to the scholarship regarding early nineteenth-
century interior architectural surface finishes and will be also be used as a guide for any 
future redecoration of Holy Trinity.  The building holds a unique place in the evolution of 
American architecture and contributes significantly to the historical fabric of Philadelphia.
While the present congregation places liturgical demands on the building that are 
different from those of the denomination for which the church was built, there is no 
reason why the interior could not be restored to its former light-filled and luminous self.  
Solutions could be devised that are satisfying to all parties—in which Godefroy or 
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Latrobe could once again find the sublime, and that Strickland himself would find quite 
gratifying.





Figure 1-1: Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church, 232 N. Bodine St., Philadelphia, PA 
(Source: K. Johnston, 2006).
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Figure 1-2: Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church, close up of exterior 















Figure 1-4: Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church, east gallery, south end of gallery has been removed   
(Source: K. Johnston, 2006).
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Figure 1-5: Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church, south sanctuary wall with deco-







Figure 1-6: Holy Trinity Romanian Orthodox Church, looking toward north wall and organ loft                    
(Source: K. Johnston, 2006).
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Figure 2-4: Design for a Masonic Hall, Baltimore, Maximilian Godefroy; 1812 sketched 
perspective by William Stricklad (Source: Alexander, Godefroy, ).
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Figure 2-5: Trinity Episcopal Church, Newport, Rhode Island, Richard Mun-
day, 1726  (Source: Chiat, 63).
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Figure 2-9: Shockoe Church, Richmond, watercolor rendering by Benjamin Henry Latrobe, 
1798/99, unexecuted (Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 1, colorplate 5b).
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Figure 2-11: Proposed 1804 design for John’s Island Church, South Carolina, Robert Mills, longitudinal section, 
unexecuted (Source: Bryan, 47).
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Figure 2-12: Sansom Street Baptist Church, Philadelphia, Robert Mills, designed 
1811-12 (Source: Bryan, 83).
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Figure 2-13: The Minor Basilica of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Baltimore 








Figure 2-14: Monumental Church, Richmond, Robert Mills, 1812-14 (Source: Bryan, 98).
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Figure 2-15: Monumental Church interior looking towards the pulpit, Robert Mills, 1812-14 
(Source: Liscombe, The Church Architecture of Robert Mills????????????
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Figure 2-16: St. John’s Church, Washington, DC, 1815-16, Benjamin Henry Latrobe water-
color rendering (Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 2, colorplate 15a).
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Figure 2-17: Temple of the New Jerusalem, for the New Swedenborgian Church, Philadelphia, 
William Strickland, 1816-17 (Source: Gilchrist, plate 18A).
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Figure 2-18: First Unitarian Church, Baltimore, Maximilian Godefroy, 1817-18 
(Source: Alexander, Godefroy, 135).
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Figure 2-19: First Unitarian Church, Philadelphia, Robert Mills, 1812; replaced in 1825 with a 







Figure 3-1: Robert Adam’s Lansdowne House drawing room as restored at the Philadelphia Museum of Art 







Figure 3-2: Mount Vernon bedroom; the woodwork was painted dark blue with white walls








(Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 1, 207).
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Figure 3-5: The Bank of Pennsylvania east-west section, Benjamin Henry Latrobe 







Figure 3-6: Benjamin Henry Latrobe’s Baltimore Cathedral, west-east section drawn by painter George Bridport
(Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 2, colorplate 11b).
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Figure 3-7: The Baltimore Basilica after its 2006 restoration
(Source: K. Johnston, 2007).
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Figure 3-8: The Baltimore Basilica dome after its 2006 restoration
(Source: John G. Waite Associates, Architects 2007).
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Figure 3-9: The Baltimore Basilica, one of the four mural paintings discovered in the recessed 
panels of the rotunda drum  (Source: K. Johnston, 2006).
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Figure 3-10: The Baltimore Basilica, The Assumption of Mary, one of two new murals painted 
on the smaller rotundas as part of the restoration; there is no evidence of original murals in these 
locations (Source: K. Johnston, 2006).
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Figure 3-11: First Unitarian Church, Baltimore, Maximilian Godefroy; 1819 rendering by 
William Goodacre (Source: Alexander, Godefroy, 138).
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Figure 3-12: First Unitarian Church, Baltimore, Godefroy, section showing organ design 
(Source: Alexander, Godefroy, 138).
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Figures 3-13a & 13-b: The Second Bank after original colors restored, main banking hall ceil-
ing (above) and general view (below) (Source: K. Johnston, 2007).
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Figure 3-14: The William Pennock House stairhall, 1796 rendering by Benjamin 
Henry Latrobe (Source: Fazio and Snadon, plate 8).
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Figure 3-15: ?????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
the Adam-inspired decoration is evident (Source: Fazio and Snadon, 220).
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Figure 3-16: The John Tayloe House, two section drawings by Benjamin Henry 
Latrobe, c. 1796-99 (Source: Fazio and Snadon, 250).
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Figure 3-17: The John Tayloe House, lower section from previous sheet, looking west, color 
reproduction (Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 1, colorplate 3b).
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Figure 3-18: The Richmond Theatre and Ballroom, watercolor rendering of the ballroom, 
Benjamin Henry Latrobe, 1797-98 (Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 1, 141).
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Figure 3-19: The Richmond Theatre and Ballroom, “View of the house from the Stage,” 




Figure 3-20: The Second Bank of the United States, Benjamin Henry Latrobe’s competition 





ing plan, unexecuted, 1818 (Source: Cohen and Brownell, part 2, colorplate 16b).
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Figure 3-22: The William Waln House, exterior, Philadelphia, Latrobe 1805-08 (Source: 
Fazio and Snadon, 329).
Figure 3-23: A scene from Flaxman’s The Iliad (Source: Lindsey, 212).
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Figure 3-24: Greek-inspired klismos chair designed by Benjamin 




Figure 3-25: Pier table from the Waln House drawing room furniture suite, designed by Ben-
jamin Henry Latrobe (Source: Lindsey, 215).
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Figure 3-26: Louis Francois Cassas’ Voyage pittoresque de la Syrie, de la 








Figure 3-27: Recreation of the Waln House drawing room at the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1987; the furniture 
is from the original suite designed by Latrobe while the decorative wall painting is based on scenes from Flaxman’s 
Iliad with conjectural trompe l’oeil panels (Source: Garvan, 91).
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Figure 3-28: The Adam brothers Etruscan dressing room at Osterley Park, painted by 




Figure 3-29: Original and restored Neoclassical wall paintings 




Figure 3-30: Original and later schemes of trompe l’oeil 




Figure 3-31: The Octagonal Reception Room at Telfair Mansion, Savannah; a wonder-
ful example of trompe l’oeil paneling in imitation of oak (Source: Matero, 34).
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Figure 3-32: St. Mary’s, Puddletown, Dorset, England; biblical text 
painted directly on the nave walls (Source: Upton, Holy Things, 54).
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Figure 3-33: St. Mary’s, Badley, Suffolk, England; the Ten Commandments and other scrip-
tures are painted on tablet-shaped panels and hung on the wall (Source: Upton, Holy Things,
51).




Figure 3-35: St. Mary’s White Chapel, Virginia, painted tablet-shaped boards were hung 
directly on the altar wall (Source: Upton, Holy Things, 121).
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Figure 3-36: Aquia Church, Virginia, tablets are mounted in a 




Figure 3-37: A design for an altarpiece in Batty Langley’s City and Country Builder’s and 
Workman’s Treasury of Designs (1740) (Source: Upton, Holy Things, 131).
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Figure 3-38:  Robert Mills’ watercolor section drawing for an unexecuted Episcopal church 
on Johns Island, South Carolina, 1803/04; tablets with the Ten Commandments and other 
text are clearly seen on the walls next to the pulpit  (Source: Bryan, 48).
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Figure 3-39:  Robert Mills’ watercolor section drawing for a proposed addition to St. 
Michael’s Church, Charleston, South Carolina, 1804; tablets with the Ten Commandments 







Figure 3-40:  The G
reek O
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hurch, built by John H





Figure 3-41:  The Presbyterian Church, Fredericksburg, Virginia, c. 1833, trompe l’oeil 
molding painted on wall analyzed by Susan Buck (Source: Buck, 2).
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Figure 4-2:  Exposure windows made on the north plaster wall revealing (from left to 
right) Schemes 6, 4, and 3 (Source: K. Johnston, 2007).
Scheme 6 Scheme 4 Scheme 3
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Figure 4-3:  Scheme 3 gold text revealed on the recessed panels of the south 
sanctuary wall (Source: K. Johnston, 2007).
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Figure 4-4:  Capital-lettered Scheme 5 text is visible under Scheme 6 mural 
painting within the red circles (Source: K. Johnston, 2007).
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APPENDIX A
CONTEXTUAL DOCUMENTATION OF INTEREST
A-1:   National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form 
A-2:   “Cosmopolitan Modernism and Professional Ambition: William Strickland’s First 
 Church and the Screened Arch,” speech given by Jeffrey A. Cohen 
A-3:   Benjamin Henry Latrobe to Samuel M. Fox, 8 July 1805                                  
 (Source: The Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Benjamin Henry 
 Latrobe, volume 2, 97-100) 
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MASTER SAMPLE LIST
Date Taken Sample # Element Substrate Sample Location/Comments 
     
11/5/2005 1.01-1 column wood column #2 west: shaft: flute 
11/5/2005 1.01-2 column wood W2 shaft: bottom 
11/5/2005 1.01-3a column wood W2 capital: astragal: fillet, lower 
11/5/2005 1.01-3b column wood column #3 east: capital: astragal: sinkage 
11/5/2005 1.01-3c column wood E3 capital: astragal: fillet, upper 
11/5/2005 1.01-4 column wood E3 capital: echinus 
11/5/2005 1.01-5 column wood E3 capital: abacus 
12/3/2005 2.01-4 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: pilaster face, lower 1/3 
12/3/2005 2.01-5 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: pilaster side, lower 1/3 
12/3/2005 2.01-6 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: pilaster face, middle 1/3 
12/3/2005 2.01-7 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: pilaster face, upper 1/3 
12/3/2005 2.01-8 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital 
12/3/2005 2.01-9 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: astragal: fillet, lower 
12/3/2005 2.01-10 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: astragal: sinkage 
12/3/2005 2.01-11 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: astragal, fillet, upper 
12/3/2005 2.01-12 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: necking 
12/3/2005 2.01-13 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: echinus 
12/3/2005 2.01-14 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: abacus 
12/3/2005 2.01-15 pilaster wood N wall, W of door: capital: abacus, cap 
     
11/5/2005 1.02-1 architrave wood N wall, W of door: architrave 
11/5/2005 1.03-1 frieze wood N wall, W of door: gutta 
11/5/2005 1.03-2 frieze wood N wall, W of door: regula 
11/5/2005 1.03-3 frieze wood N wall, W of door: taenia (?), under metope 
11/5/2005 1.03-4 frieze wood N wall, W of door: taenia, under triglyph 
11/5/2005 1.03-5a frieze wood N wall, W of door: triglyph: V groove 
11/5/2005 1.03-5b frieze wood N wall, W of door: triglyph: shank femur 
11/5/2005 1.03-6 frieze wood N wall, W of door: metope 
11/5/2005 1.03-7 frieze wood N wall, W of door: triglyph cap 
11/5/2005 1.03-8 frieze wood N wall, W of door: above metope 
11/5/2005 1.03-9 frieze wood N wall, W of door: band above [triglyph] cap 
11/5/2005 1.04-1 cornice wood N wall, W of door: 1 
11/5/2005 1.04-2 cornice wood N wall, W of door: 2 
11/5/2005 1.04-3 cornice wood N wall, W of door: 3 
11/5/2005 1.04-4 cornice wood N wall, W of door: 4 
11/5/2005 1.04-5 cornice wood N wall, W of door: 5 
11/5/2005 1.04-6 cornice wood N wall, W of door: 6 
     
2/11/2006 1.05-1 balustrade balustrade from organ loft, E: baluster pedestal 
2/11/2006 1.05-2 balustrade balustrade from organ loft, E: baluster   
2/11/2006 1.05-3 balustrade balustrade from organ loft, E: upper rail 
2/11/2006 1.05-4 balustrade balustrade from organ loft, E: upper rail, top-most 
     
12/3/2005 2.01-1 baseboard wood N wall, pilaster W of door: base molding 
12/3/2005 2.01-2 baseboard wood N wall, pilaster W of door: base molding 
12/3/2005 2.01-3 baseboard wood N wall, pilaster W of door: base molding 
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12/3/2005 2.02-1 baseboard wood N wall: baseboard 
12/3/2005 2.02-2 baseboard wood N wall: baseboard capping 
12/3/2005 2.02-3 baseboard wood N wall: baseboard capping top 
12/3/2005 2.02-4 baseboard wood W wall: baseboard bottom strip (**only on W wall)
12/3/2005 2.02-5 baseboard wood W wall: baseboard  
12/3/2005 2.02-6 baseboard wood W wall: baseboard capping 
12/3/2005 2.02-7 baseboard wood W wall: baseboard capping top 
12/3/2005 2.02-8 baseboard wood E wall: baseboard 
12/3/2005 2.02-9 baseboard wood E wall: baseboard capping 
12/3/2005 2.02-10 baseboard wood E wall: baseboard capping top 
     
1/19/2006 2.03-1a door wood N wall, W door: panel 
1/19/2006 2.03-1b door wood N wall, W door: flat band next to panel 
1/19/2006 2.03-1c door wood N wall, W door: interior small molding strip 
1/19/2006 2.03-1d door wood N wall, W door: larger molding strip 
1/19/2006 2.03-1e door wood N wall, W door: door stile (flat vertical) 
1/19/2006 2.03-1f door wood N wall, W door: door rail (flat horizontal) 
1/19/2006 2.03-2a door surround wood N wall, W door: flat, facing inside 
1/19/2006 2.03-2b door surround wood N wall, W door: most interior small molding 
1/19/2006 2.03-2c door surround wood N wall, W door: wide flat 
1/19/2006 2.03-2d door surround wood N wall, W door: small molding, 3rd from outside 
1/19/2006 2.03-2e door surround wood N wall, W door: molding, 2nd from outside 
1/19/2006 2.03-2f door surround wood N wall, W door: outside-most molding 
     
1/19/2006 2.03-3a door wood N wall, center door: panel 
1/19/2006 2.03-3b door wood N wall, center door: small molding strip 
1/19/2006 2.03-3c door wood N wall, center door: stile (flat vertical) 
1/19/2006 2.03-3d door wood N wall, center door: rail (flat horizontal) 
1/19/2006 2.03-4a door surround wood N wall, center door: nearest to door, facing west 
1/19/2006 2.03-4b door surround wood N wall, center door: large flat, facing west 
1/19/2006 2.03-4c door surround wood N wall, center door: corner round molding 
1/19/2006 2.03-4d door surround wood N wall, center door: flat molding 
1/19/2006 2.03-4e door surround wood N wall, center door: thin molding strip [stands out] 
1/19/2006 2.03-4f door surround wood N wall, center door: flat molding 
1/19/2006 2.03-4g door surround wood N wall, center door: small round, 3rd from outside 
1/19/2006 2.03-4h door surround wood N wall, center door: larger rounded, 2nd from 
outside 
1/19/2006 2.03-4i door surround wood N wall, center door: outside-most molding strip 
1/19/2006 2.03-4j door surround wood N wall, center door: flat, outside molding, facing E 
     
1/19/2006 2.03-5a door wood N wall, E door: panel 
1/19/2006 2.03-5b door wood N wall, E door: band next to panel 
1/19/2006 2.03-5c door wood N wall, E door: interior molding, small strip 
1/19/2006 2.03-5d door wood N wall, E door: larger molding strip 
1/19/2006 2.03-5e door wood N wall, E door: door stile (vertical flat) 
1/19/2006 2.03-5f door wood N wall, E door: door rail (horizontal flat) 
1/19/2006 2.03-6a door surround wood N wall, E door: small round, most interior 
1/19/2006 2.03-6b door surround wood N wall, E door: large flat 
1/19/2006 2.03-6c door surround wood N wall, E door: small round, 3rd from outside 
1/19/2006 2.03-6d door surround wood N wall, E door: larger round, 2nd from outside 
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1/19/2006 2.03-6e door surround wood N wall, E door: flat outside molding 
1/19/2006 2.03-6f door surround wood N wall, E door: flat outside, facing east 
     
1/19/2006 2.04-1a window sill wood E wall, window 2: sill molding, rounded bottom 
1/19/2006 2.04-1b window sill wood E wall, window 2: sill molding, flat wide 
1/19/2006 2.04-1c window sill wood E wall, window 2: sill molding, small protruding 
1/19/2006 2.04-1d window sill wood E wall, window 2: sill molding, top-most band 
1/19/2006 2.04-1e window sill wood E wall, window 2: sill (round edge) 
1/19/2006 2.04-2a window frame wood E wall, window 2: thin strip between frame & sill 
1/19/2006 2.04-2b window frame wood E wall, window 2: wider strip bt frame & sill 
1/19/2006 2.04-2c window frame wood E wall, window 2: round molding (left side of 
window) 
1/19/2006 2.04-2d window frame wood E wall, window 2: flat outside-most frame (left 
side)
1/19/2006 2.04-2e window frame wood E wall, window 2: wide center frame 
1/19/2006 2.04-3a window wood E wall, window 2: flat bottom 
1/19/2006 2.04-3b window wood E wall, window 2: side mullion (bottom left pane) 
1/19/2006 2.04-3c window wood E wall, window 2: center mullion (bottom left 
pane) 
1/19/2006 2.04-3d window wood E wall, window 2: side mullion (bottom left pane) 
     
1/19/2006 2.04-4a window sill wood S wall, E window: sill molding, rounded bottom 
1/19/2006 2.04-4b window sill wood S wall, E window: sill molding, flat wide 
1/19/2006 2.04-4c window sill wood S wall, E window: sill molding, small protruding 
1/19/2006 2.04-4d window sill wood S wall, E window: sill molding top-most band 
1/19/2006 2.04-4e window sill wood S wall, E window: sill, round edge 
1/19/2006 2.04-5a window frame wood S wall, E window: strip under window 
1/19/2006 2.04-5b window frame wood S wall, E window: round molding under window 
1/19/2006 2.04-5c window frame wood S wall, E window: round molding L of window 
1/19/2006 2.04-5d window frame wood S wall, E window: wide flat outside frame 
1/19/2006 2.04-5e window frame wood S wall, E window: vertical, left, next to glass 
1/19/2006 2.04-5f window frame wood S wall, E window: horizontal beneath glass 
1/19/2006 2.04-5g window frame wood S wall, E window: center, left frame, next to glass 
1/19/2006 2.04-5h window frame wood S wall, E window: center, right frame, next to glass 
1/19/2006 2.04-5i window frame wood S wall, E window: center small strip in middle 
1/19/2006 2.04-6a w enframemnt plaster S wall, E window: left horizontal 
1/19/2006 2.04-6b w enframemnt plaster S wall, E window: center horizontal 
1/19/2006 2.04-6c w enframemnt plaster S wall, E window: right horizontal 
1/19/2006 2.04-6d w enframemnt plaster S wall, E window: bottom vertical 
1/19/2006 2.04-6e w enframemnt plaster S wall, E window: mid vertical 
1/19/2006 2.04-6f w enframemnt plaster S wall, E window: top vertical 
1/19/2006 2.04-7 w molding wood S wall, E window: round molding 
1/19/2006 2.04-8a w enframemnt plaster E wall, window 2: left horizontal 
1/19/2006 2.04-8b w enframemnt plaster E wall, window 2: center horizontal 
1/19/2006 2.04-8c w enframemnt plaster E wall, window 2: right horizontal 
1/19/2006 2.04-8d w enframemnt plaster E wall, window 2: bottom vertical 
1/19/2006 2.04-8e w enframemnt plaster E wall, window 2: mid vertical 
1/19/2006 2.04-8f w enframemnt plaster E wall, window 2: top vertical 
1/19/2006 2.04-9 w molding wood E wall, window 2: round outside-most molding 
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3/30/2006 2.05-1a wall plaster S altar wall: east, L of east window: left 
3/30/2006 2.05-1b wall plaster S altar wall: east, L of east window: center 
3/30/2006 2.05-1c wall plaster S altar wall: east, L of east window: right 
3/30/2006 2.05-2a wall plaster W wall, bt S & center windows: left band 
3/30/2006 2.05-2b wall plaster W wall, bt S & center windows: center 
3/30/2006 2.05-2c wall plaster W wall, bt S & center windows: right, on band 
3/30/2006 2.05-2d wall plaster W wall, bt S & center windows: top 
3/30/2006 2.05-2e wall plaster W wall, bt S & center windows: bottom 
3/30/2006 2.05-3a wall plaster N wall: west of west door: left 
3/30/2006 2.05-3b wall plaster N wall: west of west door: center 
3/30/2006 2.05-3c wall plaster N wall: west of west door: right 
3/30/2006 2.05-3d wall plaster N wall: west of west door: top 
3/30/2006 2.05-3e wall plaster N wall: west of west door: bottom 
     
4/8/2006 2.06-1 wall plaster S wall corner from gallery: cornice 1 
4/8/2006 2.06-2 wall plaster S wall corner from gallery: cornice 2 
4/8/2006 2.06-3 wall plaster S wall corner from gallery: cornice 3 
4/8/2006 2.06-4 wall plaster S wall corner from gallery: cornice 4 
4/8/2006 2.06-5 wall plaster S wall corner from gallery: cornice 5 
     
3/4/2006 3.01-1a column wood altar: W column: pedestal: bottom/step 
3/4/2006 3.01-1b column wood altar: W column: pedestal: large molding (bottom) 
3/4/2006 3.01-1c column wood altar: W column: pedestal: small molding strip 
3/4/2006 3.01-1d column wood altar: W column: pedestal 
3/4/2006 3.01-1e column wood altar: W column: pedestal: top, above fret 
3/4/2006 3.01-2a column wood altar: W column: fret: bottom molding 
3/4/2006 3.01-2b column wood altar: W column: fret: background beneath design 
3/4/2006 3.01-2c column wood altar: W column: fret: design 
3/4/2006 3.01-2d column wood altar: W column: fret: background above design 
3/4/2006 3.01-2e column wood altar: W column: cornice 1 
3/4/2006 3.01-2f column wood altar: W column: cornice 2 
3/4/2006 3.01-2g column wood altar: W column: cornice 3 
3/4/2006 3.01-2h column wood altar: W column: cornice 4 
3/4/2006 3.01-3a column wood altar: W column: shaft, lower flute 
3/4/2006 3.01-3b column wood altar: W column: shaft, smooth (above lower flute) 
3/4/2006 3.02-1a pilaster wood altar: W pilaster: base molding 
3/4/2006 3.02-1b pilaster wood altar: W pilaster: base molding cap 
3/4/2006 3.02-2 pilaster wood altar: W pilaster: shaft face, below fret 
     
4/8/2006 3.03-1 architrave plaster S altar wall portico 
4/8/2006 3.04-1 frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: gutta 
4/8/2006 3.04-2 frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: regula 
4/8/2006 3.04-3a frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: taenia under triglyph 
4/8/2006 3.04-4a frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: triglyph: V groove 
4/8/2006 3.04-4b frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: triglyph: shank femur 
4/8/2006 3.04-5 frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: metope 
4/8/2006 3.04-6 frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: band above metope 
4/8/2006 3.04-7 frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: bead 
4/8/2006 3.04-8 frieze plaster S altar wall portico frieze: fillet under cove 
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3/30/2006 3.06-1a altar wall plaster R frame/band next to right panel: near center 
3/30/2006 3.06-1b altar wall plaster R frame/band next to right panel: edge nxt to recess
3/30/2006 3.06-1c altar wall plaster band between center & R panels: center 
3/30/2006 3.06-1d altar wall plaster band between center & R panels: left side 
3/30/2006 3.06-1e altar wall plaster band between L & center panels: left 
3/30/2006 3.06-1f altar wall plaster band between L & center panels: center 
3/30/2006 3.06-1g altar wall plaster band between L & center panels: right 
3/30/2006 3.06-1h altar wall plaster band left of L panel: left 
3/30/2006 3.06-1i altar wall plaster band left of L panel: right 
3/30/2006 3.06-2a altar wall plaster right panel: side of panel, right 
3/30/2006 3.06-2b altar wall plaster right panel: small piece of gold "s" (later layers off)
3/30/2006 3.06-2c altar wall plaster right panel: blue under mural, right side 
3/30/2006 3.06-2d altar wall plaster right panel: gold letter w/overpaints, left side 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-1 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 1' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-2 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 2' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-3 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 3' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-4 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 4' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-5 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 5' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-6 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 6' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-7 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 7' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-8 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 8' from bottom 
4/8/2006 3.06-2-9 altar wall plaster right panel: right side: 9' from bottom 
3/30/2006 3.06-3a altar wall plaster center panel: bottom left corner 
3/30/2006 3.06-3b altar wall plaster center panel: bottom left  
3/30/2006 3.06-3c altar wall plaster center panel: under blue wall hanging 
3/30/2006 3.06-3d altar wall plaster center panel: gold letter to right, no blue paint 
3/30/2006 3.06-3e altar wall plaster center panel: right edge 
3/30/2006 3.06-4a altar wall plaster left panel: bottom, today blue under mural 
3/30/2006 3.06-4b altar wall plaster left panel: part of "newer" letter, incl. gold letter 
under 
3/30/2006 3.06-4c altar wall plaster left panel: 
3/30/2006 3.06-5a altar wall plaster wainscoting: under right panel, today decorative 
band
3/30/2006 3.06-5b altar wall plaster wainscoting: left side: blue sky 
3/30/2006 3.06-5c altar wall plaster wainscoting: left side: bottom, today hay in mural 
4/8/2006 3.06-6a altar wall plaster upper right circular panel: wreath 
4/8/2006 3.06-7a altar wall plaster upper rectangular panel: bottom right 
4/8/2006 3.07-1 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: star/center medallion rays 
4/8/2006 3.07-2 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: medallion background 
4/8/2006 3.07-3 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: border of egg motif 
4/8/2006 3.07-4 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: egg (smaller) 
4/8/2006 3.07-5 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: first recess after egg band 
4/8/2006 3.07-6 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: covetto 
4/8/2006 3.07-7 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: fillet outside covetto 
4/8/2006 3.07-8 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: beak molding (1st of 3) 
4/8/2006 3.07-9 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: flat recess after 3rd beak molding 
4/8/2006 3.07-10 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: fillet after recess 
4/8/2006 3.07-11 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: scotia where balls are 
4/8/2006 3.07-12 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: ball 
4/8/2006 3.07-13 altar ceiling plaster S altar portico ceiling: large flat recess after ball 
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2/11/2006 5.01-1 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: interior panel 
2/11/2006 5.01-2 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: thin molding strip 
2/11/2006 5.01-3 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: outside flat part of 
panel
2/11/2006 5.01-4 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 1 (lowest) 
2/11/2006 5.01-5 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 2 
2/11/2006 5.01-6 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 3 
2/11/2006 5.01-7 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 4 
2/11/2006 5.01-8 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 5 
2/11/2006 5.01-9 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 6 
2/11/2006 5.01-10 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 7 
2/11/2006 5.01-11 pilaster wood organ loft: W wall, W pilaster: cornice 8 (highest) 
2/11/2006 5.02-1 cornice wood organ loft: above W door: cornice 1 [purple] 
2/11/2006 5.02-2 cornice wood organ loft: above W door: cornice 2 [red] 
2/11/2006 5.02-3 cornice wood organ loft: above W door: cornice 3 [green] small 
round 
2/11/2006 5.02-4 cornice wood organ loft: above W door: cornice 4 [green] flat 
2/11/2006 5.02-5 cornice wood organ loft: above W door: cornice 5 [yellow] top 
2/11/2006 5.03-1 arch plaster organ loft: W side: rosette background 
2/11/2006 5.03-2 arch plaster organ loft: W side: rosette frame 
2/11/2006 5.03-3 arch plaster organ loft: W side: flat 
2/11/2006 5.03-4 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: flat purple 
2/11/2006 5.03-5 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: small purple 
2/11/2006 5.03-6 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: flat green 
2/11/2006 5.03-7 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: small peach 
2/11/2006 5.03-8 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: small purple 
2/11/2006 5.03-9 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: big peach 
2/11/2006 5.03-10 arch plaster organ loft: W side arch bands: pink 
2/11/2006 5.04-1 door frame wood organ loft: W door: blue surround 
2/11/2006 5.04-2 door frame wood organ loft: W door: round molding 
     
3/30/2006 5.05-1a wall plaster organ loft cove: below cornice, right of W door 
3/30/2006 5.05-1b wall plaster organ loft cove: below cornice, under left angel 
3/30/2006 5.05-2a wall plaster organ loft: flat E wall: left 
3/30/2006 5.05-2b wall plaster organ loft: flat E wall: center 
3/30/2006 5.05-2c wall plaster organ loft: flat E wall: right 
3/30/2006 5.05-2e wall plaster organ loft: flat E wall: top 
3/30/2006 5.05-2f wall plaster organ loft: flat E wall: bottom 
     
2/26/2006 5.07-1 rosette plaster organ loft: middle of rosette 
2/26/2006 5.07-2 rosette plaster organ loft: small petal 
2/26/2006 5.07-3 rosette plaster organ loft: thin line in middle of large petal 
2/26/2006 5.07-4 rosette plaster organ loft: large petal edge 
2/26/2006 5.07-5 rosette plaster organ loft: large petal  





















































































































































































SOUTH SANCTUARY WALL: 
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APPENDIX C
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS SHEETS
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS





6 lt. gray  /
5 off-white  /
4 lt. pinkish-gray white *  /
3 glaze
white
Representative of samples: 1.01-1, 1.01-2, 1.01-3, 1.01-4.





Sample #: 1.01-5 Element: column capital abacus Date Sampled: November 2005
Sample Location:  southernmost column, east gallery Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
2 white  /
1 off-white  /
off-white
off-white
^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS




3 glaze  /
white
2 white  /
1 off-white  /
off-white  ^
off-white
Sample #: 2.01-15 Element: pilaster capital: abacus Date Sampled: December 2005
Sample Location:  north wall, west of door, capital Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ???????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




6 peach  /
5 white  /
white
glaze
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
393
Sample #: 2.01-7 Element: pilaster face, upper 1/3 Date Sampled: December 2005
Sample Location:  north wall, west of door Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 white  /








6 lt. brown (v. thin)* /
5 white  /
yellow*
glaze






^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
394
Sample #: 1.03-1 Element: balcony frieze: gutta Date Sampled: November 2005
Sample Location:  north wall, west of door Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ???????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




2 white  /






6 lt. gray  /
5 white  /
lt. gray
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
395
Sample #: 1.04-6 Element: balcony cornice Date Sampled: November 2005
Sample Location:  north wall, west of door; top-most Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pink  /
pink
3 glaze  /
white
2 white  / ^







6 off-white  /
lt. green












^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
396
Sample #: 1.05-1 Element: balustrade baluster pedestal Date Sampled: February 2006
Sample Location: east side of organ loft Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
7 white
6 lt. gray  /
5 gray  /
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  /
2 white  ^
1 off-white  /
off-white
off-white







^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
397
Sample #: 1.05-4 Element: balustrade baluster handrail Date Sampled: February 2006
Sample Location: east side of organ loft Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ???????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
1 dk. reddish brown*
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
original
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
398
Sample #: 2.01-2 Element: baseboard molding Date Sampled:  December 2005
Sample Location:  north wall, pilaster west of door Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  /
2 white  /





7 dk. red  /
maroon
6 peach
lt. pink (v. thin)
5 white  /
glaze
Representative of samples: 2.01-1, 2.01-2, 2.02-1, 2.02-2.






^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS

















6 tan  /
lt. blue











Sample #: 2.02-3 Element: baseboard molding Date Sampled:  December 2005
Sample Location:  north wall, west of door Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
400
Sample #: 2.03-1c Element: door Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location: N wall, west door, interior molding Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  /
2 white  /













5 white  /
glaze









^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
401
Sample #: 2.03-5d Element: door Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  north wall, east door, panel molding Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ???????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  /
2 *













5 white  /







^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
402
Sample #: 2.03-3c Element: door Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  north wall, center door, stile Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 white  /
3 white  /
























^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
403
Sample #: 2.03-2c Element: door surround Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  north wall, west door, wide molding Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  ^
2 white  /






















^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
404
Sample #: 2.03-2f Element: door surround Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location: N wall, west door, outside molding Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  /
2 white  ^










5 white  /
glaze








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
405
Sample #: 2.03-4h Element: door surround Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  north wall, center door,  molding Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 white  /
2 white  /




















^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
406
Sample #: 2.03-4i Element: door surround Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location: N wall, center door,  outside molding Date Analyzed: February 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
3 glaze
white







6 dk. brown glaze
peach
blue










^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
407
Sample #: 2.04-2b Element: 1994 window sash Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  east wall, 2nd window from left Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x





Representative of samples: 2.04-2a, -2c; 2.04-3a, -3b, -3c, -3d.
8
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
408
Sample #: 2.04-1c Element: window sill Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  east wall, 2nd window from left Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x










4 lt. pinkish-gray white
3 white  /











^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
409
Sample #: 2.04-1a Element: window sill Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location:  east wall, 2nd window from left Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x















4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
dk. pink
3 white  ^
2 white












^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
410
Sample #: 2.04-4a Element: window sill Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location: S wall, stained glass window, molding Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x








5 purple-gray  /
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
dk. pink
Scheme Color
B+ purple (v. thin)
A+ white w/ red lead  /
3 white  /
2 *
1 off-white  /














^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
411
Sample #: 2.04-4d Element: window sill Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location: S wall, stained glass window, molding Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x





6 lt. brown  /
5 purple-gray  /
D+ white  /
C+ white  /
4 lt. pinkish-gray white  /
Scheme Color
B purple (v. thin)
A white w/ red lead  /
3 white  /
2 *
















^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
412
Sample #: 2.04-5g Element: window frame Date Sampled:  January 2006
Sample Location: S wall, stained glass window, bt panes Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x





6 lt. brown  /
5 purple-gray  /
D C white  /
4 *
Scheme Color
B dark purple  /












^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
413
Sample #: 2.05-3c Element: north wall Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  west of west door, lower right Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze
French gray
2 white  /









5 yellow-brown  /
lt. brown










^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
414
Sample #: 2.05-1c Element: south wall Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  left of east window, right Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4* dk. pink  /
dk. pink
3 dk. brown glaze
French gray
2 white  /








6 blue-green  /
lt. green












^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
415
Sample #: 2.04-6d Element: window enframement Date Sampled:  January 2006 
Sample Location:  east stained glass, left, bottom center Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color






*Large red pigment particle is visible.






5 yellow-brown  /
brown









^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
416
Sample #: 2.04-8f Element: window enframement Date Sampled:  January 2006 
Sample Location:  east wall, right of window, top vertical Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x










PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
417
Sample #: 2.05-2e Element: west wall Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  west wall, bottom Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x







Also representative of sample 2.05-2b.
6
7
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
418
Sample #: 2.05-3e Element: north wall Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  organ loft, east of cove, lower middle Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




6* blue-green  /
lt. green (v. thin)
5 yellow-brown  /
brown




3 dk. brown glaze
French gray
2 white  /
1 light pink
off-white








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
419
Sample #: 5.05-2b Element: north wall, organ loft Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  organ loft, east of cove, lower middle Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
7 peach
6 blue-green  /
lt. green
5 yellow-brown  /
brown
4 dk. pink  /
dk. pink
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze
French gray
2 white  /
1 light pink  /
off-white








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
420
Sample #: 2.06-4 Element: wall cornice Date Sampled: April 2006 
Sample Location:  southwest corner, below ceiling Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x









4 lt. yellow  /
lt. pink
Scheme Color






size [from wall or ceiling]  ^
off-white








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
421
Sample #: 3.06-2-5 Element: S wall recessed panel Date Sampled: April 2006 
Sample Location: R rectangular panel, 5’ from bottom Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x







Representative of samples 3.06-2-6 & 3.06-2-9.
6
7
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
422
Sample #: 3.06-2-8 Element: S wall recessed panel Date Sampled: April 2006 
Sample Location: R rectangular panel, 8’ from bottom Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x







2 lt. purple  /
lt. pink
1* blue  /




6 lt. green  /
lt. greenish-white
?????




4 dk. brown glaze 
dk. pink
lt. pink
*Scheme 1 representative of samples: 3.06-2-3, 3.06-2-4, 3.06-2-7, 3.06- 4c & 3.06-7a.









^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
423
Sample #: 3.06-3a Element: S wall recessed panel Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  center panel, bottom left corner Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x

















4 dk. brown glaze 
dk. pink
lt. pink









^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
424
Sample #: 3.06-1d Element: S wall band Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  band bt center & right panels; left Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x












6 lt. green  /
5 yellowish-brown  /
lt. brown
4 dk. brown glaze  /
dk. pink
lt. pink
Schemes 1-6 representative of all samples from bands betwen and wainscoting below recessed panels: 
3.06-1a, -1b, -1c, -1e, -1f, -1g, -1h; and, 3.06-5a, 3.06-5b & 3.06-5c.








^ : fracture        / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
425
Sample #: 3.06-2-3 Element: S wall recessed panel Date Sampled: April 2006 
Sample Location: R rectangular panel, 3’ from bottom Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x










1* blue  ^




6 lt. green  /




4 dk. brown glaze 
dk. pink
lt. pink
*This is the only sample that shows this layer 
???????????????????????????????????????????????









^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
426
Sample #: 3.06-3c Element: S wall recessed panel Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  center rectangular panel, center Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x

























        do so.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????






^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
427
Sample #: 3.06-2a Element: S wall recessed panel Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  right rectangular panel, right side Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x











6 lt. green  /
lt. greenish-white
5* yellowish-brown  /
off-white
4 dk. brown glaze 
dk. pink
pink








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
428
Sample #: 3.06-6a Element: S wall wreath Date Sampled: April 2006 
Sample Location:  upper right circular wreath Date Analyzed: April 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
A or B* lt. tan
3+ glaze  /
purple
off-white
2 white  /





6 lt. blue (v. thin)  /
5 off-white  /
tan
4 dk. brown glaze   /
lt. yellow
pink
*This was most likely applied in Schemes A or B, when the stained glass windows were applied, as it is 
atypical of any other sample.







^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
429
Sample #: 3.01-2g Element: altar column pedestal Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  west column, pedestal cornice Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 French gray  /
2 white  /




6 brown  /
5+ off-white  /
yellow-brown
lt. brown




*Light blue in Scheme 4 only found in this sample; bright orange pigment visible.








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
430
Sample #: 3.01-1c Element: altar column pedestal Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  west column, pedestal, small molding Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 white  /






6 brown  /
5 off-white  /
yellow-brown
lt. brown
4* dk. brown glaze
pink
off-white







^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
431
Sample #: 3.01-2b Element: altar column pedestal Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  W column, pedestal, fret background Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 French gray  /





6 brown  /
5+ yellow-brown  /
lt. brown
4* dk. brown glaze
lt. pink
off-white
*Scheme 4 representative of samples:3.01-2d, 2.01-2h & 3.01-3b.







^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
432
Sample #: 3.01-2e Element: altar column pedestal Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  west column, pedestal, above fret Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 French gray  /






6 brown  /
5+ off-white  /
lt. brown




*Scheme 4 representative of samples:3.01-2c, 3.01-2f & 3.01-3a.








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
433
Sample #: 3.02-2 Element: altar pilaster Date Sampled:  March 2006 
Sample Location:  2 wall west pilaster, shaft below fret Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 white  /






6 brown  /
5 yellowish-brown  /
brown
4 dk. pink  /
off-white
pink






^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
434
Sample #: 3.04-6 Element: altar portico frieze Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location: portico front; frieze, band above metope Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze
white
off-white
2 white  /
off-white






6 lt. greenish-white  /
green
5 dk. brown glaze  /
off-white
tan
4 dk. brown glaze
lt. yellow
pink








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
435
Sample #: 3.03-1 Element: altar portico architrave Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location:  portico front, close to middle Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x





3 dk. brown glaze
white
off-white
2 white  /
off-white





















^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
436
Sample #: 3.04-7 Element: altar portico frieze Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location:  portico front; frieze, bead Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze
white
off-white
2 white  /
off-white


















^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
437
Sample #: 3.07-1 Element: altar portico ceiling Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location:  portico ceiling; medallion center rays Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
3* gold  /
dk. brown glaze
white






6+ lt. greenish-white  /
5 glaze  /
lt. brown
tan
4* gold  /
white
* The two schemes of gilding located between Schemes 1 and 5 could have been parts of Schemes 2, 3, or 
4; based on evidence discussed in Chapter 4, it is conjectured that they were parts of Schemes 3 and 4 and 
the medallion was not painted in Scheme 2.







^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
438
Sample #: 3.07-2 Element: altar portico ceiling Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location: portico ceiling; medallion background Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
4+ dk. brown glaze
lt. green
pink
3 dk. brown glaze
French gray*
off-white
2 blue  /











* Blue pigments are visible in Scheme 3.
+ Scheme 4 representative of samples: 3.07-2, 3.07-6, 3.07-9 & 3.07-13.







^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
439
Sample #: 3.07-13 Element: altar portico ceiling Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location:???????????????????????????????????????? Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x
Analysis Performed by: Kerry L. Johnston Camera: Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital
Scheme Color
2 white  /
off-white





6 lt. greenish-white  /















^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
440
Sample #: 3.07-6 Element: altar portico ceiling Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location:  portico ceiling; covetto Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




6 lt. brown  /
lt. green
5 off-white  /
tan
4 lt. green  /
pink
* Scheme 3 French gray only found on this sample and the medallion background 3.07-2.
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze
French gray*
off-white
2 white  /
off-white








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
441
Sample #: 3.07-12 Element: altar portico ceiling Date Sampled: April 2006 (by FGM)
Sample Location:  portico ceiling; larger ball Date Analyzed: May 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x





3 dk. brown glaze
white
off-white
2 white  /
off-white
1 off-white  /
* Gold found on Scheme 4 of samples 3.07-7 & 3.07-12 also.
+ Light yellow in Scheme 4 representative of samples: 3.07-3, 3.07-4, 3.07-8 & 3.07-11.
# Scheme 6 representative of samples 3.07-3, 3.07-4, 3.07-6, 3.07-8 & 3.07-11.





6# tan   /
lt. green









^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
442
Sample #: 5.01-3 Element: organ loft pilaster Date Sampled:  February 2006
Sample Location:  west organ loft pilaster; shaft Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x





6 yellow  /
5 off-white  /
tan
4 lt. yellow  /
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze
white
off-white
2 off-white  /
off-white
1 off-white  /
off-white








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
443
Sample #: 5.02-2 Element: organ loft cornice Date Sampled:  February 2006
Sample Location:  organ loft, above west door Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: wood Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




6 yellow  /
5 off-white  /
tan
4 lt. yellow  /
lt. pink
Scheme Color















^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
444
Sample #: 5.03-6 Element: organ loft arch Date Sampled:  February 2006
Sample Location:???????????????????????????? Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




6 yellow  /
5 off-white  /
tan
4 lt. yellow  /
lt. pink
Scheme Color
3 dk. brown glaze (v. thick)
white
off-white
2 off-white  /
off-white
1 off-white  /
off-white








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
445
Sample #: 5.03-2 Element: organ loft arch coffer Date Sampled:  February 2006
Sample Location:  organ loft, west, rosette frame Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




6 lt. blue  /









1 off-white  /
off-white








^ : fracture    / : dirt
PAINT LAYER STRATIGRAPHY ANALYSIS
ST. JOHN’S EPISCOPAL / HOLY TRINITY ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
446
Sample #: 5.07-1 Element: rosette Date Sampled:  February 2006
Sample Location:  organ loft arch, rosette middle Date Analyzed: March 2006
Substrate: plaster Illumination: ????????????????????????
Microscope: Nikon Optiphot 2-Pol ?????????????? 100x




1 glaze + gold leaf
lt. pink
off-white








FTIR & SEM-EDS RESULTS
448
FTIR RESULTS
CHART 1, Sample 2.01-4
WOODWORK: north wall pilaster
The woodwork paint is oil-based with basic lead white carbonate and neutral lead white.
Lead salts are also present.
449
FTIR RESULTS
CHART 2, Sample 2.04-6d
WALL PLASTER
The earliest plaster layer is oil-based; again, the presence of lead white, neutral lead car-
bonate, as well as some calcite is noted.
450
FTIR RESULTS
CHART 3, Sample 2.04-6d
WALL PLASTER
Clearly, the paint is not casein or distemper based as the sample spectrum does not match 
with that of casein.  Linseed oil is a better match.
451
FTIR RESULTS
CHART 4, Sample 5.07-2





CHART 5, Sample 1.04-3
balcony cornice
Elements detected: lead (Pb)
   calcium (Ca)
Possible pigments: lead white





CHART 6, Sample 2.03-3c
center door
Elements detected: aluminum (Al)
   barium (Ba)
Possible pigments: [dye such as indigo]





CHART 7, Sample 2.05-3b
north plaster wall: off-white base layer
Elements detected: lead (Pb)  
   calcium (Ca)     
? ? ? ??????????????
   aluminum (Al)
Possible pigments: lead white
   calcium carbonate / whiting






CHART 8, Sample 2.05-3b
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Elements detected: lead (Pb)  
   aluminum (Al)
Possible pigments: lead white





CHART 9, Sample 3.06-1d
south sanctuary wall: band between recessed panels
Elements detected: cobalt (Co), aluminum (Al)
   lead (Pb)
   calcium (Ca)
Possible pigments: cobalt blue (CoO . Al2O3)
   lead white





CHART 10, Sample 3.06-2-8
south sanctuary wall: right rectangular recessed panel, 8’ from bottom: white ground
Elements detected: lead (Pb)
? ? ? ??????????????
Possible pigments: lead white





CHART 11, Sample 3.06-2-8
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????? ? ??????????????
   calcium (Ca)  aluminum (Al)
Possible pigments: lead white  talc
   whiting  [possibly from cobalt blue, although no 





CHART 12, Sample 3.07-1
portico ceiling medallion: yellow
Elements detected: lead (Pb)  
   calcium (Ca)  
Possible pigments: lead white  





CHART 13, Sample 3.07-1
???????????????? ????????????????????????????
Elements detected: chrome (Cr)
   lead (Pb)  
Possible pigments: chrome yellow (PbCrO4)





CHART 14, Sample 3.07-1
???????????????? ??????????????????????????
Elements detected: gold (Au)
Possible pigments: gold leaf





CHART 15, Sample 3.07-2
portico ceiling medallion background
Elements detected: lead (Pb)  Possible pigments: white lead
   calcium (Ca)     whiting
   aluminum (Al)    [cobalt blue?]
? ? ? ??????????????? ? ? ?





CHART 16, Sample 3.07-13
??????????????????????????
Elements detected: chlorine (Cl)
   lead (Pb)
Possible pigments: Brunswick green (Cu2(OH)3Cl)





CHART 17, Sample 5.07-1
rosette
Elements detected: calcium (Ca)   aluminum (Al)
? ? ? ???????????? ? ? ??????????????
   lead (Pb)
Possible pigments: whiting
   barium sulfate





CHART 18, Sample 2.04-5h
stained glass window frame
??????????????????? ?????????? ? ? ????????????
   lead (Pb)   barium (Ba)
   iron (Fe)
???????????????????? ???????????????????????
? ? ? ??????????????????????????????????





CHART 19, Sample 1.04-3
balcony cornice: Scheme 2
??????????????????? ?????????? ? ?
   lead (Pb)   






CHART 20, Sample 3.06-2-8
??????????????????????????? ??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
not the off-white primer) layer of Scheme 3.
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